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selectivity crystal filter and the calibrated band spread 
dial have hit a vital spot with the amateur. Many say 
they would never be without these features again. This 
new crystal filter has everything for CW that crystal 
filters have ever had, and in addition, there are four wide 
band ranges, one for medium CW selectivity and three 
for phone reception without spurious peaks. It is abso- 
lutely smooth and stable. The calibrated band spread 
dial can he set for exceptional accuracy. Four amateur 
bands, 80, 40, 20 and 10 have scales of over 310 degrees. 
These are, by no means the only features-talk to some- 
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Front top und bottom s t- (II Ior " i'ronomy" transmitter. 

AN ECONOMY RIG FOR THE NEW HAM 
AFTER acquiring his license, the 
amateur newcomer is frequently 

faced with the problem of what kind of 
transmitter to build. While he would 
like to have a high -power rig, other fac- 
tors prevent him from immediately 
bursting out with a half kilowatt. Lack 
of experience with multi -stage equip- 
ment, a desire to acquire experience 

with simple gear, a depleted pocketbook 
all may combine to check the imme- 
diate acquisition of high power. 

With this in mind, the writer design- 
ed a small yet efficient oscillator -trans- 
mitter that need not become obsolete 
because additional units or sections can 
be added to it to increase its flexibility 
and power. Each unit will be built on a 

Wiring diagram fer the newcomers' transmitter. 

7 in. x 12 in. x 3 in. chassis and the sev- 
eral units can be bolted together to 
make a single compact transmitter. 

Tri-tet Circuit Used 
For flexibility and efficiency, the tri- 

tet oscillator circuit is hard to beat. 
Second harmonic output is almost as 
great as the output an the crystal's fun- 
damental frequency, while fourth har- 
monic output is about 25'& of fundamen- 
tal outut. While a receiving type tube 
such as the 6V6 or 6L6 could be used 
in this section, a larger tube such as the 
807 gives quite a bit more output and is 
to be preferred when feeding the oscil- 
lator directly into the antenna, Later 
on, if you add a buffer -doubler section, 
you can substitute a smaller tube for 
the 807 in the oscillator and use the 
oscillator in the second section. A dis- 
advantage of the tri-tet has been the 
ease with which abnormally high crys- 
tal currents could be encountered, with 
improper adjustment of the tuned ca- 
tode circuit. However, since this circuit 
is not at all critical, it is quite feasible 
to employ a fixed -tune cathode circuit, 
thereby avoiding having to tune it with 
its resultant tendency toward mistun- 
ing. It was found convenient to use a 
single tapped coil with a small rotary 
switch shorting out the unused portion 
of the coil. By shorting out the entire 
cathode coil, the oscillator is turned 
into a simple pentode oscillator with 
the plate circuit tuned to the crystal 
frequency. 

A small 60 milliampere pilot light 
bulb' Fe in series with the crystal, serv- 
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ing as a crystal current indicator. On 
extreme overloads, it will burn out, pro- 
tecting the crystal. With the number of 
turns specified for the cathode coil, no 
trouble should be experienced with high 
crystal currents. The bulb will never 
light up to more than half its normal 
brilliancy. The crystal used by the 
writer is a Bliley VF1 variable crystal, 
capable of a small amount of frequency 
variation-sufficient to slide out of any 
QRM encountered while operating. This 
method of frequency variation is much 
to be preferred to an electron -coupled 
oscillator which presents great problems 
in attaining frequency stability, com- 
parable to crystal control. The 80 meter 
crystal can be varied about 6 kilocycles 
from its normal frequency, while the 
40 meter crystal unit can be varied 12 
kc. from its minimum frequency. Har- 
monic operation, of course, increases 
the variation. 

Coils Can Be Home-made 
The single tuned circuit in the plate 

of the oscillator employs a 100 mmf. re- 
ceiving type condenser and plug-in air - 
wound coils. These sturdily built and 
neatly constructed coils can be pur- 
chased quite cheaply, but for the con- 
structor desirous of rolling his own, 
complete information is appended. 

Inspection of the photos will show 
that although the tuning condenser is 
mounted at the side of the chassis near 
the coil socket, its dial is in the center 
of the chassis. A short length of flexi- 
ble shafting was used to couple the two 
together, since it was desired to place 
the dial in the center of the chassis. If 
the constructor aims at simplicity, he 
can dispense with the flexible shaft and 
use a straight shaft extension, with the 
dial then off to one side. 

The 7 x 12 x 3 in. chassis is really 
larger than necessary to mount all the 
parts, but will match any future units 
in size. Too, if the beginner feels that 
this oscillator transmitter is as far as 
he wishes to go, he could easily build a 
small power supply on the rear portion 
of the chassis. A diagram of a suitable 
power supply is shown. 

Meter Permanently Connected 
The permanently connected 150 mil- 

liampere meter has been mounted 
above the chassis on a pair of angle 
brackets, to avoid cutting a large hole 
in the front of the chassis. This meter 
is in the B minus lead so that there is 
no high voltage on its terminals. Note 
how all parts have been mounted close 
together in order to keep the R.F. leads 
as short as possible, yet not unduly 
crowding the various components. The 
cathode coil switch was mounted on a 
bracket fastened to the side of the 
chassis close to the cathode coil. At the 
rear chassis drop are the power and 
key terminals. A five terminal isolan- 
tite strip takes care of the keying leads, 
filament supply and B minus, while a 
Millen bakelite high voltage terminal is 
used to feed the plate and screen volt- 
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HOW TO LEARN CODE 
AND BECOME 

AN EXPERT 

It is one of the most interesting books you have ever 
read. Fifty-two pages telling in T. R. McElroy's own 
words how he became World's Champion! How the 
Naval Reserve speeds up its operators. How L. R. 
McDonald, after years away from radio came back to 
75 w.p.m. How to become an operator. How to get the 
license you want. How to become a high speed expert. 
How to copy on the "Mill" 2 to 6 words behind ... easily 
. . . accurately . . . fast. It completely describes the 
famous Candler System in detail. Write at once for the 
"BOOK OF FACTS." 

IT IS FREE! 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
= DEPT. T4 ASHEVILLE, N. C. I 
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OXFORD 

The Finest in small speakers 
* FOR AMATEURS and STUDENTS 
* FOR ENGINEERS and EXPERIMENTORS 
OXFORD small speakers, both Permag and Electro -dynamic are espe- 
cially suited to new advanced types of portable an AC -DC constructions. 
OXFORD "Little General" 2 inch is the worlds smallest Permag speaker, 
recommended for "Pocket" type receivers, hearing -aid devices or for use 
as a dynamic microphone. 
A pioneer of small speakers, OXFORD also builds an outstanding line of 
high quality Permag and Electro -Dynamic public address reproducers up 
to 14 inchess in size. 
OXFORD speakers are available at your nearest radio parts distributor. 
Insist upon OXFORD, the speakers that are- 

Accepted by Sound Judgment 
Write Dept. RRA for free copy OXFORD speaker bulletin 400. 

OKFORD-TARTAN , ;: RADIO CORPORATION 
Ce 

915 W VAN BUREN 5' CHICAGO, U S A I 
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age. This terminal is really a plug-in 
gadget with no exposed metal. The 
plate cap for the 807 is also made of 

isolantite to afford protection against 
accidental contact. However, the plug-in 
plate coil carries high voltage and could 
be made safe by covering it with a cel- 

luloid bag. The two resistors used as a 
voltage divider to obtain screen voltage 
are supported at their junction by the 
small standoff insulator furnished with 
the R.F. choke coil. 

Particular care should be used in wir- 
ing the unit to bring all grounds to a 
single point on the chassis, which 
should be at the tube socket. 

How to "Tune Up" 
Tuning up this little outfit is quite 

simple. If output is desired on the crys- 
tal frequency, short the cathode coil by 

turning the switch to the proper posi- 
tion and insert the proper plate coil. 

Starting with the plate condenser at its 
minimum capacity setting, turn the con- 

denser, increasing its capacity until a 

dip In plate current occurs. The conden- 
ser should be backed off from the posi- 
tion of maximum dip because of the ten- 
dency of the oscillator to break out of 
oscillation when a load, such as an an- 

tenna, is applied. 
If output is desired on a crystal har- 

monic, set the switch on the tap corres- 
ponding to the crystal frequency (this 
will be about 13/2 times the crystal fre- 
quency). With the proper plate coil in- 

serted in the coil socket, vary the plate 
condenser for minimum plate current 

BEFORE 
investing your money in an 

AMATEUR RECEIVER 

or 

TRANSMITTER 

wouldn't it be a good busi- 
ness move on your part to 
find out what I can offer 
you besides 

PRICE - 
TERMS - 

TRADE IN 
ALLOWANCE? CL 

I offer you helpful advice 
gained from 15 years of 
actual experience as an 
amateur operator. 

This friendly guidance may 
be the means of becoming 
a successful instead of a 
mediocre operator in short- 
er time and at no extra ex- 
pense to you. 

I carry in stock all the lead- 
ing makes of receivers and 
transmitters therefore I can 
and do make prompt ship- 
ments. 

My motto is 

"Fastest service - lowest 
prices -- most liberal trade 
in allowances-easiest time 
payment terms 

IN THE COUNTRY" 

Send stamp for my latest 
list of new and recondition- 
ed receivers. 

Bill Harrison 
W2AVA 

G`7 

HARRISON 
RADIO COMPANY 
12 West Broadway 

New York City 

or if a meter is not available, for maxi- 
mum R.F. output, as indicated by a 

neon bulb or single turn loop attached 

to a small lamp bulb (flash -light bulb) 
brought near the output coil. 

The plate coil is furnished with a link 
coil which can be used when coupling 
to an antenna having twisted pair feed- 
ers or a concentric line. The single - 
wire -fed matched impedance type of an- 
tenna can be coupled to the plate coil 
by tapping it at some point near the 
plate end of the coil. It should be con- 
nected at some point where the plate 
current will be the normal plate current 
at the operating voltage. The tap can be 
soldered to the coil and brought down 
to the unused prong on the five -prong 
coil form. 

Parts List 
BUD RADIO, INC. 
1-Chassis No. 703 
1-Set. of OEL coils; 10-100 meters 
1-100 mmf. tuning condenser No. 905 
1-Tuning dial No. 1732 
JAMES MILLEN MFG. CO. 
2-5 prong steatite sockets, No. 33005 
1, --Steatite crystal socket, No. 33002 
1-High voltage bakelite safety terminal, 

No. 37001 
1-Steatite 5 terminal strip. No. 37105 
1-Isolantite plate cap for 807. No. 36002 
1-2.5 mh. R.F. choke. No. 34100 
1-Y in. diameter coil form, No. 47003 
RCA MFG. CO. 
1-807 tube 
BLILEY ELECTRIC CO. 
1-VF-1 crystal unit 
TRIPLETT ELECT. INST. CO. 
1-0-150 D.C. Milliammeter, No. 327A 
1-50,000 ohm, % watt resistor, type BTS 
SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO. 
1-100 mmf. silvered mica fixed condenser, 

No. 6M-31 
4-.004 mf. mica condensers, 1FM-24 
1-400 ohm, 5 watt resistor, type 10K 
1-30,000 ohm, 10 watt resistor, type 10K 
1-15.000 ohm, 10 watt resistor, type 10K 

P. R. MALLORY & CO. 
1-Single-pole 5 -position rotary switch, No. 

3215) 

Plate coil TURNS DIAMETER LENGTH WIRE SIZE LINK 

100 meters 58 1% in. 1% in. No. 24 4 turns 
80 meters 32 1% In. 1% in. No. 19 3 turns 
40 meters 18 1% in. 1% in. No. 16 3 turns 
20 meters 9 1% in. 1% in. No. 14 2 turns 
10 meters 6 1% in. 1% in. No. 14 2 turns 

All coils space wound to specified length. Link wound at end of coil. 

Cathode coil 53 turns No. 24 enameled wire wound on % in. diameter tapped 24 turns from 

the end for 80 meters. and tapped 10 turns from end for 40 meter crystals. 

WIRING POINTERS FOR 
RADIO BEGINNERS 

EGINNERS in radio sometimes 
are at a loss as to just where to 
start when building a receiver. 
The following is the outline of 

an orderly procedure that will hasten 
the completion of the job and lower the 
chances of mistakes. 

The first consideration is the place- 
ment of parts. Generally the R.F. sec- 
tion occupies one side of the chassis, 
the tuning condenser the front center 
and the A.F. and power supply take the 
other aide and rear of the chassis, but 
this is no fast rule. The things to strive 
for are short leads especially in the 
R.F. section, and the prevention of the 
magnetic fields of coils and transform- 
ers from coupling together. Shielding 
of coils allows them to be placed up- 
right next to each other but otherwise 
they should be at right -angles to each 
other. Tube shields (not used on the 

metal tubes), can be close -fitting, pro- 
vided ventilation is allowed for, but 
shields for coils must have a diameter 
twice that of the coil; a coil shield that 
is too close -fitting will absorb too much 
energy. When the main parts (tuning 
condenser) coils, tube sockets, trans- 
formera, and large filter condensers) 
have been positioned and fastened the 
wiring is the next thing. 

CIRCUIT BREAKDOWNS 
It is a great help to quick accurate 

wiring if the circuit diagram is broken 
down into its main divisions such as 
plate, grid and power supply circuite. 
An easy way to do this is to place a 
piece of tracing paper over the diagram 
and trace off the plate circuits, shift 
the paper and trace the grid leads, then 
do the same for the filament circuit, 
etc. With this method even the most 
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complicated diagrams can be simplified 
so that the actual wiring is rapidly 
done by completing all the plate cir- 
cuits, then all the grid circuits, etc. 
COLOR CODING 

Using colored wire is a great help 
when it comes to checking the finished 
Job and also allows the builder to keep 
the grid leads isolated, by a glance at 
the color. Use red for B+ leads 
including the plates, blue for screen - 
grids, green for control -grids, black for 
returns or ground connections and yel- 
low may be used for any special cir- 
cuits such as A.V.C. Filament or heater 
wires are twisted so no special color is 
needed for identification. 

A word about ground (chassis) con- 
nections: always take the shortest 
route, do not use long wires connecting 
various grounds together. It is good 
practice, if a low -range ohmmeter is 
available, to test all soldered joints to 
make sure that they have no apprecia- 
ble resistance. 
WIRING SEQUENCE 

Heaters-- It is often an advantage 
to wire -in the heaters first as this will 
establish a reference point for the lo- 
cating of the other tube socket con- 
nections. 

Control-grids-The control -grid cir- 
cuits should be the next to be com- 
pleted making all leads as short as 
possible. 

Plates and Screen-grids-The plates 
and screen -grids can now be wired -in, 
avoiding the control -grid wiles; under 
no conditions should the plate or 
screen -grid wire run parallel to the con- 
trol -grid wire. Where there is little 
room or it is impossible because of the 
placement of parts to avoid running 
these wires together, by all means 
shield the control -grid wire and ground 
the shield. 

Bypass Condensers-With the con- 
trol -grid circuits (including coils), the 
plats, screen -grid and heater wiring in, 
the next step is to install the various 
bypass condensers, in the cases where 
these have not been an actual part of 
one of the other circuits. 

Power supply-The power supply 
comes next. In wiring the power cir- 
cuits (all high -voltage leads-plate, 
screen -grid, rectifier) use a larger wire 
than for control -grid wiring and one 
with heavier insulation. Anchor the 
wires and keep them away from any 
rough edges or points as the vibration 
of the speaker may cause them to rub 
and in time destroy the insulation. 
Where a wire comes up from below the 
chassis through a hole there should be 
a rubber grommet installed first. 

By following this method of dividing 
up the wiring into its logical parts of 
plate, screen -grid, control -grid and 
power supply, a rapid Job may be done. 
It is much easier to check as you go 
along, too, especially if colored wires 
are used. 

Modern Parts for 
JAMES MILLEN 
150 EXCHANGE ST 

,,i' 

27 Types \ 
. MM. .1 

159 Titles' 

4 Sises 
3 Colors 

o Modern Circuits 
MFG. CO. INC. 
MALDEN, MASS. 

/Here's a group of professional - 
type components to improve 
the appearance and conveni- 

II ence of your rig. 

Two Sizes, 180' and 
270° Direct. Drive and 

Planetary Drive 

These items and many 
more shown in Bulletin No. 
240 are now available 
through your jobber; ask 
him for our No. 240 Bulletin 
or write us direct. 

PRO 

2 Sizes 
3 Colora 

2 Sizes 
3 Colors 

Mathematic 
Precision Tuns 

4 Sizes 
w.th or withow 

pointer 

ate 
llluminmed 

Coil Letter Emblem 

AUTO RADIO SERVICEMEN 
There's valuable inlormat.on for you in Bulletin No. 
232. Tells you exactly what you need when moving 
old radios to other cars. CROWE Remote Controls 
give you exact custom-sty,:ing and fine mechanical 
construction. Ask for CROWE Bulletin No. 232. 

for ¡a rel/ ASK FOR OUR FOLDER 
V'r1a 

-t)' No. S-2 illustrating and describing the 
F aJJ new CROWE AUTOMATIC CUT-OUT -it saves car owners money-and 

makes money for you. 

Crowe Name Plate Cl Mfg. Co. 
1789 GRACE STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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BUD - THE BEST FOR LESS 

Quality Radio Parts 
for better performance! 

Streamline Speaker Case 

COM PACT 

'. NEUTRALIZING 

CONDENSER 

AIR -WOUND 

TRANSMITTER COIL 

INSULATORS 
R. F. CHOKES 

CONDENSERS 
CABINETS 

COILS 
ETC. 

Write for your copy of the latest 
BUD Catalog giving complete details 
of the comprehensive BUD line of 

quality radio parts. 

BUD RADIO, Inc. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 

BEGINNERS' 
SIMPLE VOLT MILLIAMMETER 

Fig. A. Photograph of the original panel. 
Two additional range jacks, subsequently 
used, are included in the schematic diagram. 

HE radio beginner being more or 
Tless unfamiliar with meters and 
their use has often trouble con- 
necting the meter into a circuit 

exactly according to instructions. (This 
is particularly true in school labs.) 
With this in mind the meter here illu- 
strated was designed. It has proven to 
be worth the trouble in reduced upkeep. 

It will also prove valuable to the 
average radio experimenter who is con- 
tinually trying various circuits and 
making tests on them. He can feel 
more safe with this type of meter cir- 
cuit than with the simpler arrangement 
of meter and multipliers or shunts. The 
construction of this meter looks com- 
plicated but can be made up without 
much trouble if care is used in the se- 
lection of parts and in following of 
the circuit diagram. 

F 

toy. 

100V. 

Rv 

500V 

CIRCUIT 
In the circuit diagram in Fig. 1, Sw. 

1 is a switch of the push -turn -lock type 
or some similar unit which will give 
instant or continuous contact. When 
the student first presses this switch to 
obtain a reading and sees the needle 
start to swing too far his natural re- 
action is to draw his hand away which 
breaks the contact and usually saves 
the meter from damage, especially if 
he has been cautioned to select a high 
range at the start. If the circuit re- 
mains closed by locking this switch the 
meter fuse F will protect the meter. 

The various meter ranges are selected 
through phone jacks V1-4 or A1-5. A 

short-circuited phone plug inserted in 
one of these jacks serves to complete 
the meter circuit. The jacks on the 
voltmeter side also open two circuits 
when the plug is inserted, while those 
on the milliameter side open one cir- 
cuit. The jacks must be selected with 
sturdy springs and low -resistance con- 
tacts. The phone plug may be retained 
by the instructor until the student has 
completed and carefully checked the 
circuit connections. 

One of the extra circuits on each 
jack is shown connected in series with 
all others and in the normal position 
they place a short-circuit across the 
meter element. The connecting wire 
must be as heavy and as short as pos- 
sible in order that its shunt resistance 
will be as low as possible. When the 
range plug is inserted in any jack this 
short-circuit is automatically removed. 
Thus, the meter can not be damaged 
by prematurely applying power to the 
circuit under test. 

The other extra circuit on the V 

jacks serves to open the line from the 
Ma. terminal so as to prevent burning - 
out of the meter or fuse by connecting 
up the C -Ma. terminals and placing the 

-WNW` 
Pli 

1.000 OH6n$ 

1,000V. 

i 
V4 

VOLTS + ta C - MA+ I 

< ((((( 
Fie. 1. Schematic 
diagram nt the fool- 
proof beginners' 
voit-milliameter. 
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range plug in the voltmeter positions. 
Connecting the voltmeter terminals 

to a circuit and placing the plug in an 
Ma. position can do no damage because 
the voltmeter circuit can only be com- 
pleted through a plug in the proper 
jacks. 

Resistor Rl is added to the internal 
meter resistance for two purposes. One 
is to increase the value of the shunt- 
ing range resistors to a practical and 
more easily obtained value. The other 
is to reduce effect of variable contact 
resistance in the jack switches. 

In Fig. 1 the resistors are further 
designated as to values in the para- 
graph which follows. From top to bot- 
tom they are identified as follows: 
Left, R2, R3, R4, R5; right. R6, R7, 
R8, R9, R10. 

Resistors R2 to R5, incl., shown for 
the voltmeter ranges may be purchased 
through any radio parts supply house 
and will give greatest meter accuracy 
if so obtained. Values: R2, 10,000 
ohms; R3, 90.000 ohms; R4, 0.4-meg. 
Resistor Rl is simply a 1,000 -ohm, 
b -W. compensating resistor and for 
this reason need not be accurate as to 
value. 

Milliammeter shunt resistors R6 to 
R10 incl., have calculated values as 
follows: R6, 2 ohms, 1 W.; R7, 8.1 
ohms, %-W.; R8, 10.3 ohms, 14,-W.; R9, 
90.7 ohms. 4 -VJ.; R10, 138.9 ohms, 
Vs -W. If resistor Rl is omitted the above 
shunts will have much smaller values; 
but then, it will be possible to obtain 
them from the meter manufacturer 
through the regular distributor. As 
previously mentioned. Rl is desirable, 
thus making it almost necessary that 

these shunts be handmade by the "cut 
and dry" method. The quickest method 
for doing this is to connect a meter of 
known accuracy in series with the me- 
ter. being calibrated and a potentiome- 
ter, across a low -voltage D.C. supply. 
Then proceed to adjust the values of 
shunt resistance to obtain like readings 
on both meters. 

This same idea can De carried a 
step farther by adding A.C. voltage 
ranges to the above meter circuit. This 
would require the addition of a rectifier 
and additional switching circuits. 

List of Parts 
One Weston D.C. meter, 0-1 ma. (50 

ohms) ; 

One pushbutton switch; 
One Lïttelfuse 10 ma. fuse (in clip 

holder) ; 

One resistor, 1,000 ohms; 
One Shallcross Akra-ohm resistor, 10,000 

ohms; 
One Shallcross Akraohm resistor. 90,000 

ohms; 
One Shallcross Akra-ohm resistor, 0.4- 

meg.; 
One Shallcross Akra-ohm resistor, 0.5- 

meg.; 
One set ma. shunts (These shunts may 

be home-made; or they may be ob- 
tained from the meter manufacturer 
or any radio mail-order house); 

Four Yaxley phone jacks with a single - 
circuit -opening switch attached; 

Five Yaxley phone jacks with a 2 -cir- 
cuit -opening switch attached (The 
above switch must be insulated from 
the jack circuit.); 

Three binding posts; 
One home-made box, cut to any desired 

dimensions. 

Making A Practical 
Burglar Alarm 

THE accompanying diagram shows 
a simple yet effective burglar or 

thief alarm. This hookup makes use of 
one of the BH rectifier tubes. The 
alarm is set off by touching the control 
wire, as shown in the diagram; this has 
the effect of increasing the capacity 
on that side of the circuit. Practically 
the only current consumed by the de- 
vice is the slight loss in the trans- 
former core and windings. A relay may 
be used with this circuit, if desired. 

CONDENgER 

POWER TRANSFORMER OUT 
OF OLD 'e' ELIMINATOR 

Getting Two Tones From 
A Single Chime 

CUSTOMARY ARRANGEMENT" 

CHIMEMMF é40- 
f 

ADDITIONAL 

PAPER 
CONDENSER 

I 

I 

surroN 

I 

rove souice 

A "MELLO-CHIME"-a musical 
doorbell which' 'chimes only once 

when you press a button, can be made 
to chime twice-once when the contact 
is made and again when it is broken. 
The current flows into the chime's coil 
at the moment the button completes 
the circuit; the radio condenser re- 
ceives its current charge Dy surge ac- 
tion as the field about the chime coil 
collapses and the magnet discharges 
its stored energy into the condenser, 
when the button is opening the circuit. 
The condenser then discharges its ener- 
gy back to the coil, where it is spent fn 
a final effort to pull the chime pole 
against the musical bar or plate. 

U U.V 
IüO 

4120(amtAu:cm 
l 

a 

YOU NEED 
THIS BOOK 
it's bigger-more 

complete than any 
other-your Guide to real money - 

savings. It's FIRE! Don ur Pbey of Ito - 
out a copy! 

he 

latest ALLIED Catalog now! 

RADIO BUILDERS 
ALLIED supplies free parts lists for 
construction articles in this manual, 
or in any other magazine or hand- 

book. Count on ALLIED for kits, 

diagrams and builders' supplies. 

Builders' Book 
New 0th edition, revised 
and enlarged, for begin- 
ning Builders and Expe- 
rimenters. Explains ra- 
dio, fundamentals; shows 
how to read diagrams, 
build popular circuits. 
etc. Easy to understand. 
Only .............. 

SOUND MEN 
18 new Public Address Systems -7 
to 75 watts-for Electioneering. Or- 

chestras Churches, Schools, Rentals, 

etc finests lowest EasyTiePayment Plan. 

SERVICE MEN 
New test 

leadingipment manufactufrom- reerygadgets 
-more 
m ret tools 

hanEi,000 quality 
replacement 

aSpecial B B g argai Sec- 

tion. Save money; order 
from ALLIED. 

RA010 BUILDERS 

HANDBOOK 
J w 

llluto RADII 8e1114 

AMATEURS 
See 

thesshpowsh equipmentAmateur 

ctifor 

every amateur require- 
ment. All the tt newra, fiée- 
ceivers, `X 

supplies, etc. See the 

latest in radio- 
SEND COUPON TODAY! 

833 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, Illinoio Dept. REA JO 
D Send me your FREE current 

ALLIED Catalog. 
Enclosed find 10e. for the Radio 
Builder's Handbook. 

Name 

Address . 

City 
L__ State 
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This wonderful new. device Broadcasts voice 
or music from any room or floor in home, 
office or store to any radio in same building 
without connecting wires! Works from any 
lighting socket, a.c. or il.e. Transmits your 
favorite recordings from electric phonograph 
through any radio without connections be- 
tween radio and phonograph. Transforms 
your radio Into an efficient public address 
system. Acts as an interoffice communication 
system. Simplifies home broadcasting. Great 
fun for parties, entertainments, etc. Ideal for 
auditions. If your neighbor's radio in same 
building annoys you, you can tell him so 
thru his radio. Con be used as a radio nurse- 
maid to warn of trouble in nursery. No need 
to go upstairs. Merely tune your radio to a 

predetermined point on dial and listen in. If 
baby is crying, you'll hear him clearly thru 
the radio. Also permits use of radio as a de- 
tectapbone. Listen to secret conversations. 
impossible to enumerate many other uses In 
this limited space. 

GUARANTEE Fully guaranteed as to 
materials and workman- 

ship and also against damage in transit. 
WARNING The De Luxe Model Trans - 

caster is extremely powerful 
and should not be used with an aerial, ex- 
cept in accordance with F.C.C. rules, as this 
would convert it from a Transcaster into a 

conventional. Radio Transmitter capable of 
broadcasting your voice for great distances, 
limited only by antenna construction. 
TWO -TUBE WIRELESS TRANCASTER 

Standard Model 
Uses separate rectitier tube 
and dual purpose 6A7 tube 
with audio modulated triode 
and a high -gain pentode os- 
cillator. Supplies 25 DB. am- 
plification permitting use of 
earphone or small mag. 
speaker as microphone. or 
any high impedance mag- 
netic or crystal pickup rec- 
ord player. Variable signal 
frequency control radiating a signal within tuning 
range of all makes of broadcast receivers. POWER- 
FUL, not to he confused with one -tube toy -type out- 
fits. Priced Amazingly Low. 

DE LUXE MODEL TRANSCASTEB- 
TRANSMITTER 

Powerful, high -gain device engineered so that it will 
transmit high-fidelity music without connection wires 
to remote radio set. No sacrifice of quality or power. 
Uses separate rectifier tube, 6J7 screen grid mike 
amplifier, and dual purpose 6A7 modulator and os- 
cillator. $4.95 (less tubes 
Price and mike) 

Set of 3 Matched Tubes $1.95 
ACCESSORIES 

High Fidelity Dynamic Microphone, SO DB. (Fie. B) 
$1.95; $25 List Wide Range Response Crystal Micro- 
phone (Fig. C) $7.95; Acctwately Balanced High Im- 
pedence Crystal Pickup $2.45; Electric Record Player, 
A.C. only $5.9s. 
Circulars available on Senior Metal Tube Space Ex- 
plorer, All Electric Beam Power 7 -Band Communica- 
tions Receiver Kit at $5.95. This model completely 
assembled, wired. factory tested chassis with coils 
from 8 1-4 to 600 meters, matched metal tubes, built- 
in dynamic speaker, ready to use $15.35. Circulars 
also available on Model 3AE. All Electric S.W. & 
B'cast Kit at $3.20; 3 Tube Battery Model 3B at 
33.45; One Tube Short Wave Kit et $1; One Tube 
Beast Kit $1; Two Tube Electric Transmitter el, 

H. G. CISIN, CHIEF ENGINEER 
ALLIED ENG. INSTITUTE. Dept. RA 

85 Warren St., New York, N. Y. 
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Ready to 
use with $295 

Tubes(less 
mike) 

Earphone 
mike -95c. 

HOW TO MAKE A SIMPLE 
PHOTO -CELL RELAY SET UP 

A very sensit ve photo -cell light re - 
fay is shown in the sketch. Distances 

up to 150 feet have been covered with 
it. 

The cell can be almost any photo - 
emissive type. The relay should be cap- 
;,ble of operating on a variation of 1 

)nil. Pure D.C. is not necessary, so the 

S mf. condenser suffices for the filter 
system. The 20 megohm resistor is 
very important; any substitution (un- 
less it is of a higher value) will result 
in a decrease of sensitivity. A 360 ohm 
resistor in the power cord provides the 
necessary voltage drop for the fila- 
ments. 

To put the unit into operation, the 
potentiometer is adjusted so that, with 
the light source focused on the cell, the 
relay is just barely closed. Then when 
the beam is interrupted, the relay will 
open. For invisible beams, a piece of 
red cellophane can be placed over the 
light source. This reduces the maxi- 
mum distance of operation to about 
ten feet. 

The light source used is a 21 candle- 
power, 6 volt auto headlight bulb, 
mounted in an old box camera with a 

small transformer and a one -inch lens. 

Pillow Speaker 
From An 

Electric Razor 
VIBRATOR TYPE 

RAZOR 

BREAK OR 
SWITCH 

SPKR 
\ 

OUTPUT 
TRANSFORM ER 

IF you wish to listen to your radio 
late at night without disturbing 

your whole family, a speaker which is 

inaudible only a foot or two away, yet 
which is clearly heard when your ear 
is pressed against it, can be improvised 
--if you have a cheap electric razor. 
You merely connect the razor (which 
must be of the vibrator type) in place 
of the output transformer to the loud 

speaker. While it does not give real 
high fidelity reproduction, it does give 
surprisingly good results on both voice 

and music. The diagram herewith 
shows how such a razor Is connected. 

HOW TO MAKE 
AN INEXPENSIVE 

FLEXIBLE COUPLER 
A simple emergency flexible coup- 

ler can be made from a piece of rubber 
tubing of not less than 2 inches in 
length. One end of the tubing goes to 
the shaft of the condenser or potentio- 
meter to be controlled. and the other 
end to a shaft with a knob. 

LOCK NUT 

TIGHT FITTING 
HOLLOW RUBBER 

TUBING 

THREADED 
BUSHING 

e_ - 

KNOB OR 
DIAL 

4111( 

01.1 
1 PANEL 

VARIABLE 
RADIO PART 

SHAFT 

An Emergency Chassis 
If a small chassis is needed in a hur- 

ry, one can be made cheaply and easily 
from an ordinary electric outlet box 
plate. Stand-offs can be screwed on 
each corner so that parts can be moun- 
ted underneath it. Tube sockets can be 
mounted in the receptacle holes on the 
plate. Plates with one hole for one re- 
ceptacle and a switch can be used for a 
chassis having one tube socket and a 
switch. It was found that these chassis 
work very well when experimenting 
with different types of circuits. 
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111Z6G 

SWITCH 

-r 

(NOT 
USED) 

R 

OHMS, 

Cl 
12 

+ MF. 

11 
SOV. 

LIGMT 

50 
MF, 
50v. 

C6 
.05- 

F, 
400'. 

CZ 
L 

MZF. 2. 

6,5000 
OHMS, 

1W. 

2.3 
2 

NF. 

Diagram of Power Supply for operating battery -portables on A,C-- 
D.C. light lines. 

A.C.-D.C. POWER SUPPLY 
For 

BATTERY PORTABLES 
The Power Supply is so elementary in principle and in 

construction that the simple schematic diagram shown on 
this page, could in itself be the "article". However a few 
simple pointers and admonitions concerning the unit would 
not be amiss. 

The Power supply consists of 2 resistors, several con- 
densers, and on -off switch, pilot light and a tube-and, oh 
yes, an "ordinary" line cord. The only requirements for 
using it with a battery receiver are (1) that It have 4 tubes 
of the 1.4-V. variety and, (2) that these tube filaments be 
wired in series, to provide a voltage drop of 6 volts. 
117-V. RECTIFIER 

The tube itself is very interesting. It is a new high -va- 
cuum full -wave rectifier which is designed to operate with 
the filament connected directly across the 117-V. electric 
power line. No resistor line -cord or ballast tube is required 
at all! 

Each of the 2 platee has its own cathode and filament as 
usual, and each section is capable of delivering 60 milli- 
amperes-a total of 120 ma. Two 12-mf. electrolytic cord. 
and a 6,000 -ohm 1-W, resistor, supply all the necessary fil- 
tering action for the "B" section of the Power Supply, and 
a total of 112 mf. and one 2,200 -ohm 10-W. resistor supply 
the filtering for the "A" section. Practically no hum is no- 
ticeable when the 'set operates from the electric lines. 
POINTERS 

If the power supply is to be used to permanently replace 
batteries then it is suggested that the on -off switch In the 
set be shorted in order to make it ineffectual and that the 
power switch on the unit itself be used. 

If the Power Supply is to be used as auxiliary to the bat- 
teries, then it is necessary that the "A+" lead of the Power 
Unit be conncted to the "A+" terminal of the batteries, the 
"B+" to "B+" of batteries, and the "A -B-" connections to 
the respective terminals of the batteries. Under these con- 
ditions the batteries constantly "float" across the output of 
the rectifier. 

When plugged into the electric light lines, the set will 
immediately start playing since it will operate from its bat- 
teries. However just as soon as the rectifier warme up and 
begins to supply current it "takes over", the batteries auto- 
matically ceasing to supply energy. If the line cord is then 
pulled out of the socket, the set will continue playing, hav- 
ing automatically reverted to battery power. 

Front view of Power Supply. Tiny, Isn't it? 

It is important when operating from the line to turn the 
set on first and then the rectifier, since if the rectifier is 
permitted to heat up first and then the filaments of the set 
are switched on, the low resistance of the cold filaments will 
cause a surge current to blow out the tubes. 

As a safety factor then it might be wise to replace the 
switch on the set with one that will turn both the rectifier 
circuit and the set on at the same time. The completed 
unit as shown in the illustrations is quite small and will fit 
into the available space of most any portable. It measures 
but 2% x 2l/z x 6l/z ins. high overall. 

The chassis was made from a strip of 1/16 -in. aluminum 
2 x 4% ins. On the front panel are the on -off switch and 
the pilot light which goes on only when the rectifier 1s 

sufficiently heated and begins to supply current. 
NOTE-If this Power Supply Is fitted into a battery 

portable it is essential, for full battery life, to locate the rec- 
tifier tube where it will not raise the temperature of the 
batteries. 

LIST OF PARTS 
Two Cornell-Dubi'Lier condensers type EDJ-3500, 50mí., 50 

V., C4, C5; 
Three Cornell-Dubilier condensers type BR1215, 12mí., 150 

V., Cl, C2, C3; 
One Cornell-Dubilier condenser, type DT4S5, 0.05-mf., 400 

V., C6; 
One I.R.C. resistor, type AB, 2,200 ohms, 10 W., Rl; 
One I.R.C. resistor, type BT1, 6,000 ohms, i W.; 
One Sylvania type 117Z6G tube; 
One Amphenol type MIPS octal socket; 
One Mallory-Yaxley type B-310 pilot light housing; 
One Tung -Sol 60 -ma., 2-V (pink bead) pilot light with bayo- 

net base. 
Hardware, sheet aluminum, etc. 
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Front and rear of unique 1 -tuber. 

SHORT-WAVE receivers for the be- 
ginner have generally used plug-in 

coils rather than a system of coil - 
switching. The reasons for this were 
twofold: it was simpler to wire up only 
a coil socket and where several coils 
are close together, only one of which is 
in use, dead -spots caused by absorption 
appear on the tuning control. The lat- 
ter is the more important. Recently, 
however, a spedial coil -shorting switch 
has been made available to the home 
constructor. This switch shorts out the 
unused lower frequency coils. Around 
this switch has been built a rather no- 
vel one -tube receiver. 

1 Tube Does 2 Things 

Only one tube is used but this is a 
1E7G, one of the newer 2 volt tubes. 
This tube is a dual pentode type. One 
section is used as a regenerative de- 
tector and the other section as a stage 
of resistance -coupled audio amplifica- 
tion. The detector is the old standby. 
Regeneration is controlled by a 50,000 

ohm potentiometer, giving very smooth 
control. 

In order to make construction as sim- 
ple as possible, the front panel, rear pa- 
nel and top was made of a single piece 
of aluminum. This was bent to form a 
"U" shape as shown in the drawing. 

The heart of the receiver is the spe- 
cial band -switch. A three gang switch 
was used, switching one side each of 
the antenna coil, the grid coil and the 
tickler coil. The three windings of each 
band are all wlovnd on one form. Three 
bands are used, giving a wavelength 
range of 180 meters to 25 meters. Al- 

though only one side of each coil is GNO 

A 1 - TUBE SHORT - WAVER 
WITH BAND COIL. SWITCHING 

being switched, it is necessary to bring 
the common or unswitched terminal of 
each coil back to the switch. A separate 
terminal is provided on each deck for 
this connection, enabling the unused 
lower frequency coils to be shorted out. 
The adjustable stop on the switch 
should be set for only three positions. 
All three coils are wound on three- 
quarter inch bakelite tubing with num- 
ber 30 d.s.c. wire With one exception 
all coils are close wnurid. The highest 
frequency grid coil is space -wound to 
occupy % inch. The tickler coils are 
spaced 1/4 inch from the grid coils. The 
antenna coils are spaced 3/16 inch 
from the grid coil. Coil sizes and con- 
nections are given in Fig. 3. All coils 
should be wound In the same direction. 

Three pieces of No. 12 bus -bar were 
bent in a semicircular shape and each 
fastened between the common shorting 
terminal on the deck. The coils are 
then placed on these buses and the 
common connections soldered to the 
bus, drawing these leads taut; the 
other ends of the coil are soldered to 
the switch terminals. Perhaps a better 
method would be to rivet tiny eyelets 
to the coil form, fastening the coil ends 
thereto and using small lengths of bus- 
bar as rigid connectors between the 
coil and switch. 

For all-around work, a single -wire an - 
tonna about 100 feet long will give the 
best results. A number of foreign broad- 
casting stations were received with 
good volume, besides numerous ama- 
teur CW-telegraph and phone stations. 
Careful handling and skill, acquired 
with just a little practice, should en- 
able anyone to get the same results. 
Tuning is comparatively simple, there 
being only one tuning control. The re - 

generation control in the upper right 
hand corner has a double -pole switch 
incorporated in it, thus allowing both 
"A" and "B" batteries to be discon- 
nected when the receiver is not in use. 
The regeneration control is advanced 
in clockwise direction until a faint plop 
is heard in the phones. This indicates 
that the receiver is oscillating. As the 
tuning control is varied, squeals will be 
heard, indicating that a station is being 
tuned in. Turn the regeneration con- 
trol slightly, so that the detector stops 
oscillating and the station, if phone, 
will be heard clearly. If the station is 
a CW-telegraph Station, the detector 
must be kept oscillating. 

Connections to the batteries are by 
means of flexible leads. There is suffi- 
cient space at the back of the receiver 
to house the "A" and "B" batteries. 

Parts List 
NATIONAL 
1-100 mmf. tuning condenser, SE100 
1-21/4 mh. R. F. choke 
1-Isolantite octal wafer socket 
1-Velvet Vernier Dial type B 
2 --Small HRO dials 
IRC (Resistors) 
1-2 meg. % W. fixed resistor 
2-50,000 ohm 1/z W. fixed resistor 
1- 250,000 ohm 1/4 W. fixed resistor 
1-50,000 ohm potentiometer with D. 

P. S. T. switch 
CORNELL-DUBILIER (Condensers) 
1-.5 mf. tubular condenser 
1-.1 mf. tubular condenser 
1-.0001 mf. mica condenser 
2-.0005 mf. mica condensers 
MEISSNER 
1-Coil-shorting switch, type 19203 
RAYTH EON 1- -1E7G tube 
1-Chassis as per specifications 
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Fig. 2. Pictorial diagram. The tube filaments must be wired in the exact sequence shown, with the :letector tube closest to ground potential. 

THE "HIGH -SEAS 4" 
BROADCAST LAMP -RADIO 

EVERY once in a while (too often, 
says the minus) your authlor 
gets the urge to build a novel 
radio set of some kind. A preced- 

ing one, the "Alarm -Clock Wall Radio" 
(November, 1937, Radio -Craft) met with 
considerable favor. The one preceding 
that, the "Lazyman-4" (October, 1935, 
Radio -Craft) was to his knowledge the 
forerunner of the modern pushbutton - 
tuning receiver; latch -type pushbutton 
switches not being available at the 
time, ordinary double -pole, single throw 
toggle switches were employed to "tune 
fn" 6 favorite stations. These two re- 
ceivers are mentioned merely to point 
out that, though novel, they were ex- 
tremely practical. And so it is with 
this Lamp -Radio Set. 

FEATURES OF THE SET 

This set serves the dual purpose of 
reading lamp and radio receiver. Ex- 
cept for the antenna wire, there is no 
outward indication that the lamp con- 
tains a hidden "radio." (The author is 
now informed that there is on the mar- 
ket a line cord, consisting of 3 conduc- 
tors for the express purpose of hiding 
the antenna Wire. It, is made especially 
for wall -type receivers, so that there 
will not be too many wires showing.) 

Pulling the chain on the socket of 
the 40 -watt lamp also turns on the set. 
Although the 40 -watt lamp does not 

light to full brilliance there is sufficient 
light for comfortable reading. The pow- 
er which is ordinarily wasted in the 
line -cord resistors or ballast tube of the 
typical A.C.-D.C. receiver is here util- 
ized in lighting the lamp. That's why 
the lamp switch also turns on the set. 
The lamp is wired in series with the 
filaments of the tubes. It could be made 
to light to full brilliance by shunting 
resistors of the proper size across the 
tube filaments, but that would mean 4 

additional resistors to be added to a 
chassis which, due to limited space and 
compactness, is already crowded. If you 
build the set to slightly larger propor- 
tions you can incorporate these units. 
You may even use a 60 -watt lamp then, 
provided the resistors are of the proper 
value and power rating. 

The author will gladly help you figure 
out the values of these resistors if you 
will give him the value of your line 
voltage and the size lamp you intend 
to use. 

The best arrangement, however, is 
to use 2 pull -chain sockets and 2 lamps 
--one, a 40-watter for the filament cir- 
cuit and the other, a 60-watter (inde- 
pendent of the set) to give more light 
when desired-as shown in Fig. 3. Fig- 
ure 1 shows the connections for both 
lamps. Since 2 chains will be hanging 
from the lamp, the tip of the one which 
turns on the set should be painted red. 

Fig. A. The completed "High Seas 4.',' Spinning 
the helm tunes the set. Pulling the right suchos 
increases the volume; the left, decreases. The 
long pull -chain (its tip is painted red) turns of 
both the 40-W. series lamp and the set; the 
shorter chain, the independent 60-W. lamp. 

NEVER use a larger bulb in the 40 - 
watt lamp socket. 

On the right side of the lamp are 2 

ornamental bronze anchors suspended 
from ropes. Pulling the right anchor 
increases the volume while pulling the 
left one decreases it. Figure 3 shows 
how this is accomplished. 
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Fig. I. Schematic diagram of the "High Seas 4." The 60-W. lamp is Independentt of 
i 'tauten', circuit. 
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YOLCOo«, >{IkNM 

6J?tlT,r' 
OET. COl L 

T( LIER 
CHOKE 

SPxR'. 

Fig. B. Front view of the compact 2 -deck 
chassis. Two of the tubes are mounted on 
the top deck; the other 2 (one does not 
show here), on the lower deck-but protrud- 
ing through the upper. Placement of parts 
is not very neat since all the parte, with 
space at a premium had to be crammed In 

wherever they fitted. 

A STANDARD, VERY SIMPLE 
CIRCUIT 

With the exception of a few changes 
in the filament and filter circuits the 
Lamp -Radio Set uses the circuit of a 
small commercial receiver. It is there- 
fore fool -proof and cannot fail to work 
properly if the schematic and pictorial 
diagrams (Fig. 1 and 2) are carefully 
followed. The construction of a set of 
such small dimensions is made possible 
only by the use of the new small -size 
tubes put out by Arcturus. 

They afford a considerable saving in 
space, but even at that, in order to make 
use of every bit of space the chassis 
had to bet constructed In the form of 2 

decks. Since all the components are so 
crammed, it world be difficult to show 
their positions by photographs alone, 
hence the sketch of Fig. 3. 

Iron -core R.F. and detector coils are 
used to obtain maximum efficiency from 
the receiver. The 4 tubes used are: a 
6K7GT, as R.F. amplifier, a 6J7GT as 

Fig. C. Chassis lying on its side shows the 
relationship of the speaker to the rest of the 
set. The arrow points to the shaft coupling 
which fastens the wheel to the tuning con- 

denser shaft. 
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detector, a 25L6GT as power output 
tube and a 25L6GT as full -wave recti- 
fier; the "T" in the type number denig- 
rates the new small -space line. The 
filter circuit consists of a 100 -ohm. A.F. 
choke and two 16-mf. electrolytic con- 
densers of the new ultra -small type. 

The filament circuit is standard ex- 
cept that no pilot light is included. It 
is not needed since the reading lamp 
indicates when the set is operating. and 
illuminates the dial marks on the peri- 
phery of the nelm. Notice that the line 
switch is in filament circuit only. When 
the set is turned off, the plate of the 
rectifier tube remains connected to the 
line, and since the cathode cools slowly, 
the set will continue to play for about 
a half -minute, gradually fading into 
silence. 

CAUTION: The chassis is part of 
the line circuit and is always connected 
to it, whether the set is on or off; there- 
fore NEVER touch a ground wire or 
any grounded object (including your- 
self) to the chassis. Further, the lamp 
socket and stem must be neutral, that 
is, must not touch the chassis or any 
open wire or form part of any circuit. 
PLACEMENT OF PARTS 

As shown photographically in Figs. 
B, and C, and diagrammatically in 
Fig. 3, the 2 decks are spaced about 
2t/a ins. apart and held together by 
means of bakelite strips in front and 
bolts in the rear. The 2 -gang tuning 
condenser, antenna and R.F. coils, and 
tubes 6J7GT and 6K7GT, are mounted 
on the top deck while the 2 remaining 
tubes together with the filter choke 
and output transformer are mounted 
on the lower deck. The 3 -in. permanent - 
magnet dynamic speaker is inserted 2/3 
Of its length through the large hole 
in the bottom of the lower deck with 
its cone facing down. Inasmuch as the 
lamp is set on 4 legs (see Fig. A), there 
is ample room for the sound to come 
from the underside. This of course is 
not the best acoustical position for the 
speaker but will have to serve for our 
purpose. The volume control is mounted 
on the underside of the top deck and in 
such manner as toi have Its shaft verti- 
cal and also pass between the 2 rotor 
sections of the tuning condensers as 

they swing open and shut. As shown in 
photos, a drum, made ny soldering the 
cap of a jelly jar to a %-in. shaft coup- 
ling, is fastened to the top of the shaft 
in order to permit operation of the con- 
trol with cords (as explained in earlier 
paragraphs). 

WIRING TIPS 

Wire up the filament circuit first, be- 
ing sure to wire up the tubes in the 
sequence shown in the diagrams. The 
filament of the detector tube should be 
the last one wired. Remove the speaker 
while wiring. That will save it from 
possible injury and at the same time 
will afford more room in which to work. 
A soldering iron with a thin, long tip 
will make wiring lots easier. Three or 
I tie-in strips will also help. The 6th 
prongs of all sockets (looking at the 
bottom side) are "dead" and hence may 
be used as cons enient tie-in lugs. 

Check the filament circuit before 
proceeding. With all tubes in place and 
the 40 -watt bulb in its lamp socket, plug 
the line cord into the outlet and pull the 
chain switch. The Lamp should light up 
to about 5a of its brilliance. 

If everything is all right, wire up the 
power supply next and bring the "B+" 
lead to one of the tie-in strips. Plug the 
set in again, wait a half -minute for the 
tubes to heat up and then with a good 
0-150 V. meter, check from the "B+" 
lead to chassis. The reading should be 
from 90 to 100 volts. 

Now proceed with the wiring of all 
tube plates and screen -grids, stopping 
again to check for voltages at these 
elements before continuing. 

By following this procedure you are 
certain that the set will work properly 
when you are all through. By the time 
you get, to the R.F. portion of the set 
you know that everything else is OK. 
Then if there is any trouble you know 
where to look for it. 

THE LAMP 

Made to the author's specifications, 
the lamp follows a nautical design. The 
12 -in. wheel is fastened to the shaft 
of the tuning condeniser, so that turn- 
ing the wheel tunes the set. As shown 
in Fig. A, the tuning scale is marked 

SLOT Y2 WIDE 
2Y2 LONG (FROM TOP) 
2" FROM TH15 

END 

12" DIA 
WHEEL 

10" 

5/8"DIA x 
2V2" LONG POSTS 

LIGHT FIXTURE 
ARRANGEMENT 

LONG 
PIANO HINGE 

VOLUME CONTROL TUNING 
ARRANGE-- CONO 

MENT / 

DRUM 

KNOT 

SHAFT - 

WOODEN 
WHEEL 

TAPPED HOLE 
IN SHAFT 

BRASS 
BUSHING 

ALL WOOD 
Y2" THICK 

FRONT 

VOLUME 
CDNT 

HOLE 
25R 

2661 o 

-TOP VIEW - TOP DECK 

SLOTTED -- 4Y2 
SHAFT 

OUTPUT 
TRANS 

FRONT 

COUPLING I 
TOP AND 

BOTTOM DECKS 
ARE SPACED 
2'/2' APART P 

(SEE PHOTOS) TOP VIEW- BOTTOM DECK 

44 

Fig. S. Detail» for the lamp, volume -control drum and chassis. 
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on the outer rim of the wheel in arbi- 
trary figures of 0 to 100. The scale 
covers only l/( of 'the wheel circumfer- 
ence since the tuning condenser turns 
only 180 degrees. The pointer is made 
of thin brass and attacned to the cover 
of the lamp body in such manner as 
to be barely above the graduations on 
the wheel. On the lamp's under side, 
several 1 -in, holes are drilled in a circle 
to form the speaker grille. 

The entire lamp is finished in maple, 
and with its large, marine -motif shade, 
and its brass anchors and trimmings, 
forms an attractive and useful piece of 
furniture. 

LIST OF PARTS 

One Meissner variable 2 -gang conden- 
ser, 365 mmf. (max.), No. 15114; 

One Meissner iron -core det. coil, No. 
1497; 

One Meissner iron -core ant. coil, No. 
7411; 

One Aerovox paper cond., 0.02-mf., 200 
V.; 

Four Aerovox paper cond., 0.01-mf., 200 
V.; 

One Aerovox paper cond., 0.05-mf., 200 
V. 

One Aerovox mica condenser, 0.001-mf. 
Two Cornell-Dubilier tiny electrolytic 

condensers, 150 V., 16 mf.; 
One Aerovox mica condenser, 500 mmf.; 
One Continental Carbon resistor, type 

Ml, 200 ohms, 1 W.; 
One Continental Carbon resistor, type 

M1 25,000 ohms, 1 W.; 
Two Continental Carbon resistors, type 

M1/2, 2 megs., 
One Continental Carbon resistor, 10,000 

ohms, 1 W.; 
One Continental Carbon resistor, type 

Ml, 120 ohms, 1 W.; 
Two Continental Carbon resistors, type 

M1/z, 1,¢-meg., 1/2-W.; 
One I.R.C. potentiometer, 20,000 ohms, 

type J-74; 
One Cornell-Dubilier electrolytic con- 

denser, 50 mf., 25 V.; 
One Cornell-Dubiller electrolytic con- 

denser, 10 mf., 10 V.; 
One Utah permanent -magnet 3 -in. dyna- 

speaker, with 3 -ohm voice coil; 
One Amplifier Co. of America small - 

space filter choke, 100 ohms; 

'One Amplifier Co. of America midget 
output transformer, unshielded, 7,000 
-ohm primary and 3 -ohm secondary; 

One Arcturus type 6K7GT small+space 
tube; 

One Arcturus type 6J7GT small -space 
tube; 

One Arcturus type 25L6GT small -space 
tube; 

One Arcturus type 25Z6GT small -space 
tube; 

Five octal wafer sockets; 
Two Goat Radio Co. tube shields, type 

G-1207; 
And of course the lamp sockets, bulbs, 

fittings. The lamp can be either home- 
made or obtained ready -built. 
The original output transformer, 

supplied with, the speaker by Utah Ra- 
dio Products Corp. was too large for 
this compact radio set hence a smaller 
one was made up specially by Amplifier 
Co. of America. Both are 'suitable, so 
choose the one you want according to 
the space available in your particular 
housing. 

A 6 - TUBE 1.4 - VOLT SHORT - WAVE SUPERHET. 

This economical 6 -tube superhet, which will appeal 
to Hams and Fans alike, will operate a loud 

speaker. 

THE fine results obtained with the 
1.4 volt "Economy Three" T.R.F. 

(Radio and Television February 1939 
issue) induced the writer to try out the 
new tubes in a superheterodyne circuit. 
The results far exceeded his expecta- 
tions and the six -tube receiver to be 
described here, so far as sensitivity and 
selectivity are concerned, is the equal 
of many standard A.C. "communies - 
time" type receivers using the same 
number of tubes. 

The circuit, as shown below, consists 
of a 1A7 -G regenerative mixer, a 1N5 -G 
oscillator, a 1N5 -G 460 kc. I.F. amplifier, 

For the "Ham" or Short - Wave Fan 

Front view of the superhet chassis, showing the National precision 
band -spread dial. 

a 1N5 -G regenerative detector, a 1N5 -G 
beat -frequency oscillator and a 1A5 -G 

audio output amplifier. The tubes used 
are all of the new economical 1.4 volt 
type, the total filament drain being only 
0.30 amperes and the measured "B" 
drain less than 0.02 ampere at 90 volts. 
The R.F. gain (sensitivity) in the 1A7 -G 
circuit is tremendously increased by 
making the mixer regenerative. The 
method of introducing feed-back is 
novel but extremely simple and effec- 
tive-a small home-made R.F. choke 
(L7) consisting of about 25 to 30 turns 
of No. 26 enameled wire is wound on 

an old broadcast R.F. choke spool (lh 
inch diameter) and inserted in the posi- 
tive leg of the 1A7 -G filament return 
close to the tube socket, as shown in 
the diagram. The other (negative) fila- 
ment lead is returned to ground through 
the tickler winding, L4. A 2,000 ohm 
potentiometer shunted across IA per- 
mits the feed-back to be varied over a 
considerable range. The oscillator is of 
the conventional type, the R.F. output 
being taken from the plate of the tube 
through a small adjustable coupling 
condenser. Although better screening 
between the oscillator coupling grid, 
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Schematic diagram and coil specifications for the superheterodyne receiver 

Gl, and the mixer elements could be ob- 
tafned by returning the anode grid, G2, 
to ground, it has been connected to the 
positive 90 volt plate return, in order 
to take advantage of the higher conver- 
sion gain thus made possible. 

The I.F. transformers are of the iron - 
core, air -trimmed type which gives the 
maximum gain in this circuit. The tick- 
ler winding in the detector circuit, L7A, 
consists of about 50 or 60 turns of No. 
34 E.S.C. wire jumble wound on the I.F. 
transformer core, about one-fourth inch 
from the grid coil as shown in the 
drawing. The direction of the winding 
is not important as the leads can be 
reversed until oscillation is obtained. It 
should be emphasized at this point that 
the detector is not permitted to oscil- 
late; the feed-back condenser, in series 
with the tickler coil, is adjusted so that 
the 1N5 -G is operating just below the 
point of oscillation at all times. A :se- 
parate beat oscillator is used for the 
ieception of C.W. code signals when 
this is desired. This method of opera- 
tion greatly facilitates the reception of 
the weaker signals, which would be lost 
in the noise if the detector circuit was 
allowed to oscillate. However, if a great 
increase in I.F. selectivity Its desired, 
or if the set is to be used for C.W. code 
reception only, the detector can be per- 
mitted to oscillate and the output I.F. 
transformer adjusted to cut off one 
side -band, giving the effect of "single 
signal" reception. Alignment details 
will be found farther on in this article. 

The mechanical construction of the re- 
ceiver is not at all complicated or dif- 
ficult. As the photos alad drawings 
show, the various parts are mounted in 
the National "C -One -Ten" steel cabi- 
net, no separate chassis being used. The 
dial and tuning condenser assembly Is 
the National "PW-2" type, which 
spreads the tuning scale over 500 de- 
grees) on the dial. 

In wiring the circuit, keep the "hot" 
grid and plate leads as short and direct 

as possible. Place these leads right 
against the metal sub -base in order to 
limit their external fields; it may be 
necessary to shield the plate and grid 
leads from the I.F. transformers and 
the 1A7 -G and 1A5 -G mixer and I.F. 
tubes to eliminate oscillation at the 
I.F. level. Place the bypass condensers 
right on the socket terminals them- 
selves in order to obtain a short, low - 
impedance path to ground for the R.F. 
and I.F. currents. Use solid No. 14 
tinned copper bus wire for making the 

COIL DATA 

Mixer Coils 
Grid (loll Spec- Tickler Wire Dia. Band 

LS Ina. L4 
4 turns 1" 4 turns 20 E. 1" 10 meters 

12 turns. 114 4 turns 20 E. 1" 20 meters 
17 turns ley" C turns 22 E. 114" 40 meters 
37 turns 13/4" 0 turns 26 E. 134' 80 meters 
58 turns 184" 14 turns 28 E. 114" 160 meters 

Antenna coil L2 same wire and number of 
turns as for tickler. 

Oscillator Coils 

Grid Coll Spar- Tickler Wire Dia. Band 
L6 Ing LS 

4 turns 1" 3 turns 20 E. 1" 10 meters 
12 turns 1" 4 turns 20 E. 1" 20 meters 
15 turns 114 R turns 22 E. 11,4" 40 meters 
32 turns 1%" 0 turns 28 E. 1%" 80 meters 
52 turns 1%" 18 turns 28 E. 114" 160 meters 
All coil forms are 5 -prong types. All ticklers 
close -wound on "cold" or ground end of 
form. 

3 arious connections hi the R.F. cir- 
cuit; the filament, I.F. and A.F. cir- 
cuit are wired with the stranded push - 
back hook-up wire. 

The I.F. circuit should be aligned 
from the 460 kc. signal of a test oscil- 
lator if possible. However, in lieu of 
a test oscillator routine, the following 
procedure may be used. Plug in a pair 
of coils covering the 7 mc. amateur band 
and tune for one of the "dotter" sta- 
tions usually heard in this region. A 

weak, steady signal is best for align - 

NATIONAL CO. 
1-1'W-2 tuning unit (50mmf. per section, 

double-spaced) 
2-Iron-core I F. transformers, 450-550 ke. 
1-"C -One -Ten" cabinet, with panel and 

sub -base 
1-R-201 R.F. choke, 12mh. 
1-R -10e R.F. choke. 2.5 mh. 
1-Set XR-5 coil forms (see text) 
2 -5 -prong isolantite sockets 
4 -3 -prong isolantite sockets 
2-11M-35 tuning condensers (35 mmf.) 
3 --No. 8 grid clips 
I-tient-frequency oscillator transformer, 

450-550 ke. 
1-M-30 padding condenser (30 mmf. max. 

capacity) 

HAMMARLUND 
2-Adjustable padding condensers, 220 

mmf. max. capacity 
2-Aluminum tube shields 
SPRAGUE 
6-Paper dieletric tubular condensers, 0.1 

mf., 600 volts 
2-Mica condensers. 0.006 mf. 
2-Mica condensers, 0.0001 mf. 
E-Miea condeners, 0.001 mf. 
1-Mica condenser, 0.00025 mf. 
1-Mica condenser, 0.01 mf. 
I.R.C. (Resistors) 
I-Fixed resistor, 200,000 ohms, 14 watt 3-Fixed resistors, 50,000 ohms, 1 watt 2-Fixed resistors, 250,000 ohms. 1 watt 1-Fixed resistor. 70,000 ohms- 1 watt 
(Volume oontrols) 
1-volume control, 2,000 ohms, with DPST switch (regeneration) 
1-Volume control, 500,000 ohms (audio volume) 

BRUSH 
1-l'air crystal headphones, or loud- 

speaker 
RAYTHEON (Tubes) 
I -1A7 -G tube 
1---1N5-G tubes 
1-JAS-G tube 
CROWE 
4-Pointer knobs 
WRIGHT DECOSTER 
1-Permanent magnet dynamic speaker with universal transformer 
EVEREADY (Batteries) 
2-No. 386 "B" batteries 
1-4% volt "C" battery 
1-1% volt dry cell or 11,4 volt "A" pack 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Hook-up wire, solder, machine screws, etc. 
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ment purposes. Turn up th;e mixer re- 
generation control about three fourths 
way full -on and rotate the R.F. (mixer) 
trimmer condenser for maximum sen- 
sitivity. Now with an insulated screw- 
driver or neutralizing tool, beginning 
with the output I.F. transformer, ad- 
just each I.F. trimmer screw for maxi- 
mum signal strength. 

The beat -frequency oscillator is built 
on a separate 4x3x1V2 inch chassis and 
Is coupled to the 1N5 -G detector con- 
trol grid as indicated in Fig. 1. Con- 
denser "C", indicated on the diagram, 
consists of two pieces of insulated 
hook-up wire about one inch long, 
loosely twisted together. The lead from 
the oscillator must be shielded right 
up to the point where it connects to 
condenser "C" otherwise, ,the oscilla- 
tor signal will get into the I.F. ampli- 

fier, causing the detector to block on 
strong signals. 

If the receiver is to be used for c.w. 
code reception only, the beat -frequency 
oscillator may be omitted and the re- 
ceiver aligned as follows: First, tune a 
'dotter" signal as outlined above and, 
with the detector out of oscillation, 
adjust the I.F. trimmers for maximum 
volume. Adjust the mixer regeneration 
control just below the point of oscilla- 
tion and rotate the mixer and oscilla- 
tor trimmers for greatest sensitivity. 
Nov, while tuning back and forth 
across a signal, turn the output I.F. 
transformer grid trimmer screw to the 
right or left until the signal can be 
barely heard. Adjust the detector re- 
generation condenser until the 1N5 -G 
is oscillating and advance the I.F. 
trimmer, still rotating the dial back 

and forth across the signal, until a 
point is found where one side -band is 
almost completely cut off. 

The set will operate a loudspeaker 
with fairly good volume on most sta- 
tions. When purchasing a speaker k 
is advisable to get a permanent mag- 
net dynamic type fitted with a univer- 
sal output transformer, which will per- 
mit accurately matched output from 
the 1A5 -G audio amplifier. When using 
crystal headphones, an A.F. choke of 
about 30 henries, 15 ma. rating and an 
.05 mf., 600 volt condenser should be 
connected to the 1A5 -G plate as shown 
in Fig. 1. Be sure that the coupling 
condenser is not leaky and is of good 
quality. 

Either a doublet or single -wire an- 
tenna may be used with the receiver. 

BUILD THE "LUNCH BOX 5" SUPERHET. 
A Broadcast Battery Portable 

THE writer was planning a fishing trip into Canada 
where supplies had to be packed on foot and by canoe 
which created the need and the inspiration for a very 
small, lightweight, efficient portable battery radio set, 

sensitive enough to give good reception in that isolated sec- 
tion. About the same time leading tube manufacturers an- 
nounced the 1.4 V. filament tubes which made this Lunchbox 
Portable possible. 

LUNG HBOX 
Much thought was given to obtaining a practical case that 

would be as small and light of weight as possible yet strong 
enough to stand the abuse given a portable. The ordinary 
lunchbox was finally decided upon and one was purchased at 
the retail store of a leading mail order house. 

The inside dimensions of the lower unit were 9-13/16 x 
4-19/32 x 3-28/32 ins. deep. The oval cover was a perfect 
design for a standard No. 6 drycell replacing the space occu- 
pied by the thermos bottle with room at one end to spare 
for the 3'f. -in. permanent -magnet speaker. A size of "B" 
batteries was found to fit the exact width and height of 
the lower unit. The problem then was to completely encase 
a 5 -tube superheterodyne including 1 radio -frequency stage, 
its own antenna, and speaker, so that with the box closed 
it would be practically weatherproof, with the appearance 
of just a lunchbox. 
LAYOUT 

The parts layout was carefully planned to give a commer- 
cial appearance with precaution to have all aligned circuits 
dependent only on the chassis and partition for support and 
not on the lightweight case. 

Size .030 sheet steel was selected for the chassis and 
formed into speaker panel, receiver panel, partition and sub - 

Fig. A. The "Innards" of the Lunchbox Portable. One No. ß dry - 
cell will run the set for months. Note the l'. -M. dynamic speaker 
above the cell; and note the telescoping fishpole-type antenna 

which plugs Into the front panel and extends to 45 Ins. 

chassis as per photos and drawing. All chassis -to -case mount- 
ing holes in the chassis and partition were tapped for 6/32 
machine screws, and countersunk to allow the screw heads 

9 LF 260 KC. 1Ñ5G N.F 
GANGeO 

e,OtP Li I 

6 

TELESCOPING 
FISH POLE' 
ANTENNA 

CHASSIS 
...--.4111111 ro.i- 

M1EG. 
'EF'A 

MSG I.F 11-1SG 2ND.-DET., A.V.C. i A.F.1 i Q25- 1A5G A.F 2 
i.FT.2 MEG. 1 

-B+'90V. 

SW.) 

Fig. I. Schematic diagram of the battery portable. The development of the I.4 -V. low -current tubes makes portable battery sets 
economical to operate. 
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TELESCOPING ANTENNA 
EXTENDS TO 

45 INCHES 

LOUDSPEAKER 

If 

Fig. B. The selectivity of this little receiver 
is surprising. We were able to receive num- erous stations in the editorial offices of 
Radio -Craft, located in a modern steel building in New York City, without inter- 
ference.,The "A" battery is located with the speaker where the thermos bottle is 

usually eontalned-in the cover. 

to draw the lightweight case into the 
countersink and to present a flat, fi- 
nished appearance. 

It was necessary to mount the tubes 
horizontally as shown in Fig. A. Bake- 
lite sockets that press -fit into holes cut 
into the sub -chassis were used as space 
did not permit use of sockets requiring 
mounting rivets or bolts. These tubes 
do not require external shielding if 
the layout is correctly planned. Refer- 
ring to Fig. A, the layout starting at 
the upper -left-hand corner and pro- 
ceeding in a clockwise direction is as 
follows: 2nd -detector and 1st audio 
tube, 2nd I.F. transformer, I.F. tube, 
B.F. tube, oscillator coil, converter - 
oscillator tube, output tube and in the 
center the 1st I.F. transformer. The out- 
put transformer can't be seen, but it is 
behind the 2nd -detector tube. 

CIRCUIT 

The superheterodyne circuit as per 
Fig. 1 is quite conventional. Regen- 
eration is not used. The antenna coil, 
Ll. is exactly matched to the telesco- 
pic antenna when it is extended to 45 
ins.; the addition of a longer aerial or 
ground is a detriment and unnecessary. 
This coil is of iron -core, high -gain type. 
The R.F. coil is capacity- as well as 
inductance -coupled to increase that 
stage's gain at the 600 kc. end and thus 
compensate for loss at that end in the 
antenna coil caused by the small 
amount of coupling offered by the tel- 
escopic antenna (which measures 27 
mmf. capacity). 

The grids of all the tubes except the 
output tube are returned to ground. 
The self -bias is desirable on the output 
Labe as it removes only 41 V. from the 
"B" supply to that tube and the bias 
remains of right proportion as the "B" 
batteries run down. 

Automatic volume control is used to 
compensate for fading of signals. The 
sensitivity measured with a General 
Radio output meter and a signal gene- 
rator was 3 microvolts at the 1,500 kc. 
End, with a linear drop to 10 micro- 
volts at 600 kc. This was at 50 milli - 
watts which is 1 the rated output of 
the lA6G tube; with distortion, about 
150 milliwatts can be obtained. The 
total "B" current drain was very low, 
measuring 3'% ma.; the "A" drain was 
only 250 ma. The estimated life of the 
batteries using the radio set 3 hrs. per 
day is approximately 2 months (that is, 
using a "double life" drycell). 

The center section of the 3 gang con- 
denser should be used as the oscillator 
tuner separating the R.F. and the anten- 
na sections and thus preventing regen- 
eration of the high -gain circuits. The 
R.F. section is the one nearest the 
shaft end. The trimmer should be re- 
moved from the antenna section with 
side -cutters (pliers), or by employing 
a similar method. 

The gang condenser may be mount- 
ed without rubber washers as, due to 
the speaker being mounted in the top 
away from the tubes and gang, no mi- 
crophonic howl was encountered. 
COILS 

The antenna, Ll, coil is wound on a 
good grade of iron core, and with 15/44 
litz wire. Use the universal type of 
winding in a 7/32 -in, pie. The grid end 
should be the start or inside of the 
winding and a tap brought out between 
60 and 65 microhenries from the grid 
end. The overall inductance should 
match a condenser gang having a ca- 
pacity of approximately 350 mmf. per 
section. The inductance value given 
above is the effective value with the 
coil in the shield can. 

The radio frequency coil 1.2, should 
be of high -gain (auto -radio) type and 
the beginner might find it much better 
to purchase one, from some auto -radio 
service department or supply house, 
which is matched for a T.R.F. gang of 
250 mmf. rather than try to construct 
one. It should be designed for a shield 
can of 1% ins. outside diameter, or 
less. Capacity coupling should be added 
if it doesn't have it. For this, wind 5 
or 6 turns of No. 40 S.S.E. over the 
secondary, using a suitable insulating 
material between (such as cellophane), 
slid connect one end of this coil to the 
plate end of the primary winding 
(leaving the other end free). 

The oscillator coil, L3, of No. 32 wire, 
is wound on a 14 -in. form, with the 
secondary inductance matched to a 350 
nimf., T.R.F. gang. The primary con- 
sists of about 15 turns, wound over the 
grid end. Insulate with cellophane, and 

mount in a shield can of not more than 
Ise ins. outside diameter. 

The intermediate-brequency trans- 
formers, I.F.T.1 and I.F.T.2, should be 
designed for 260 kc. and should be of 
high -gain type. They must have their 
trimmers mounted in the top of the 
can: (of not more than 134 ins. outside 
diameter). They do not have to be of 
iron -core type. 

CHASSIS 
For the speaker panel, cut from the 

sheet steel a pleee 4-3/16 x 10-1/16 ins. 
For the center of the speaker hole 
measure 2-5/32 ins. from the top edge 
and cut a 3-1/16 in. diameter hole. The 
speaker mounting holes can be drilled 
by using the speaker as a template. 
About 6 Ins. from the top edge cut a 
"Hack -wave" speaker vent 3 4n. wide 
and extending within 3á -in. of both 
sides. Drily holes '/a -in. In from the side 
to accommodate the speaker and "A" 
battery wires, as per the photos. Solder 
6 angle brackets, tapped for 6/32 
threads, into the box cover in each cor- 
ner and in the middle, and drill the 
panel to match. Cover the vent with 
grille cloth and place a wire mesh un- 
der the cloth for the speaker front. 

The receiver panel Is cut from sheet 
steel to 10-5/16 x 5-3/32 ins. This will 
allow a /-in. turn -down on 4 sides, 
leaving a top panel 9-13/16 x 4-19/32 
ins. At a point 4-25/32 ms, from the top 
edge and 12 ins. from both sides drill 
two %-in. holes for the condenser shaft 
and the volume control. At a point 
5-15/16 ins. from the top edge 3 -in. in 
from both ,sides drill 2 holes to mount 
partition. Add holes for binding posts 
lc match lead holes in speaker panel. 

The partition is cut to 4-27/32 z 
4-11/32 ins., and turned down 1/2 -in. on 
panel edge and both sides, leaving a 
partition measuring 4-19/32 x 3-27/32 
ins. The bent -down portion is placed 
toward the chassis side. Drill holes for 
gang condenser mounting as follows: 
one 1 -11/16 -ins. from side and 20/32 -ins. 
from panel edge. Another 1-11/16 ins. 
from side and 2-20/32 ins. from panel 
edge. The third, 13/16 -in. from side and 
1.20/32 ins. from panel edge. 

The sub -chassis, dimensions for which - 

are given in Fig. 2, when completely 
assembled, mounts to the upper -left 
corner of the receiver panel with 2 
self -tapping screws. 

TELESCOPIC ANTENNA 
The antenna was purchased as a 

standard 13 -in., 6 -section telescopic an- 
tenna. It was necessary to cut each sec - 
Von down to an overall length, when 
closed, of 91 ins., (extended, 45 ins.). 
A roll of solder on each section may 
be substituted for the die roll which l's 
cut off when shortening the antenna. 

A General Radio type banana plug 
was filed to fit the curved antenna and 
soldered securely about mid -way of the 
outside section. This plugs into a jack 
mounted to the receiver panel. A piece 
of liard rubber, formed so the antenna 
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could clip into it on 3 sides, was ce- 
mented to the panel at the base of the 
antenna. 

Binding posts mounted to the receiver 
panel facilitate ease of battery removal; 
end chassis likewise. It is only neces- 
sary to insulate 2 of these as "A-" 
and one side of the voice coil can be 
grounded. It was necessary to cut down 
the standard posts and also the bar 
knobs to clear the speaker panel. 
ALIGNMENT 

To align, connect an output meter to 
speaker binding posts and from a 260 
kc. signal generator connect a lead 
through a 0.1-mf. condenser to the con- 
verter tube. Align, in order, the I.F.T.2 
and I.F.T.1 trimmers. 

Then, with a 1,500 kc. signal genera- 
tor connected to the antenna input (be 
sure antenna is removed) through a 27 
mmf. condenser, rock the gang, and 
align the oscillator and R.F. trimmers to 
the fixed antenna section. Using parts 
as described you should reach a maxi- 
mum frequency of 1,850 kc. Next, turn 
the dial to 600 kc. ana rock the gang 
while adjusting the oscillator for great- 
est gain. 

With a 1000 kc. signal, checked against 
a known, broadcast frequency, calibrate 
the dial onto the receiver panel. Punch 
with a letter -and -number set, and then 
fill-in with white ink. Fish -paper should 
be cemented to the underside of the 
receiver panel where the "B" battery 
terminals are and to the side of the 
"lunchbox" where the grid caps come 
close. The grid leads were soldered to 
the sides of the caps to make space and 
to prevent poor connection. 

Drill one hole through each of the 2 
carrying handle supports and through 
the case to take a large -headed 6/32 
machine screw. This will prevent the 
handle accidentally pulling out. Case 
and panel are finished in back crackle 
paint. 

The pleasures and advantages of the 
portable are numerous. For instance, it 
may be used on fishing tripe, in canoes 
or boats on hunting parties, beach par- 
ties or just sun bathing, and on pic- 
nics; at football games and other 
sports events you can hear as well as 
see, if the event is being oroadcast; and 
at the lake cottage, trailer or in a 

parked car viewing important events 
that are broadcast. 

LIST OF PARTS 

One lunchbox of standard size (avail- 
able at any hardware or department 
store(; 

One Radiart 13 -in. 6 section telescope - 
type antenna; 

COILS 
One Meissner iron -core antenna coil 

and shield, to match 27 mmf. capa- 
city antenna and above gang (the 
writer made his) ; 

One Meissner R.F. coil and shield to 
match gang; 

One Meissner oscillator coil for 260 kc. 
I.F.; 

HOLES: A. l' IN DIA B. TAPPED N' 432 

Fig. 2. Sub -chassis dimensions. 

One Meissner I.F. transformer, for 260 
kc., No. I (any 260 kc. auto -radio type 
should be satisfactory) ; 

One Meissner I.F. transformer, for 260 
kc., No. 2 (any 260 kc. auto -radio type 
should be satisfactory) ; 

RESISTORS 
One Centralab volume control (and 

switch), 0.3-meg. (Any standard make 
with grid -circuit curve may be used.) ; 

One I.R.C. resistor, 450 ohms, 1-W.; 
One I.R.C. resistor, 6,000 ohms, 1-W.; 
One I.R.C. resistor, 20,000 ohms, 1-W.; 
One I.R.C. resistor, 50,000 ohms, i --W.; 
Two I.R.C. resistors, 0.1-meg., 1-W.; 
One I.R.C. resistor, 0.25-meg., %-W.; 
Two I.R.C. resistors, 0.5-meg., 1-W.; 
One I.R.C. resistor, 1 meg., 1-W.; 
CONDENSERS 
One American Steel Package midget - 

type gang T.R.F. condenser, 350 mmf. 

per section, counterclockwise rota- 
tion, trimmers on short end; 

One Micamold variable oscillator pad - 
der, 600 to 1,000 mmf. (order by 
specs.) ; 

One Cornell-Dubilier condenser, 0.01-mf., 
100 V.; 

Two Cornell-Dubilier condensers, 0.05- 
mf., 100 V.; 

One Sprague flat (auto -radio type) con- 
denser, 0.5-mf., 100 V.; 

One Aerovox flat condenser, moulded 
in rubber, 0.1-mf., 400 V.; 

One Cornell-Dubilier condenser, 0.006- 
mf., 400 V.; 

One Cornell-Dubilier condenser, 0.05-mf., 
400 V., Cl; 

One Micamold mica condenser, 250 
mmf.; 

Two Micamold mica condensers, 100 
mmf., C2, C3; 

One Mallory or Magnavox small elec- 
trolytic condenser, fabricated plate 

(Mallanode) type, 20 mf., 25 V.; 
TUBES 
Two Sylvania type 1N5G tubes; 
One Sylvania type 1A7G tube; 
One Sylvania type 1A5G tube; 
One Sylvania type 1H5G tube; 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Five Meissner bakelite press -fit -type 

sockets, octal base; 
One Oxford Tartak Co. 31 -in. P. -M. 

dynamic speaker, 3 -ohm voice coil 
(order by specs.); 

One Cinch 6 -point terminal strip; 
Three Cinch 3 -point terminal strips; 
Two Eby small bar knobs (cut down to 

fit) ; 

Four Eby binding posts (cut down to 
fit); 

One General Radio type banana jack 
and plug; 

One Magnavox output transformer, 
25,000 to 3 ohms, 54- x 1/4 -in. stack 
(order by specifications); 

One standard, No. 6 drycell (or prefer- 
ably with 4-cell-long-life--construc- 
tion); 

Two Burgess "B" batteries, type 230BP; 
One length of .030 sheet steel sufficient 

for panels, partition, sub -chassis (see 
article for dimensions), obtainable at 
any steel warehouse or tin shop; 

One assortmee of hardware, fish -paper, 
flexible and hookup wire, and solder 
lugs. 

USEFUL NEON LAMP TESTER 
SMALL neon lamps are available at 
most radio supply stores nowadays, 

and they provide a simple and very ef- 
fective tester for checking the conti- 
nuity of circuits. One of these lamps 
may also be used for testing conden- 
sers, as shown in one of the diagrams 
herewith. 

To construct the simple series con- 
tinuity tester 'shown in Fig. A, a % watt, 
100,000 ohm resistor, R, is arranged in 
series with the neon lamp. A test clip 
and test prod will provide very effec- 
tive terminals for the two free lead 

wires, and all sorts of continuity tests 
cari readily be made through coils, mo- 
tor and speaker windings, switches, 
etc. 

Fig. B shows a simple series circuit 
with neon lamp for testing condensers 
Resistance R is variable and the con- 
denser under test lis indicated at CX. 
The strength of the glow of the lamp 
will indicate roughly the relative ca- 
pacity of the condenser under test. 
Neon lamps used In both tests are ra- 
ted at 5'. watt. 

NEON 
LAMP 

D(- RESISTOR UNDER TEST 

145 ---- 

CX (CONDENSER 
UNDER TEST 

NEON 
LAMP 

111 

;I 
.733) ). 

eä L1\4"' JD 

((5V a 

VARIABLE RESISTOR 
R 
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View of the completed receiver with each of Its component units plugged together and all ready for operation 

A Plug -Together 8 -TUBE BROADCAST SET 
AMONG the difficulties which 

usually confront the occasional 
set builder are hum, audio 
oscillation or motorboating, and 

R.F. or I.F. instability or howling. Of 
these, the last is probably the most 
annoying for there are few who have 
been able to achieve the required sen- 
sitivity without instability or resort- 
ing to factory engineered chassis and 
circuit components. After a thorough 
consideration of these difficulties, a 
method of construction was arrived at 
which satisfactorily reduced these to 
a minimum and at the same time con- 
tributed greatly toward the adaptabi- 
lity of the finished product. 

THE PLUG -TOGETHER SYSTEM 
A plug -together system was devised 

in which a separate chassis was em- 
ployed for each frequency division, 
viz.-power supply, A.F., I.F., and R.F. 
Using this system, a set of any type 
can be built up piecemeal and the full 
advantages of each section fully real- 
ized. In the case of the receiver re- 

cently completed, sensitivity was the 
prime requisite. Neither high power 
output nor high fidelity reception was 
desired although none save economic 
difficulties would have been encounter- 
ed in their incerporation. 
POWER SUPPLY 

Therefore, a small power supply de- 
i'igned to deliver approximately 220 
volts at 60-70 ma. was assembled on a 
chassis 3 x 4% X 2 ins. high. This is 
conveniently managed by using a 
space -saving metal rectifier tube. A 6X5 
was on hand and answered the current 
and voltage requirements and was there- 
fore employed. A small choke Ch.1 of 
the auto -set type and a dual 8 mf. 
filter condenser held the hum level 
within satisfactory bounds. 

A unit of this type is handy in itself 
as a source of filament voltage and "B" 
voltage for various applications around 
the workshop. 
A.F. AMPLIFIER 

Next, an audio amplifier of low out- 
put was placed along with a 6H6 de- 

",RA010-FREQUENCY CHASSIS", 

1ST-DET. GAS 

.02- 
MF. MF. 

wf as 
CS 

.05 -MF. 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the R.F. unit. 
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lector on an even smaller chassis, 2% X 

45 x 2 ins. high. A 6F5, re}sistance- 
coupled to a 6F6, provided ample gain 
for either detector or phonograph in- 
puts. The unit, containing volume and 
tone controls, was found to be quite 
satisfactory when used in either of 
these applications. It might be noted 
here that the cathode bypass condenser 
was purposely omitted on the 6F6 to 
provide inverse feedback to reduce dis- 
tortion. A male chassis plug on the 
power supply and a socket oil the A.F. 
chassis provided easy means of con- 
necting the units or for disconnecting 
them if separate uses were to be de- 
sired in the future. 

I.F. AMPLIFIER 

Obviously it was now necessary to 
add an I.F. channel In order that a 
tuner might be employed. Here was the 
critical stage where it was necessary 
that a high degree of sensitivity and 
stability be attained. Violating the pre- 
cepts of conventional receiver design, 
2 stages of hi -Q intermediate frequency 

I.F.456KC. ".+INTERMEOIATE-FREQUENCY CH.\5oISN 

6 

NOTE: T4.T5&T6 (SEE TEXT) 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the I.F. unit. 
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. 1 . I I III 

ti AUDIO -FREQUENCY CHASSIS" 
C1 6F5 OÓJMF. .05-4M .02 -me 

Fig. 3. Circuit arrangement of the A.F. unit. 

amplification were mounted on a chas- 
sis only 3% x 4% x 2 iris. high. These 
comprised 3 triple -pi -wound hi -Q I.F. 
transformers and two 6K7's. With this 
set-up on a separate chassis, very high 
gain was possible with no trace of I.F. 
oscillation and with but one decoupling 
filter-R13 and C12. This chassis con- 
nected by plug and socket arrangement 
to the A.F. chassis. 

R.F. AMPLIFIER 
Lastly an R.F. tuner was assembled 

on. a chassis 4 x 4% x 2 ins. high. A 
strictly conventional tuner circuit was 
used. Coils were taken from a medium - 
price receiver. By mounting the an- 
tenna coil on a bracket above the chas- 
sis and in a plane parallel to the ches- 
s* the grid lead was made very short. 
The R.F. and oscillator coils were 
mounted beneath the chassis in planes 
at right -angles to one anothler still giv- 
ing short leads. As a result, it was not 
necessary' to shield the coils and thus 
detract from their gain. This unit was 
connected to the I.F. channel by the 
same plug and socket arrangement and 
the set plugged -4n. 

The receiver was aligned on the air 
and found to have amazing sensitivity, 
with no hint of oscillation and very lit- 
tlt. hiss. Later the sensitivity was mea- 
sured on a Ferris 10B Mficrovolter and 
it was found that an input of as little 
as 1 -microvolt would give an output 
of 50 milliwatts across the voice coil 
of the small permanent -magnet dyna- 
mic speaker used. 

It was therefore felt that a canve- 
nient method of acquiring high sensi- 
tivity had been arrived at, for the only 
tools used in the actual assembly of the 
various units were a screwdriver and a 
pair of pliers, only the farmer being 
needed to provide satisfactory align- 
ment. 

FLEXIBILITY 
Other advantages resulting from this 

type of design will be apparent to the 
advanced technician. Perhaps the most 
evident hi the ease with which changes 
or additions can be made. If more pow- 
er is desired, a larger supply can be 
made incorporating output tubes to be 
driven by the output of the existing 
A.F. chassis. If more A.F. gain is need- 
ed for some low-level input, a pream- 
plifier can be inserted between the 
A.F. and I.F. chassis. If high fidelity is 
needed, transformers can be easily 
changed. For the amateur, band -spread 
and noise -silencer circuits can be con- 
veniently added at any time. Or for 
those interested in the ultimate of 
broadcast reception, volume expansion 
and A.F.C. circuits can also be taken 
care of. It is therefore a good idea, if 
additions are anticipated, to provide 
the initial set with more than an ample 
power supply. Then the set can grow 
safely in all directions. 

The chassis for the units described 
ere so small that they can be shaped 
by almost anyone and require but small 
pieces of metal such as are likely to 
be found in most junk boxes. As can be 
seen, the circuit its quite conventional 
in most details, the merit of the system 
lying in its method of construction and 
consequent availability of full perfor- 
mance from each unit. 

LIST OF PARTS 

Tubes & Sockets 
One RCA type 6A8; 
One RCA type 6F5; 
One RCA type 6F6; 
One RCA type 6H6; 
Three RCA type 6K7; 
One RCA type 6G5; 
One RCA type 6X5; 
Eight wafer -typé octal sockets; 
One plug -type 6 -prong socket. 

6A 
e.3Y 

GNO 
13+" 

Pig. 4. Power supply d agram. 

Resistors 

One I.R.C., 270 ohms, 2 W.; 
Two .I.R.C., 300 ohms, 1/4-W.; 
Three I.R.C. 2,000 ohms, 34-W.; 
Two I.R.C., 5,000 ohms, %.W.; 
Two I.R.C., 30.000 ohms, 1/4-W.; 
One I.R.C., 50,000 ohms, 1/4-W.; 
Three I.R.C., 0.1-meg., 1-W.; 
One I.R.C., 0.26-meg., 1/4-W.; 
One I.R.C., 0.5-meg., /-W.; 
One Centralab potentiometer, 0.5-meg.; 
Two I.R.C., i meg., 1/4-W.; 

Condensers 
One Cornell-Dubilier 66 mmf. mica; 
One Cornell-Dubilier 100 mmf. mica; 
One Cornell-Dubilier 0.005-mf., 200 V. 
One Cornell-Dubilier 0.005-mf., 600 V. 
Five Cornell-Dubilier 0.02-mf, 200 V. 
Pour Cornell-Dubilier 0.05-mf., 200 V. 
One Cornell-Dubilier 0.05-mf., 400 V. 
One Cornell-Dubilier 0.1-mf., 200 V. 
Four Cornell-Dubilier 0.1-mf., 400 V. 
Two Cornell-Dubilier, 8 mf., 450 V., dry 

electrolytic; 
One Cornell-Dubilier, 10 mt., 25 V., dry 

electrolytic. 

Miscellaneous 

One set-ant., R.F. and osc. coils; 
Three Sickles I.F. coils, No. 829; 
One choke, 10 hy., 50 ma.; 
One Cinaudagraph 6 -in. speaker with 

6F6 output transformer; 
One power transformer, 700-700 Y. see. 

at 50 ma., 6.3 V. A.C. at 3 A.; 
One S.P.S.T. toggle switch; 
One S.P.S.T. rotary switch; 
One 365 mmf. 3 -gang condenser with 

456 kc. tracking section; 
One dial; 
One planetary drive unit; 
Three male chassis plugs, 7 prongs; 
Three female chassis plugs, 7 prongs; 
One 5 -prong speaker plug and socket; 
Four chassis assemblies. 

INEXPENSIVE OUTPUT METER 
The only parts needed in addition to 

a D.C. voltmeter provided with a 0-50 
scale, are a filament transformer, a 
4 -prong socket, an 80 tube, and a pair of 
test leads. As shown in the diagram, 
the filament transformer is connected 
to supply the requisite voltage to the 
filament of the 80 tube. The output of 

the set is fed to the plates of the 80, 

r:nd the voltmeter is connected between 
one of these plates and the filament of 
the tube. In this way, the A.C. output 
is rectified so that it can be read on 
the meter. The greater the 'sensitivity 
of the meter, the better the results. 
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Here's the "5 -in -4" receiver "under test 

EVER since the early days when 
broadcast radio was in swaddling 
clothes, three- or four -tube circuit 
using a tuned -radio -frequency 

stage, a regenerative detector and one 
or two stages of audio has been a pop- 
ular and highly efficient type of re- 
ceiver. After the advent of the screen - 
grid, pentode and duo -triode tubes, the 
circuit was still further improved un- 
til today the "t.r.f." set of modern de- 
sign is, beyond a doubt, the best for 
the beginner ham or fan who wishes 
to avoid the intricacies oil building and 
adjusting a good Isuperterodyne. 

Ideal Set for Beginner 
The 4 -tube t.r.f. receiver to be de- 

scribed here is designed especially for 
not -too -experienced experimenters in ra- 
dio construction. The circuit has been 
kept as simple and straightforward as 
possible and only easy -to -get parts of 
standard manufacture have been used 
throughout. Plug-in coils simplify the 
band -changing problem and give a flex- 
ibility obtainable by no other method. 
A detachable shield covers the r.f. coil, 
eliminating shielding difficulties and 
presenting a more finished appearance 
to the chassis. 

The schematic diagram, Fig. 1, shows 
the circuit which consists of a 6S7G as 
tuned -radio -frequency stage, a 6F8G as 
a combination regenerative detector 
and first audio and a 6F6G as pentode 
output tube; the rectifier is a 5U4G. 
With the exception of the 6F6G, all of 
the above tubes are of rather recent 
release, the 6S7G being a new r.f. and 
1.f.. pentode similar to the 6K7 but hav- 
ing a heater drain of only 0.15 am- 
peres; the 6F8G is a new dual -triode 
having two separate cathodes. The 
'5U4G is similar in characteristics to 
the older 5Z3 and is certain to find a 
wide application in both short wave 
receivers and transmitters. All of the 
tabes are of the new standard octal - 
base type. 

THE "5 in 4" ALL -WAVE RADIO 

FOR A. C. OPERATION 

Vernier Dial Gives 

Razor -Sharp Tuning 

The set is, as the photo- 
graphs and drawings show, 
built up on a 7 z 12 x 1% inch 
chassis and a 7 z 14 inch 
steel panel. Both are sup- 
plied as standard with the 
specified cabinet. The vari- 
ous controls on the front, left 
to right, are as follows: Re- 
generation control, tuning 
dial, audio volume _ control 
and, at the upper right of 
the dial, the 35 mmf. r.f. 

trimmer condenser. The airplane dial 
used on this receiver is rather inte- 
resting, inasmuch as it mounts direct- 
ly on the front of the panel, no large 
circular cut-out being required. The 
dial ratios of 30:1 and 165:1 permit 
actual razor -edge adjustments on any 
signal no matter how weak or long dis- 
tant it may be. 

The actual construction of the re- 
ceiver is not at all difficult but in 
order to do a good job the work should 
be done slowly and carefully. Lay out 
the various lines on the chassis and 
panel as shown in Fig. 2. Draw out the 
outlines of the socket holes and the 
transformer cut-out with a sharp - 
pointed instrument such as a scriber; 
never use an ordinary lead pencil for 
this purpose as the sharp point will 
wear away, giving rise to inaccuracies. 
Drill and cut all of the holes before 
mounting any of the parts; metal dust 

or filings, once imbedded in the isolan- 
tite insulation of the sockets and 
tuning condensers, is almost impossi- 
ble to remove and is certain to cause 
heavy r.f. losses if not an actual short- 
circuit. Make certain that the holes for 
the coil sockets are large enough to 
permit the coils to be changed without 
having the prongs come in contact with 
the metal chassis. All burs and sharp 
points of metal should be removed with 
a file and steel wool or sandpaper be- 
fore the parts are mounted. 

Keep Leads Short 
Keep the wiring, especially the "hot" 

leads from the grids and plates of the 
6S7G and 6F8G tubes to the coil sockets 
end tuning condensers, as short and 
direct as possible. Use a clean, hot 
and well -trimmed iron and rosin -core 
solder and sweat each joint thoroughly 
to insure a good connection. Avoid the 
use of metal clips and Iuge; these are 
unsatisfactory soon after the surface 
becomes oxidized and oxidization starts 
the moment that copper comes in con- 
tact with the atmosphere. It Is not ne- 
cessary to keep the audio and power 
wiring leads as short as those of the r.f. 
portion, but these leads should not be 
excessively long. The various paper 
and mica condensers and fixed resi- 
stors are mounted directly on the parts 
themselves, being held in place by 
their own tinned leads. 

Although the diagram does not show 
this, most of the negative connections, 
wherever this is practical, are brought 
out to a single spot on the chassis. This 
type of construction eliminates the 
losses and noise due to eddy currents 
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which would result if the connections 
were made to several different points. 

Be sure that the paper condensers 
are of good quality, especially the 0.1- 
mf. blocking condenser between the 
6F6G plate and the crystal headphones; 
a small amount of direct current leak- 
age through this condenser will dam- 
age the crystal phone elements beyond 
repair. Unless otherwise specified all 
paper dielectric condensers used e 
this receiver are of 600 d.c. working 
volts rating. 

When the wiring has been completed, 
place the coils and tubes in their re- 
spective sockets and turn the regene- 
ration control full -on. The detector cir- 
cuit is now checked for oscillation by 
placing a flinger on the fixed plates of 
the detector tuning condenser; if every- 
thing is correct, a loud click will be 
heard in the headphones immediately 
upon making the contact and another 
when the finger is removed. If no click 
is heard, this indicates a lank of oscil- 

e 

The rear view of the 
receiver, reproduced 
at the right. shows 
the very neat ar- 
rangement of the parte. Note the 
shielded B.F. coup- 
ling coil at the left 

center. 

lotion and it may be necessary to re- 
verse the tickler aannections to the 
GF8G cathode, or increase thel detector 
plate voltage by reducing the value of 
the fixed resistor in series with the 
regeneration control and the "B" plus 
of the power supply. If the detector 
seems to be operating, connect the 
doublet antenna leads to the receiver 
as shown in Fig. 1 and turn up the 
audio volume control about three -fourths 
way full -on. Adjust the regeneration 
control until a slight hissing sound is 
heard in the phones, rotate the dial 
for a signal and set the R.F. trimmer 
condenser for best 'reception. The maxi- 
mum sensitivity is obtained when the 
50,000 ohm potentiometer is adjusted 
just below the point where oscillations 
begin. 

1lither a doublet or a plain single wire 
may be used for the antenna. If a single 
wire is used, the most efficient length 
for all -wave operation will be around 
75 feet. 

List of Parts 
HAMMARLUND (Condensers) 
1-Spilt-stator tuning condenser, 140 mmf. 

per. section, MCD -140-M 
1-Midget tuning condenser. 35 mmf., MC - 

35 -9 
1-Set 4 -prong "XP -53" plug-in coils, SWK-4 1-Set 6 -prong "XP -53" plug-in coils, SWK-8 1-Midget r.f. choke, 2.1 mh.. CH -X 
1-Detachable coil shield. CS -3 
l,--4-prong isolantite socket. S-4 
1 -6 -prong isolantite socket, S-6 
2 -8 -prong isolantite sockets, S-8 
2-Aluminum tube shields, TS -50 
I.R.C. (Resistors) 
1-Fixed resistor, % watt, 300 ohms 1-Fixed resistor, 1 watt. 2,000 ohms 2.-Fixed resistors, 1 watt, 100,000 ohms 2-Fixed resistors. 1 watt. 50.000 ohms 

1-Fixed resistor, 14 watt, 1 megohm 1-Fixed resistor, 1/4 watt, 3 megohms 
1-Fixed resistor, 1 watt, 1/4 megohm 
t-Volume control, 50,000 ohms (with A.C. 

switch) 
1-Volume control, 500,000 ohms 
1-Wire-wound resistor, 10 watts, 500 ohms 
1-Wire-wound resistor 50 watts, 15.000 ohms 
AEROVOX (Fixed Condensers) 
2-0.1-0.1 mf. paper condensers, dual type, 

600 volts 
1-0.1 inf. paper condenser, 600 volts (see 

text) 
2-0.01 mf. paper condensers, 600 volts 1-1 mf. paper condenser, shielded type, 

400 volts 
2-0.0:1-0.05 mf. paper condensers, dual type, 

600 volts 
1-Dual electrolytic condenser, 10-10 mf., 50 

w.v. 
1-Triple electrolytic condenser, S-8-8 mf., 

450 w.v 
k-Dflea condenser, with wire leads, 0.0001 

mf. 
1-Mica condenser, with lugs. 0.006 mf. 1-Mica condenser, with lugs, 0.001 mf. 
R.C.A. (Radlotron Tubes) 
1- 8S7G tube 
1-6FEG tube 
1-6F6G tube 
1-5U4G tube 
JEFFERSON ELECTRIC CO. 
(Transformers) 
1-Power transformer with 800 volt c.t., 

5 volt and 8.3 volt windings, Type 483- 
411 

2-Filter chokes. 30 henries. 50 ma., type 
466-:,90 

MEISSNER MFG. CO. 
2-Bakelite sockets, spring- mounting type 
BUD RADIO, INC. 
1-St1ee1, crackle finished cabinet. T x 14 i 

18 inches, No. 995, with chassis and panel 
to match. See text 

CROWE 
1-"Front-o-panel dual ratio dial. Type 626 3-Notched pointer knobs 
BRUSH DEVELOPMENT CO. 
1-Pair crystal headphones Type "A" 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Tip -lacks, hook-up wire, solder. etc. 

Simplified Variable Selectivity 
High selectivity is an advantage in a radio receiver when one 

Wishes to separate thel signals of stations .on adjacent bands, but 
a lesser degree of selectivity is preferable in order to get high 
fidelity reproduction when elxtra sharp tuning Its not needed. 

A method suggested by a British writer in Wireless World, is 
shown here. This consists of adding two windings to a coupling 
transformer and having a single -pole, double -throw switch with an 
"OFF" position connected to them. The insert in the diagram shows 
how these roils are added, while the schematic shows their place 
In the circuit. When the switch is in the middle position, with 
neither coil "shorted" medium selectivity is obtained. This selecti- vity may be increased by placing the switch in one/ position, and the tuning broadened by placing it in the Other positron. 
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Fig. A Fig. B Fig. C 

View of the complete 3 -tube A.C. superhet- View of the compact chassis. The entire View looking Inside the cabinet. Note how 
erodyne receiver. Note that the speaker grille width is only 6 ins. The rectifier tube is compactly everything la mounted and how 
Is on top of the case. The top knob is volume. combined with the output tube in one en- 

velope, a 12A7. 
snugly the sipeaker fits in among 

components. 
the other 

EASILY -BUILT 3 -TUBE MIDGET BROADCAST 
SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER 

COMPLYING with an urge, prob- 
ably common to many other 
constructors, to build something 
different, the author worked out 

a 3 -tube A.C. superheterodyne receiver 
which accomplishes splendid reception, 
for so few tubes. Stations from the 
West Coast, such as KNX, are readily 
received after midnight, here in New 
York. Only ene local station provides 
a strong enough signal to be audible at 
20 kilocycle's off resonance, and the 
full audto output, a trifle over 2 watts, 
has been rezllzed from several of the 
high power, clear channel stations in 
the eastern part of the country. 

Although the set might be built smal- 
ler, it is still well within "midget" di- 
mensions, the chassis base being 6 

inches wide by 634. inches long by 134 

inches high. All the materials used, ex- 
cept the base Ind power transformer, 
are available at radio supply dealers. 

The base was formed from a 7 x 10 
inch aluminum panel. The transformer 

and dial cutouts were chiseled from the 
trimmed sheet before bending the side 
and end flanges. Figure 2 shows the 
layout of the chassis with all specifica- 
tions. The measurements locating the 
2 cutouts are given with all the rest of 
the chassis layout dimensions. Small 
holes were drilled and socket openings 
punched after the chassis was formed 
in order to avoid shifting of reference 
points which might have occurred dur- 
ing the bending. In Fig. 2, the diameter 
of all the larger holes Is indicated by 
the letters A, B. or C except for 
small mounting bolts holes which were 
all drilled 9/64 -inch in diameter. The 
exact location of feed -through holes for 
the several wires which had to go 
through the chassis have not been 
given because it is possible that the 
size of the parts may not be duplicated 
nor the sequence of wiring. Two holes 
were drilled through the chassis under 
the tuning condenser so that its trim- 
mers could be adjusted. They can be 

Fir. 1 

Complete schematic diagram of the 3 -tube A.C. superheterodyne receiver. The set is designed 
exclusively for the broadcast, band. This circuit affords splendid reception even to the ex- 

tent of D\-ing Californian stations. 

seen near the center of the chassis. The 
corners of tie chasms were soldered 
'with special aluminum solder and the 
rigidness imparted by this operation 
was found worthwhile. 

The assembled chassis is shown in 
Fig. B. On the left, in front ils the 6A7, 
behind which is the group of 3 filter 
condensers and the cable hole. Down 
the center of the chassis, can be seen 
the dial, tuning condenser, 1st filter 
choke and the power transformer. The 
right-hand side supplies space for the 
1st I.F. transformer, 6F7, 2nd I.F. trans- 
former, and finally the 12A7. 

Power transformers, with 12 -volt 
heater windings, are not common 
enough to be obtained everywhere. So 
it was necessary to alter a suitable 
transformer to meet the need presented 
by this group of tubes. See parta list 
for specifications of the transformer 
used by author. It had a core cross-sec- 
tion tot nearly 1 sq., in. and as a result 
its 5 -volt winding was made with 28 
turns of wire. If 28 turns of wire gave 
5 volts it was reasoned that 65 turns 
would give the needed 11% volts to 
operate the 12A7, the 14 -volt pilot lamp 
and the series -operated 6A7 and 6F7.. 
The current drained by this grouping 
of tubes is 0.7 -amperes. Number 20 wire 
is large enough to carry this current. 
The original heater windings were re- 
moved and in their place was wound 
the new low -potential secondary. The 
transformer was re -assembled, the 
stack clamping bolts drawn up tightly 
to remove vibration, tested and mount- 
ed on the chassis. 

The lateral -wound R.F. and oscillator 
coils were mounted near the 6A7 sock- 
et on the underside of the chassis. The 
oscillator coil is mounted on the left 
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flange of the chassis. The R.F. inductor 
is just under the trimmer adjustment 
holes and mounted with its winding 
axis perpendicular to that of the oscil- 
lator coil. 

The filter chokes for this machine 
may present some problems, such as, 
mounting and proper resistance. Choke 
Ch.1 was fastened to the tuning con- 
denser by bending the mounting lugs 
of the choke Lo grip the frame of the 
tuning condenser and then soldering it 
in place. This part may be seen in Fig. 
B. Although Ch.1 is a common enough 
unit some trouble may _ De encountered 
in getting one with values as given in 
the parts list. A midget output transfor- 
mer that was intended to couple push- 
pull pentodes to a speaker was found to 
have 1,000 ohms and the requisite in- 
ductance. The secondary leads and the 
center -tap of the primary were snipped 
oft and the unit mounted on the frame 
of the speaker by soldering the mount- 
ing'lugs of the choke to the speaker. 

Because of the high level of audio 
output, a dynamic speaker was appar- 
ently advisable but, inasmuch as the 
total direct current available amounted 
to only 8.4 watts, it was not possible 
to properly energize the field pot. of 
any known speaker and have enough 
current left to run the machine. This 
is the reason for the use of the more 
expensive permanent magnet type of 
dynamic. 

When it had been determined that 
the receiver was correctly wired, the 
lining -up of the various high -frequency 
circuits was undertaken. The R.F. and 
oscillator coils had been chosen to pro- 
vide, in conjunction with the proper 
cut plate type of tuning condenser, sig- 
nals at the input to the intermediate 
frequency amplifier of 465 kilocycles. 
So, the I.F. transformers were reso- 
nated at 466 kilocycles. With the test 
oscillator supplying 1,500 kilocycles to 
the No. 4, grid of the 6A7, the tuning 
condenser was properly set, with re- 
spect to the dial and the alignment fre- 
quency, and the oscillator trimmer ad- 
justed until the test signal appeared at 
its optimum in the output. The No. 4 
grid was then connected to the proper 
part of the circuit and the R.F. section 
trimmer adjusted until a local 1,500 
kilocycle station was received at its 
beet. The tuning condenser was fully 
meshed and the circuit alignment 
checked at the lowest receivable fre- 
quency and was found to be approxi- 
mately correct; by bending the oscil- 
lator -section plates the circuits were 
made to track properly over thel entire 
tuning range. 

The circuit is not very critical of 
tube constants but 12A7's of various 
manufacturers do not all possess the 
same characteristic's. A certain make 
of tube was found to produce hum be- 
cause there was no electron shield be- 
tween the rectifier and pentode sec- 
tions of the tube. In other respects it 
was applicable to this machine even 
though it had a slightly higher recti- 
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Fig. 2. 
Complete specifications for making and dril- 
ling the chassis for the 'S-tube superhetero- 

dyne broadcast receiver. 

fier plate resistance and a lower pen- 
tode amplification factor than the 
make of tube named in the parts list. 
Both makes showed better than 50 mil - 
Hon ohms hot heater -to -cathode resist- 
ance. This radio set has been in daily 
operation for 3 months, from 1 to 6 

hours at a time, without any break- 
downs or weakening of parts or tubes. 

In Fig. A, the completed receiver is 
teen to possess a rather attractive ap- 
pearance. The case was made of 3 -ply 
fir, 7% inches deep by 7% inches wide 
and 8% inches high. The outside of the 
box is covered with black leatherette. 
The volume control is adjusted by the 
knob above the tuning dial. This ma- 
chine is well suited to almost any num- 
ber of cabinet applications including 
metal cases, and since the chassis is 
at ground potential there is scant pos- 
sibility of receiving any shock from 
such cases. 

By and large this receiver was a 
very satisfactory construction project 
and is sincerely recommended to all 
who would build such a radio, not only 
for the pleasure of trite work but also 
for the permanent source of entertain- 
ment thereby provided. 

LIS r OF PARTS 

RESISTORS 
Two I.R.C., 50,000 ohms, '/-W., Rl, R5; 
One I.RP., 350 ohms, 1/2-1v., 11.2; 
One I.R.Q. 50,000 ohms, 1 W., R4; 
One I.R.C., 500 ohms, 2/* -W., R6; 
One I.R.C., 3,000 ohms, 14-W., R7; 
One I.R.C.. 30,000 ohms. %-W., R8; 
One I.A.C.. 0.175-meg.. 34,-W.. R9: 
Two I.A.C., 0.25-meg., 14-W., R10, R12; 
One I.A.C., 0.2-meg., %-W., .Rll; 
One I.R.C.t 0.45-meg., 14-W., R13; 
One I.R.C., 40,000 ohms, %-W., R14; 
Ones wire -wound volume control and switch, 

10,000 ohms, R3; 

CONDENSERS 
One Cornell-Dubilier mica, 200 mint, C3; Four Cornell-Dubilter paper. 0.02-mf.. 400 

V., C4, C7, Cll., C12; 
Two Cornell-Dubilter paper, 0.1-mf., 400 V., 

C5, C13; 
One Cornell-Dubilter paper, 0.01-mL, 400 

V., C6; 
One Cornell-Duhilier electrolytic, 10 m1., 25 

V., C8; 

One Cornell-Duhilier payer, 0.03-mf., 400 V., 
C9; 

One Cornell-Dubilter paper, 0.003-mf., 400 V.. 
C10; 

One Cornell-Dnbilier paper 0.003 -lof.. 401 
V., C14; 

Three Cornell-Dubilter electrolytic, S mf. 
475 V., C15, Cid, C17; 

One Meissner antenna coil 41,300 to 550 ke.); 
One Meissner broadcast oscillator coil its 

works with Ll in si 483 ke super.) L2; 
One 2 -gang tuning condenser with cut -plate 

oscillator section to match L2, 365 mmf., 
Cl, t2; 

Two - Meissner standard double -tuned I.F. 
transformers, 465 ke., I.F.T.1, I.IF.T.2; 

One filter choke, 10 by , 40 ma., 300 ohm', 
Ch.l ; 

One filter choke. 15 by., 30 ma., 1,000 ohms, 
Ch.2; 

One power transformer (see text) Fri., 113 
V. 00 cycle; Sec. 1, 650 V.. 40 ma.. C -T.; 
Sec. 2, 2.9 V., 3.75 A.. C. -T.; Sec. 3, 3 V.. 
2 A. P. T.; 

One Wright-DeCoster speaker and output 
transformer, model 700 Nbkoil, S11, OPT: 

One miniature Mazda lamp, 14 V., PL; 
Three 7 -prong wafer sockets.,1.5-in. Woant- 

ing centers; 
One aluminum panel for chassis, 7 x f0 ins.; 
One cabinet; 
One dial, escutcheon and lamp socket; 
Two tube shields for ST -12 bulbs; 
(ide 7 -contact terminal strip; 
One Raytheon 6A7 tube; 
One Raytheon OFT tube. 
One Raytheon 12A7 tube. 

MAKING MILLIAMMETER 
MULTIPLIERS 

p1 Y as high as $2 for a mul- 
tiplier resistor-if you can 
afford it! But Jr you can't 

then with a little work and time 
you can make your own for prac- 
tically nóthing. Also the shunt 
resistors you buy do not apply to 
all milliammeters. 

Get the meter you want to mul- 
tiply. For example, we will use 
a 10 -ma. (milliampere) meter. 
We want to extend the range to 
100 ma. Obtain a small drycell 
(flashlight type will do) and 
hook it up to the meter in series 
with a variable resistor as 
shown. 

Be sure this is connected cor- 
rectly, as otherwise you will burn 

-CHECKING FOR --MOUNTING SHUNT- 
SHUNT VALUE^ 

SIDE 
METER R. VIEW 

VARIABLE 
`a RESISTOR 

Il 
METER 
TERMINALS 

DRY CELL FIG t FIG 3 OF 
REMEAR 

TVIEREW 

FIG.2 ever ^SIDE 

FIG.4 
/Iy 

MA 

IumiI VIEW 100 MA. 

HEAVY WIRE, 
NE IG TO 12 300 MA 

SOOMA 

WWI TOP 
VIEW ro 

MA SWITCHES 

METEY 

CONSTRUCTION - SUGGESTED 
OF MOUNTING- CIRCUIT- 

1 

out the moving coil of the meter. 
The resistor must be large 
enough to reduce the voltage to 
the amount needed to give full - 

(Continued on following page) 
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scale deflection on the meter. This va- 
lue depends on the meter. However the 
resistance of a 10 -ma. meter is around 
S ohms. Therefore by Ohm's Law a 
voltage of 0.08 -volt is needed for full- 
scale deflection; E = RI where E = 8 

(ohms) x 0.01 -(ampere) = 0.08 -(volts). 
To drop 1.5 V. (voltage of the drycell) 
to 0.08-V. a drop of 1.42 is needed. The 
current through a resistor, R, to pro- 
duce this voltage drop will be 0.01 -amp. 
(10 ma.). 

Using Ohm's Law again R = E ± I, 

where R = 1.42 (volts) = 0.01 -(amp.); 
therefore R equals 142 (ohms). A va- 
lue of 142 ohms is needed to dissipate 
the voltage drop. A variable resistor 
(rheostat) of u to 200 ohms will suffice. 
This must be variable. If you have no 
way of knowing the resistance of your 
meter use a larger resistance rheostat 
until you find the approximate needed 
resistance, then use a rheostat having 
this lower resistance (max.) for the 
finer adjustment. 

Now-set this rheostat for full- 
scale deflection on the meter (10 ma.). 
To extend 10 ma. to 100 ma., 10 ma. 
would be 1/101,h of 100 ma.; and 1/10th 

of 10 ma. equals 1 ma., the needed 
reading. Get some fine wire, No. 28 to 
32 D.C.C. (insulated). The finer the 
wire the shorter will be the length of 
the shunt wire, but also the more cri- 
tical will be the cutting. Any size of 
wire can be used, the length depending 
on the size. It is possible to figure out 
the shunt resistance value mathematic- 
ally but the cut -and -try method is real- 
ly the only accurate and final means. 
('ut a piece of the wire about 2 feet long 
to start with. Shunt it across the me- 
ter. It the needle drops back from 10 

ma. to around 1 ma. you know you 
have the shunt about right. You can 
now gauge from the length of the wire 
and the error whether you should shor- 
ten or lengthen the wire. To increase 
the reading increase the length of the 
wire, and vice versa. 

After you have the correct length 
get a small thread -spool. Drill holes 
and wind the wire around the spool 
terminating the wire under small ma- 
chine bolts or wood -screws with lugs. 
(See Fig. 2.) In mounting the resistor 
care should be taken that the leads are 
as short as possible. See Fig. 3. -A small 

amount of wire will change the read- 
ing considerably. Heavy wire soldered 
onto the lugs supplied at the terminals 
must be used for connections to insure 
1oweesistance connections. A final 
check should be made after mounting. 
Note that the resistance of the swit- 
ches, shown in Fig. 4, must be taken 
into consideration. 

This cut -and -try method of deter- 
mining the value of the shunt resistor 
can apply to any meter. For example, 
if a 10 ma. meter is to be arranged to 
read 50 ma., max. the reading during 
adjustment would be 1/5th of the full 
scale. One -fifth of 10 would be 2 ma., 
the scale reading to which the needle 
must drop back, etc. 

It is possible to use this procedure 
on any scale; in extending the scale, 
however, it is common to use a scale 
from which you can obtain a direct 
reading by multiplying the reading by 
a common factor. In the example used 
you multiply by 10 to give you the ac- 
tual treading. In multiplying by 10 you 
simply add a zero. Thus the reading is 
almost direct. Fig. 4 shows how the 
multipliers are applied to the meter. 

PRACTICAL SERV ICING POINTERS 
THIS article is presented with the idea inf mind of ac- 
quainting the inexperienced Serviceman or student 
with practical knowledge gained by actual work in 
the servicing of radio receivers and in dealings with 

the owners of radio sets. 
A radio Serviceman, because of the nature of his job, 

goes into the homes of his customers, talks to them and is 
accepted hi most cases as an equal however pretentious the 
surroundings in which he finds himself may happen to be. 
After he has had the benefit of some painful experience, 
he learns, despite what contemporary books on servicing 
might have led him to believe, that it does not pay, to put 
too much credence in what the customer may tell him. Of 
course, this doesn't mean that a few preliminary questions 
should not be asked regarding the nature of the ,difficulty 
which the Serviceman has been called to correct. But any 
long discussion is unwise and apt to lead to trouble. 

The customer has complained of noise, let us say. The 
set is turned on, and to the Serviceman, a loose antenna 
connection, if responsible, is easily recognized and reme- 
died. 

If the locality is a business district or a suburban com- 
munity still cluttered up with the overhead power -lines of 
the utility or trolley companies, It is an easy matter to in- 
stall a modern antenna for reducing such interference. Very 
often, it will be something of a job to sell the customer the 
idea that such an antenna is going to do any good, particu- 
larly when it's going to cost several dollars. In such cases, 
knowing that a noticeable improvement is practically cer- 
tain, it is not a waste of time to make) a sale on condition 
that the antenna shall effect a definite improvement in the 
set's performance. 

If the customer simply says that the set is "dead", then, 
with all the confidence in the world you stride over to it 
and turn it on. If it is an A.C.-D.C. set and it doesn't light 
up you fees the tubes in the chassis, if they are, metals, to 
see if they are warm; if they are. it's probably the pilot 
light at fault. 

If the complaint iiat that the set lights up for a moment 
and then the light dies down, it is probably due to an output 
or rectifier tube having its cathode shorting to its heater. 
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If it's distortion, or a hum, more than likely the output 
or rectifier tube will be defective and the symptoms will be 
identical in the case of defective filter condensers. 

If the radio receiver is an A.C. sot, the troubles outlined 
above may be somewhat dissimilar. That .s, a tunable hum 
may be caused by an open condenser, connected from the 
power transformer primary to chassis. Or, it may be an 
open condenser in the grid filter of a fixed bias output stage. 

Let us assume that the receiver is dead. The output tube 
is wiggled or partly removed from its socket. A click should 
have been heard in the loudspeaker when it was withdrawn 
and the plate current to it interrupted providing a signal 
to the output transformer primary of 1 cycle. 

If the click is not heard, a screwdriver can be placed 
near the field of the speaker if it is an electrodynamic type 
to see whether the field is being enerlgized. If the screw- 
driver is not attracted, a resistance measurement from the 
heater of the rectifier tube to chassis will usually show 
either a low -resistance dead or short. 

If the field is energized and no click when the output 
tube is removed is heard, the probability is that the primary 
of the output transformer is gone. If a weak click is heard, 
the fault will probably be either a high -resistance short 
from plate to cathode of the output tube or low, plate volt- 
age because of la defect in the plate supply. 

When the receiver is working all right from output tube 
to speaker, go down the line, until the weak link in the 
electrical chain is found, remembering that every tube re- 
ceives its excitation from either another tube or an antenna. 
If the I.F. stages are working and the set is dead, it will 
probably be some fault in the mixer or oscillator circuit 
of the set. 

Sometimes, in the shop, with the chassis turned up. this 
idea of listening for a click in the speaker can be con- 
veniently realized by simply placing a voltmeter probe on 
the plate prong of each tube in the link. An audio system 
may be quickly checked, in certain of the newer sets, mere- 
ly by touching the grid cap of the 6F5 or 6Q7 and similar 
tubes used as audio drivers. Similarly, the 6K7 and the 6A8 

tubes and stages can be quickly checked, removing the grid 
contact momentarily and listening for the click in the 
speaker. 
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Fig. 1. Typical circuit of a midget A.C.- D.C. receiver. 
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Fig. 2. Typical power -supply circuits of A.C.-D.C. sets. 

SERVICING UNIVERSAL A. C. - D. C. RECEIVERS 
ONE of the most common types 

of receivers brought in for ser- 
vicing is the "cigar box" type 
universal A.C.-D.C. receiver 

using a T.R.F. circuit with 4 or 5 tubes. 
Sets like these have been widely distri- 
buted over the entire country and have 
been sold at extremely low prices. Since 
manufacturing costs must obviously be 
kept down when a receiver complete 
with tubes is to sell for less than $10, 
low-grade parts are often employed. 
Breakdowns are frequent, and Service 
Men are expected to make prompt re- 
pairs. 

Unfortunately for the customer, it 
costs very nearly as much to repair one 
of these small receivers as a larger set. 
When a customer hears the estimate of 
service costs, he generally exclaims: 
"Why, I can buy a new radio for less 
than that!" 

This is true, sad to say, but the 
business -like Service Man will point out 
thaq the parts in the new receiver will 
be no better than those in the old one, 
and the same trouble will undoubtedly 
develop in a short time. On the other 
hand, if the old receiver is repaired, 
using first-class parts which the manu- 
facturer could not afford to employ, 
excellent resulte may be expected. The. 
cost of service work on one of these sets 
should really re considered a part of 
the purchase price for the value of the 
receiver will Le increased in exact pro- 
portion to the value of the new high- 
grade parts. Such a line of reasoning 
seldom fails to bring in the. job at a 
high enough price to give the Service 
Man a fair profit. 

Although this article deals primarily 
with the servicing of "universal" -type 
(or A.C.-D.C.) T.R.F. receivers for 
which circuit diagrams are not obtain- 
able anywhere. the procedures described 
apply equally well to these T.R.F. re - 

Fig. E. A and Al are different pilot light 
hookups 
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ceivers when circuit diagrams are at 
hand and will also prove of value in 
servicing universal A:C: D.C. superhe- 
terodyne receivers. 

The signal circuits of a midget T.A.F. 
radio set are extremely simple. Gener- 
ally there is one stage of radio -frequen- 
cy amplification using a 6.3 -volt super - 
control pentode tube such as the 78, 
6D6 or 6K7. The former two types have 
the same base and are interchangeable, 
while the latter uses an octal base. 

The R.F. amplifier feeds into the de- 
tector, which uses a pentode tube hav- 
ing a sharp plate -current cut-off cha- 
racteristic. Interchangeable, type 6C6 
or 77 tubes, or the octal -base 6J7 tube 
will generally be found in the detector 
stage. 

The audio output of the detector is 
fed by means of resistance -capacity 
coupling into the power output tube, 
which is generally a type 43 pentode. 
This tube in turn feeds the loudspeak- 
er; although a dynamic loudspeaker is 
more often used, you will occasionally 
encounter a magnetic speaker. 

In some sets one or more dummy 
tubes will be found, with only the fila- 
ments connected into the circuit. As 
long as the filament circuit is not open, 
the condition of a dummy tube is im- 
material; in tact, defective tubes are 
often used originally by the manufac- 
turer to keep costs down while making 
the customer think he ss getting a lar- 
ger receiver. 

TYPICAL "UNIVERSAL" CIRCUIT 
I.n Fig. 1 is shown the typical signal 

circuit arrangement of an A.C.-D.C. 
T.R.F. receiver. There are several pecu- 
liarities which should be noted; these 
are: (1) the chassis may not be an 
electrical part of the circuit, in which 
case the ground symbols simply indi- 
cate that the parts so marked are con - 

Fig. 4. The rectifier and filter eiroalt. 
ANNUAL 

netted together; (2) the screen -grid 
of the R.F. tubc gets the same potential 
as the plate; (3) an external ground 
connection is not used oecause one side 
of the power line (which connects to 
the receiver circuits) Is grounded; (4) 
the small coils connected to the pri- 
mary R.F. coil windings provide capaci- 
tative coupling in addition to the usual 
inductive, primary/secondary coupling. 

The aerial for a midget set is usually 
of flexible wire, permanently attached 
to the set and connected to the receiver 
input circuit through a small tubular 
or mica condenser. This aerial wire 
may be grounded, in which case the 
R.F. signals picked up by the un- 
grounded side of the power line will 
flow through the primary of the 1st 
R.F. transformer, then through the an- 
tenna condenser and the aerial wire to 
ground. The R.F. signals passing 
through the primary induce a signal 
voltage in the secondary in the usual 
way. 

If the chassis is an electrical part of 
the circuit and the line cord plug is in- 
serted in such a way that the chassis 
connects to the hot (ungrounded) side 
of the power line, you may get a shock 
when you touch the chassis if some 
part of your body is grounded. If you 
get a shock, reverse the line plug if 
the source is A.C.; this will connect the 
chassis to the grounded side of the 
power line. In the case of D.C. power 
you cannot reverse the plug, for that 
would make polarity incorrect; you will 
simply have to avoid standing on a con- 
crete floor (a good ground), and avoid 
touching any grounded object While 
working on the set with power on. With 
either A.C. or D.C. power, never make a 
direct connection from the chassis to 
an external ground, for this may short- 
circuit the power line and blow the line 
fuse. 

TYPICAL A.C.-D.C. POWER SUPPLY 
Figure 2 shows a typical power sup- 

ply circuit used for both T.R.F. and 
superheterodyne universal A.C.-D.C. 
:eta. A 25Z5 tube is connected as a sin- 
gle half -wave rectifier, but where the 
loudspeaker field coil is energized inde- 
pendently of the receiver circuit. there 
will be a separate connection to each 
cathode and an extra filter condenser 
speaker field, as indicated in the dotted 
circle at the right in Fig. 2. 

The tube fil4ments in a universal re - 
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Fig. 5. Another power-supplrp circuit with the filter choke in the 
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relver are wired in series, with each 
filament requiring 0.3 -ampere. The fila- 
ments of the type 25Z5 and 43 tubes 
require 25 volts each. while the 6D6 and 
606 tubes each require 6.3 volts. This 
makes a total of approximately 63 volts, 
and means that the filament voltage - 
dropping resistor must drop 115-63, or 
approximately 52 volts. Since 0.3 -am- 
pere flows through this resistor, it will 
have an ohm value of 52 - 0.3, or ap- 
proximately 175 ohms. 

If pilot lamas are used, they are 
usually placed In series with the vol- 
tage -limiting resistor. Each lamp is 
operated at about 4.25 volts, and hence 
the required voltage drop across the 
limiting resistors is reduced by this 
amount. Two pilot lampa connected as 
in Fig. 3A red -ace this required voltage 
drop by 8.5 volts. (Although the lamps 
are rated at 6.3 volts, they are operated 
at 4:25 volts to prevent burn -out on 
surges.) 

Pilot lamps are always shunted by 
resistors, for these lamps do not draw 
as much current as the tube filament. 
The shunt resistance will be equal to 
the shunt current (the difference be- 
tween the 0.3 -ampere filament current 
and the pilot lamp current) divided into 
the voltage across the tamp or lamps. 

Pilot Lamp Color Code. On A.C.-D.C. 
sets, only 2 types of pilot lamps are 
ordinarily used; these can be identified 
by the color of the glass bead through 
which the filament -supporting wires 
pass. A mazda No. 40 lamp with a mi- 
niature screw base draws 0.15 -ampere 
and has a brown -colored bead. A mazda 
No. 46 lamp with a miniature screw 
base draws 0.25empere and has a blue 
bead, while a mazda No. 44 lamp with a 
bayonet base also draws 0.25 -ampere 
and has a blue bead. A third type of 
lamp, having a white bead and drawing 
0.20 -ampere, is frequently encountered. 
Replace burned -out 'tamps with new 
lampa having the same bead color and 
voltage rating (6.3 volts). 

You will occasionally find 2 pilot 
lamps connected in series directly 
across the 110 -volt line, with no shunt 
resistor across them. These will be 110 - 
volt Japanese lamps similar to those 
used on Christmas trees. They are con- 
nected in series to operate at half- 
%oltage, thereby having longer life 
while still giving sufficient light to il- 
luminate the tuning dial. 

Types of Filament Resistors. Various 
types of filament voltage -dropping re- 
sistors are used in universal A.C.-D.C. 
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Fig. 7. Typical connections for the electrolytic condenser bloeks 
used in midget A.C.-D.C. sets. 

sets. Many of the earlier models use 
ordinary wire-vound resistors mounted 
under the receiver chassis. The chief 
disadvantage of these is that the heat 
which they radiate causes deterioration 
of nearby receiver components, chiefly 
the electrolytic condensers. 

Line cord resistors; Having the re- 
sistance wire cmbedded in asbestos and 
placed in the line cord along with the 
usual 2 copper wires, are now widely 
used because they keep the dissipated 
heat entirely out of the chassis. Line 
cords are easily identified by the fact 
that they have 3 leads instead of 2; the 
resistance wire is connected to one of 
the line wires. the connection being 
made directly to one or the prongs on 
the line cord plug. The1 line wire which 
connects to this same prong may be 
identified with an ohmmeter, and al- 
ways goes to the rectifier plates. The 
other line wire will go to the ON-OFF 
switch which is mounted on the volume 
control of the receiver. 

When a receiver which uses a line 
cord resistor is in operation, the line 
cord becomes quite hot, but this is nat- 
ural and is no cause for worry. Never 
attempt to shorten the line cord when 
it has a built-in resistance, for this 
would reduce the resistance value and 
affect the operation of the receiver. 

Ballast tubes are even more satisfac- 
tory than line cord resistors for fila- 
ment voltage -dropping purposes. These 
tubes can now be secured with either 
glass or metal envelopes, the metal en- 
velope being the more popular. The 
resistance element is mounted inside the 
envelope and connected to prongs on 
the tube base. Oftentimes taps are pro- 
vided, with connections to tube prongs, 
to eliminate need for separate pilot 
lamp shunt resistors; an example of a 
ballast tube having one tap for this pur- 
pose is shown in Fig. 3B. 

When a ballast tube burns out, al- 
ways replace it with another having 
exactly the same number. This is neces- 
sary because the tubes are made with 
many different ohmic values and with 
many different arrangements of prong 
connections. Ballast tubes become very 
hot while in use, but as the heat is 
above the chassis, critical parts in the 
receiver are not damaged. 

Service Men are sometimes asked to 
replace line cord resistors with ballast 
tubes; space limitations make it in- 
advisable to attempt this, for midget 
receivers are quite compactly construct- 
ed. Incidentally, an ohmmeter provides 

the quickest way of identifying the va- 
rious prongs on a ballast tube. 

Rectifier Circuit Variations. A single 
12Z3 rectifier tube or even a type 37 
triode with grid and plate connected 
together may be found in a circuit ar- 
rangement like that in Fig. 4. Since 
supplying field excitation to a dynamic 
speaker would place too heavy a drain 
on the rectifier. you may expect to find 
a magnetic loudspeaker in a receiver 
having this power pack circuit. The 
0.1-mf. condenser connected across the 
power line tends to prevent interfer- 
ence from entering the receiver by way 
of the power line. Oftentimes a 2,000 - 
ohm, 1 -watt resistor is used in place of 
the more efficient but bulkier and more 
costly filter ohoke, as indicated inside 
the dotted circle in Fig. 4. 

Sometimes you will find a cil cuit 
which uses two 12Z3 tubes connected in 
place of a single 25Z5; the circuit will 
be the same as that in Ftg. 2 except 
that the 2 diod.e sections of the rectifier 
tube will be in separate envelopes. The 
filaments of the two 12Z3 tubes will be 
in series and will together be electrical- 
ly equivalent to the filament of a single 
25Z5 tube. This gives the set an extra 
tube and is therefore an advantage from 
a sales standpoint. The 2 tubes supply 
sufficient power for loud -speaker field 
coil excitation and hence a dynamic 
loud -speaker will usually be found. A 
single 12Z3 tube cannot however, supply 
enough current for both the loudspeaker 
field coil and the receiver circuits and 
last a normal length of time. 

Another power pack circuit using a 
25Z5 rectifier tube is shown in Fig. 6. 
Here the filter choke is placed in the 
negative plate supply lead, and the vol- 
tage drop across the choke is used as 
C bias for the control grid of the power 
tube. When the voltage drop across this 
choke is not correct for biasing pur- 
poses, a resistor is inserted between 
points x and z in Fig. 5. and the control - 
grid return lead of the power tube is 
run to point x, as indicated by the dot- 
ted line, instead of point y. The ohms 
value of the inserted resistor is so cho- 
sen that the voltage crop across the 
resistor equals the correct bias voltage 
for the tube. Notice that the cathode 
of the power tube is grounded, elimi- 
nating the need for a cathode bypass 
condenser and resistor. A decoupling 
resistor and condenser are required 
in the control -grid circuit of this tube, 
however. 

A rather unique method sometimes 
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used to secure a positive screen -grid 
voltage for the detector screen -grid 
voltage for the detector tube is shown 
in Fig. 6. Observe that here the detec- 
tor screen -grid is connected directly 
to the cathode of the power tube, which 
is sufficiently positive with respect 
to the detector tube cathode for this 
purpose. 
FILTER CONDENSERS 

Filter Condenser Connections. When 
the filter choke is in the positive side 
of the power pack circuit, all electro- 
lytic condensers will have a common 
negative lead. When the filter choke is 
in the negative side of the circuit, how- 
ever, the negative side of the input 
filter condenser does not connect to 
ground (chassis) and consequently re- 
quires a separate lead. In this case the 
2 filter condensers may have a common 
positive lead, as is the case in Fig. 5. 

Failure of filter condensers is quite 
a common occurrence in universal A.C.- 
D.C. receivers. Oftentimes there will 
be no markings whatsoever on the old 
condenser block tot serve as a guide in 
ordering a new unit; in a case like 
this, the following method of reason- 
ing will allow you to order a satisfac- 
tory replacement. 

Make a sketch of the old condenser 
block, showing all leads which come out 
filoni it. Now trace each condenser 
lead and determine where it goes in 
the circuit. By this time you will be able 
to recognize the type of power pack 
circuit used. Label each lead on your 
sketch according to the point to which 
it connects, and indicate its polarity. 
Once you recognize the type of circuit 
used, you will have no difficulty in de- 
termining the polarity of any point with 
respect to the "B-" lead and in draw-, 
ing the internal connections for the con- 
denser sections. Condenser block 
sketches for the power pack circuits 
given previously in this article are 
shown in Fig. 7. 

Here are a few tips towards identi- 
fying the various leads. If the filter 
choke is in the positive side of the 
power pack circuit, as evidenced by a 
direct connection from one of the choke 
terminals to the cathode or cathodes of 
the rectifier tube, then all of the filter 
condensers in the block will have a 
common negative lead. You can identi- 
fy this common lead by the fact that it 
connects to the receiver side of the ON- 
OFF power switch either through the 
chassis or through a common lead. 
Once this is done, you can draw in 
the internal connections of the conden- 
ser block just as has been done in Fig. 
7. 

If the choke is in the negative side of 
the power pack circuit, as evidenced by 
the rectifier tube cathode tracing di- 
rectly to the screen grid of the power 
tube without encountering any current - 
limiting or choking devices, you can 
locate the negative lead for the input 
filter condenser by the fact that it will 
be the only filter condenser lead con- 

nected to the switch side of the filter 
choke. Where the loudspeaker field 
coil gets its current from separate sec- 
tion of the 25Z5 rectifier tube, there 
will be a condenser across the loud- 
speaker field coil with its negative lead 
also connected to the switch. In most 
cases a single common negative lead 
is used for both condensers. The posi- 
tive leads for these condensers are easi- 
ly identified; the positive lead of the 
loudspeaker filter condenser will go 
to that 25Z5 cathode to which the 
speaker field is also connected, while 
the positive lead of the input filter 
condenser will go to the other cathode 
of the rectifier tube. 

Having located the leads and deter- 
mined the functions of the various sec- 
tions of the electrolytic filter condenser 
block, you are ready to place on your 
sketch the approximate capacity values 
for each section. Use the following ge- 
neral rules as your guide: 

Input Filter Condenser-any value 
above 10mf., rated at 200 volts D.C. 
working voltage; Output Filter Conden- 
ser-any value between 8 mf. and 16 mf. 
rated at 200 volts D.C. working voltage; 
Loudspeaker Field Coil Filter Conden- 
ser-between 4 mf. and 8 mf., rated at 
200 volts D.C. working voltage; Cathode 
Bypass Condensers 5 mf., rated at 
25 or 35 volts D.C. working voltage. 

While condensers smaller than the 
minimum values given should not be 
used, the maximum values may be ex- 
ceeded without impairing the operating 

Fig. 6. The detector screen -grid obtains its 
bias from the cathode of the power tube. 

qualities of the receiver. The .voltage 
ratings can likewise be higher than the 
minimum values given. 

Your electrolytic condenser block 
sketch now gives you the necessary 
data for ordering a replacement unit. If 
a unit having the desired internal con- 
nections and desired capacities is not 
available, the next best thing is to order 
a condenser block having the desired 
capacities and separate leads for each 
section. It even this is not available, 
make up your condenser block from two 
or more separate electrolytic condenser 
units having the desired capacity and 
voltage ratings. When ordering separate 
units in this way, be sure to check 
the available space and choose units 
which are small enough to fit this space. 

JUSTIFIED COMPLAINTS 
Is the Customer's Complaint Justi- 

fied? The operating characteristics of 
a universal A.C.-D.C. or "cigar box" re- 
ceiver of the T.R.F. Variety must be 
carefully considered before attempting 
service work, in order to make sure that 

the customer's complaint is justified 
These little receivers are designed pri- 
marily for reception of powerful local 
stations which are spaced well apart in 
the broadcast band. The receivers have 
little selectivity, so that local stations 
which are separated by less than 100 
kc. may be expected to interfere with 
each other. The receivers likewise hale 
poor sensitivity, and the reception Of 
distant or even semi -distant stations 
will therefore be unreliable. Where the 
complaint of the customer simply in- 
volves one of these factors, no service 
problem exists. Likewise, good fidelity 
and freedom from blasting at full vol- 
ume should not be expected from these 
receivers, particularly if they employ 
a magnetic -type loudspeaker. The cus- 
tomer making complaints which involve 
these factors is asking too much of his 
receiver and requires a better receiver 
to meet his needs. 

Common Troubles. The simplicity of 
the circuits used in universal T.R.F. re- 
ceivers greatly limits the variety ' of 
troubles which often may develop. The 
complaints which will most often be en- 
countered are. Set is dead; local signals 
are weak, hum is excessive; set dis- 
torts; oscillation (squealing) exists; set 
operates intermittently. 

Servicing "Dead" Receivers. When 
the receiver la "dead", determine first 
of all if the,tubes light or warm up. An 
open -circuit somewhere in the series 
filament circuit is indicated if they do 
not. Take out each tube in turn and 
check its filament prongs with an ohm- 
meter for continuity or test the tube in 
a conventional tube tester. If tubes are 
OK, check the filament voltage -dropping 
resistor with an ohmmeter. If a ballast 
tube is used for this purpose, inspect 
its socket connections in order to de- 
termine between which prongs there 
should be continuity. If a line cord re- 
sistor is used check with an ohmmeter 
between the line cord resistor lead and 
each prong on the wall socket plug in 
turn (the plug being removed from its 
outlet) ; with the power switch open, 
or one tube removed, there should be 
continuity between one of the prongs 
on the wall plug and the receiver end 
of the line cord resistor if this resistor 
is O.K. If there is a shunt resistor 
across the pilot lamp or lamps, check 
this with the ohmmeter for continuity. 
Check pilot lamps also for continuity. 

If the set is dead but all tubes light 
up and test OK, use the D.C. voltmeter 
section of your multimeter to measure 
the voltage between the common recti- 
fier -tube cathode connection and the 
tuning condenser frame (this always 
being at "B-" potential and convenient 
to reach with a test probe). With the 
set plugged into an A.C. outlet, you 
should measure between 90 and 120 
volts, while with the set plugged into a 
D.C. outlet, this voltage may be as low 
as 85 volts. If no voltage is measured 
here on D.C., try reversing the position 
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of the line plug; proper polarity must 
always be observed on D.C. 

A low rectifier -tube output voltage on 
A.C. operation is an indication of de- 
fective filter condensers. Check each 
condenser or condenser section in turn, 
by disconnecting one of its leads and 
then checking the conaenser for leak- 
age with an ammeter. If leakage re- 
sistance is lower than the normal val- 
ue for a condenser ofsimilar size, the 
condenser is defective and requires re- 
placement. Even if leakage resistance 
is normal (chuck the leakage resistance 
of a new condenser of about the same 
size for comparison if still uncertain), 
the condenser may still have deterior- 
ated through drying out of the electro- 
lyte, with a resultant lowering of its 
capacity. Try new filter condenser at 
each position in turn, while the old unit 
is disconnected. Separate 8-mf., 475 - 
volt test condensers should be kept on 
hand for tests like this on any receiver. 
If the rectifier -tube output voltage 
comes up to normal wnen a new con- 
denser is inserted, this is a sign that 
the old condenser was defective. 

Even when only one section of the 
old electrolytic filter condenser is bad, 
a new block should be installed, for 
there is a good possibility that the other 
sections of the block will soon fail in 
a similar manner if left in the receiver. 
When using a test electrolytic conden- 
ser in this manner, you must of course, 
observe polarity very carefully, for con- 
necting an electrolytic condenser to a 
voltage source with improper polarity 
will in most cases ruin it.. 

If the rectifier tube output voltage of 
the "dead" receiver is normal check the 
D.C. voltages between the "B-" point 
in the circuit and each plate and screen - 
grid prong of each tube. Repeat 
this test for the corresponding tube 
socket lug; failure of tne two readings 
for any one tube electrode to corre- 
spond indicates a break between the 
lug and the tube socket prong connec- 
tion, making the installation of a new 
socket necessary. 

Improper voltage on any tube elec- 
trode will point to the source of trouble. 
Just as in the case of an ordinary A.C. 
receiver. The circuit diagrams in this 
article will give you an Idea as to what 
voltages to expect; obviously the de- 
tector tube plate voltage and the con- 
trol -grid voltage on the power tube will 
be quite low due to the high values of 
resistance in these circuits. 

Simple continuity checks of various 
receiver circuits often prove the speed- 
iest way of locating trouble in a "dead" 
receiver. There should be continuity 
between the rectifier -tube cathode and 
the plates, as well as screen -grids, of all 
other tubes in the receiver, with the 
exact ohmmeter reading depending upon 
the sizes of the resistors in the various 
circuits. There should be continuity 
from the receiver side of the ON-OFF 
power switch to the control -grids, as 

well as the cathodes, of all tubes in 
signal circuits. 

Rotor and stator plates of tuning con- 
densers are sometimes shorted toge- 
ther; inspection will often reveal such 
a short, but if doubt exists, disconnect 
the coil lead from the stator of each 
section and check each section indivi- 
dually with an ohmmeter. There should 
be no continuity between rotor and 
stator plates of a section. 

To check the bias resistors in the 
cathode leads of the detector tube and 
the power tube, first disconnect the 
electrolytic cathode bypass condensers 
and then check the resistor with an 
ohmmeter. These condensers often have 
sufficient leakage to 'mask the effect of 
an open resistor. While making this test, 
check the leakage resistance of the by- 
pass condenser with the ohmmeter. 

Circuit disturbances tests on these 
receivers are limited to touching the 
control -grid caps with the finger or 
removing the capes, for pulling out a 
tube opens all filament circuits and 
masks the effect of the test. The above 
tests should result in location of the 
trouble in any "dead" universal -type 
receiver which uses a conventional 
T.R.F. circuit. 

ADDITIONAL DATA 
Servicing Weak Receivers. Essential- 

ly the same tests are made on a weak 
receiver as on a dead receiver. In addf- 
tioh, the dynamic loudspeaker field coil 
and its supply should be checked by ap- 
plying a screwdriver to a pole piece; 
absence of pull indicates a defective 
field coil or no supply voltage to it. The 
continuity of the aerial should be 
checked with an ohmmeter, and the 
trimmer condensers should be read- 
justed for maximum output. Weak re- 
ception can often be cured by moving 
ti e control -grid leads around enough to 
secure a small amount of regeneration. 

It is a good idea to cueca the line vol- 
t' ge in the customer's home when weak 
reception is the complaint; if this vol- 
tage is below normal, report the matter 
to the local power company. Ordinarily 
there is nothing you can do to a re- 
ceiver of this type to offset low line 
voltage. Excessively high line voltage is 
not serious in these small receivers, for 
the tube filaments and the pilot lampe 
are designed to stand up under all nor- 
mal fluctuations in line voltage. With 
D.C. power lines particularly, the line 
voltage on peak loads may drop to a 
point where no reception is obtained, 
end again the trouble is not the fault 
of the receiver. 

Servicing Receivers for Hum. A cer- 
tain amount cf hum is to be expected 
in any receives operating from an A.C. 
line. Many Service Men forget this fun- 
damental fact and spend hours trying to 
eliminate perfectly normal hum which 
they observe after correcting the ori- 
ginal defect in the receiver. Hum should 
never be so loud, however, that it be- 
comes annoying when listening to the 

program from a local station. Excessive 
hum is often caused by a reduction in 
capacity of filter condensers, by a heat- 
er -to -cathode short in some tube, by an 
improper connection of a filter con- 
denser, or by an open control -grid re- 
turn. 

Curing Distortion. Improper center- 
ing of the loudspeaker voice coil is com- 
mon cause of distortion; the usual cor- 
rective methods apply here just as 
in larger receivers. Always try a new 
output tube when distortion is the com- 
plaint, for the great amount of heat dis- 
sipated by the heater in this tube often 
affects other electrodes in the tube. 

A leaky coupling condenser between 
the detector and the grid of the output 
tube is another likely cause of distor- 
tion. If you can measure a D.C. voltage 
across the grid resistor of the output 
tube when the positive voltmeter probe 
is connected to the grid end of this re- 
sistor, a leaky coupling condenser is in- 
dicated; replace with a 0.05-mf., 600 - 
volt cartridge condenser if you cannot 
determine the value of the original part. 
Check the ohms values of the cathode 
bias resistors, and check cathode by- 
pass condensers for leakage in the man- 
ner already described, for these are also 
possible causes of distortion. 

Distortion often occurs when the vol- 
ume control is turned up too high when 
tuned to a strong local station; this is 
a normal condition due to overloading 
of the receiver stages or of the loud- 
speaker, and tue remedy obviously is 
for the customer to keep the volume re- 
vel below the point at which distortion 
begins. 

Curing Oscillation. A certain amount 
of oscillation is to be expected in these 
midget receivers when the volume con- 
trol is advanced to its maximum set- 
ting, for the designers of these sets de- 
pend to a certain extent upon regenera- 
tion for high gain. Oscillation at low 
volume control settings can be due to 
open bypass or filter condenserà, as 
well as to failure to use tube shields if 
they were originally provided. Shielding 
of the control -grid leads of the R.F. and 
detector tubes. if these leads are over- 
exposed, or changing the positions of 
these leads are likely cures. Connecting 
the aerial to an external ground is 
sometimes effective in eliminating oscil- 
lations. Cramming the aerial into a 
small space will often cause circuit 
oscillation; keep this wire stretched 
cut to its extreme length. As a last 
resort, when oscillation cannot be cured 
in any other way, detune the trimmer 
condensers until it ceases. 

General Suggestions. Unless you are 
thoroughly familiar withthe socket con- 
nections of the tubes used in these mid- 
get receivers, always have tube base 
layouts at hand for ready reference. 
These layouts are particularly helpful 
when making point-to-point voltage or 
resistance tests and when locating va- 
rious parts in the receiver. 
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KILLING THE "INTERMITTENT" BUG 

NTERMITTENTS" waste more 
time and cause more callbacks 
for Servicemen than any other 
one trouble. They may be 

roughly divided by causes into 3 class- 
es, namely: (1) thermals, (2) surges, 
and (3) the purely mechanical. 

The 1st group is rarely met, and 
usually occurs as a mechanical imper- 
fection actuated by heat. I find a para- 
bolic electric heater, gingerly directed, 
to be of some little assistance In locat- 
ing this trouble. The 3rd group, while 
most common, is also the most readily 
located. Discreet probing, prying, and 
thumping are all that are needed. That 
middle group it the one that calls you 
to the phone at 9 P.M. to hear that "you 
can't fix radios worth a-!" Or the 
man says, "My radio changes volume 
every time I turn on a light. I think my 
speaker is leaky." 

Believing in the old saw, "Fight fire 
with fire," I apply overload to cause 
the temporary trouble to become per- 
manent so it may be located. 

Every radio component is suscepti- 
ble to surge damage. I have found re- 
sistors, condensers, and coils, of all 
types, that trigger off and on better 
than a mercury switch. The important 
thing is to "permanize" the fault:- 
that is, make the fault last long enough 
to get a test. I find subjecting the set 
to a brief but decided overload to be 
the surest method. This method of 
overloading, then, is the subject of this 
article. Figure 1 shows an effective yet 
inexpensive way of controlling the ap- 
Flied voltages. 

"PERMANIZING" EQUIPMENT 
My system comprises an autotrans- 

former (home -built), 4 storage cells, 
end associated switches; and handles 
autorradlo sets and 6 -volt household 
sets as well as the usual 110V. A.C. 
type. This set-up must be instantly 
operable to be very valuable as a time- 
saver. I made a group of 4 outlets by 
using two standard dual receptacles 
and sawing the terminal strip, common 
to both portions, in two. They are 
spaced on the panel so they become 4 
single outlets, both in effect and ap- 
pearance. 

The first one is connected directly 
to the line and is "hot" all the time 

Fig. 1. Conectiona of the 
autotransformer, flasher 

and switches 

(see Fig. 1). Outlet No. 2 is connected 
through the autotransformer and auto- 
matic switch and is controlled by 4 

switches. The simple and effective pi- 
lot light not only serves as a telltale 
Whenever the primary is connected on 
the line, but lights whenever a set is 
plugged into No. 2 socket whether the 
switch is on or off. Receptacle No. 3 

is permanently connected through a 
simple wattmeter circuit (see Fig. 2A). 
Number 4 receptacle brings D.C. to the 
panel through switch No. 5 and rheo- 
stat R, which may be adjusted for the 
required voltage (see Fig. 2B). Thus 
everything is ready for instant use 
with no more trouble than the flip of 
a switch. 

AUTOTRANSFORM ER 
To make the autotransformer, the 

filament windings of the power trans- 
former are connected series -aiding and 
tied to one end of the primary in the 
proper phase relationship. 

Perhaps the easiest way of getting 
the windings correctly connected is to 
check and mark the voltage of each 
winding, then tie 2 ends together in the 
desired sequence and check to see that 
the voltages add; if not, reverse ends 
on one winding. Add another section to 
it. rechecking the same way. A revers- 
ed section of winding will cause the 
transformer to overheat as well as re- 
duce the effective voltage. The only 
prerequisite of the transformer used is 
that the sum of the voltages of the sec- 
ondary windings used shall be equal to 
the maximum increase or decrease in 
voltage desired. 

Casual inspection does not reveal the 
current -handling possibilities of the 
transformer. The rating of the lowest 

current filament winding in amperes 
multiplied by 110 (115, etc., depending 
upon line voltage), the value of the line 
voltage, gives the approximate watts 
capacity of the unit. Thus, assuming a 
5 -volt, 2 -ampere rectifier winding to be 
the lowest, the rating of the transform- 
er in this service will be 220 watts 
(though it be normally 40 it will stand 
considerable overloads for short peri- 
ods). 

Referring to the diagram (Fig. 1) 
switch No. 1 disconnects the unit from 
the line. Number 2 chooses whether 
the voltages are to add or subtract by 
reversing the phase relationship, while 
switch No. 3 selects the desired tap on 
the winding. 

The automatic switch or flasher, F, 
is thrown in or out of the circuit by 
switch No. 4, which¡ shorts it out when 
not needed. It often assists materially 
by increasing the instantaneous surge 

oltage at the moment of break. A set 
that will take the flasher on 130 volts 
for 10 or 15 minutes is not likely to 
return to the shop immediately. The 
automatic switch is adapted from a 
cheap blinker of the type used on Xmas 
tree decorations and temporary signs. 
It may be found in almost any variety 
store. 

WATTMETER 
The wattmeter circuit in Fig. 2A is 

crude but practical. It will not give even 
comparative indications between a neon 
sign and a motor because it neglects 
phase displacement, but it is good for 
practical tests on power supplies. Any 
4 -tube midget that shows 120 watts has 
more to account for than mere meter 
inaccuracy. 

It is a very old and simple scheme: 
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Fig. 2. The simple wattmeter circuit . . Hookup of the D.C. outlet . . Details of the D.C. cord . . Mounting the pilot lights 
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just pass the current through a known 
resistor and measure the voltage drop, 
calibrating the meter directly in watts. 
I use a 5 -volt A.C. meter. 

The chivying resistor is approxiH 
mately 5 ohms, with a tap at 1 ohm, 
and is made cf an old-style rheostat 
adjusted for full-scale deflection with a 
100 -watt bulb in the socket. The tap is 
located by obtaining full-scale deflection 
with switch No. 6 closed and a 500 -watt 
load on the circuit. 'The scale is not 
linear, but may be calibrated directly by 
using light bulbs of known watts rating. 
When possible, use 3 or more bulbs of 
each size and take the average, since 
they are not precision resistors. Thus 
when switch No. 6 is closed one has a 
500 -watt range, when open the range 
is 100 watts, and the setup is per- 
manently ready for use. 

D.C. OUTLET 
The direct current outlet, No. 4 (see 

Fig. 2B), is connected to the storage 
cells through switch No. 5 and rheostat 
R, which control the voltage. The switch 
must have good contacts, since it some- 
times carries from 10 to 12 amperes. 
Rheostat R must be capable of dis- 
sipating 20 watts. 

I show my D.C. cord in Fig. 2C be- 
cause it is truly universal. A rubber 
attachment plug is used for durability. 
The alligator clips attach to all bat- 
tery sets regardless of supply voltage 
or type Of plug. Only one lead has the 
auto connector break since an auto 
radio chassis is always tied to one side 
of the supply' and the clip can be used 

on it. Revenging the input voltage is 
merely a matter of reversing the at- 
tachment plug, which is not polarized 
especially far that convenience. One 
prong of the plug and one clip are 
painted yellow for quick checking of 
polarization. The outlet on the panel is 
appropriately colored red and black to 
indicate positive and negative. 

This arrangement permits quick and 
positive tests for vibrator worth as well 
as overload tests on all types of bat- 
tery sets. Simply touch the test meter 
prods across the clips, and starting at 
about 5 volts, gradually increase the 
i,oltage until the vibrator 'starts. If it 
starts at 5.25 volts, or less, it is good, 
assuming that the output voltage is fair- 
ly steady. If between 5.25 ands 5.5 volts 
potential is required the vibrator is poor 
and may give trouble soon. and if 5.6 Is 
necessary to start it trouble may be ex- 
pected immediately. It is ai simple mat- 
ter to insert an ammeter in the clip 
leads whenever current readings are 
desired. I do not have one hi the cir- 
cuit permanently because of the diffi- 
culty of readily protecting it through 
the wide range encountered. 

Throughout my panel I use standard 
tubular Xmas tree lights far pilots, as 
shown in Fig. 2D. The lighter colors 
glow on as little as 5 volts while they 
will all take as high as 14 volta safely. 
They are not only ridiculously cheap, 
but present a pleasing and professional 
appearance, and are readily mounted. 
Drill the mounting hole just large 
enough for bare clearance, insert the 

bulb, and snap a few turns of small rub- 
ber bands around it on each side of 
the panel. Allow the bulb to project 
through the panel about %-inch. The 
socket is then supported by the bulb 
and the wiring. The rubber bands are 
inconspicuous, hold the bulb firmly, 
and obviate the necessity of a escut- 
cheon, since they eventually semi -vul- 
canize into one solid mass. Thus the 
light forms its own jewel, bezel, and 
mounting bracket at a cost of 2%c. 

PROCEDURE 
Procedure usually differs with the 

person, but I plug the set in No. 3 
socket and cheek the drain, then return 
it to No. 1 for routine analysis unless 
the complaint is noise or "cutting off." 
in that case I give the set 10 or 15 mi- 
nutes at about 130 volts to speed the 
warming -up process. 

I also apply high voltage if the set ap- 
pears to have nothing wrong with it 
when placed on the bench, for though 
some customers are imaginative they're 
not all crazy. I must point out that 
this brief over -load of about 10 per cent 
will not damage GOOD parts, for the 
normal safety factor is several times 
greater. Those parts that are about to 
quit will pass out quietly and con- 
veniently on the bench instead of 3 days 
later in the customer's home. If you 
area thinking of that fishy look you get 
when you tell a man there are 4 bad 
condensers in the set, just remember 
your reception on that call-back when 
you try to say "but this is a different 
trouble." 

A SERVICE SHOP A. C. TO D. C. POWER SUPPLY 

Top view of the A.C. to D.C. 
Power Supply. 

"H OW many times has the 
average serviceman, loca- 
ted in or near a large city, 
been called on to service 

a direct current radio set, in his service 
shop supplied only with alternating 
current!" .. 

The logical solution is, of course, a 
D.C. generator supplying the proper 
voltage, but, direct current generators 
are expensive, and the average shop 

does not feel justified in making a com- 
paratively large investment for an item 
that will be used only occasionally. 
True, a makeshift repair can sometimes 
be made on the job, but the results are 
rarely satisfactory. If the radio set is 
taken to the shop, resistor measure- 
ments and tube checking have to be re- 
lied upon and, even if a defective part 
is replaced, the chassis cannot be 
aligned, or quality checked, until it is 
once again installed in the customer's 
home. 
Here is described a direct current 

converter which anyone can construct 
in a few hours' time from junk parts to 
be found in most every service shop. 

The necessary parts are: 
One large power transformer (with 

primary in good condition) ; 

One choke coil (of not over 40 ohms re- 
sistance; taken from power pack of 
an old D.C. radio set); 

Four 4 -prong sockets; 
One 8 -point switch; 
Two tip -jacks; 
Iwo outlet receptacles; 
One chassis (of any suitable size) ; 

One electrolytic condenser bank (total 
capacity, 60 mf., 200 V.); 

One hundred fifty ft. No. 24 S.C.C. wire. 
Sixty ft. No. 18 S.C.C. wire. 

The only special item is the power 
transformer. Any old transformer of 
100 to 200 watts capacity (with the 
primary in good condition) will do. In 
order to suit our needs, It is necessary 
to rewind the primary of the trans- 
former and so change it into an auto - 
transformer supplying the necessary 
200 volts of alternating current. 
HIGH -VOLTAGE WINDING 

First, remove the core laminations, 
then strip off the filament windings, 
making note of the number of turns 
used on the 5 -volt winding for future 
reference. The high -voltage winding is 
most easily removed by using a hack 
saw to cut the windings in half, being 
careful not to injure the primary coil. 

To rewind the primary about 150 feet 
of No. 24 S.C.C. wire is needed. Solder 
this wire to the exposed primary lead, 
and bring out a tap to be used with the 
other end of the primary for the A.C. 
line connection. Wrap a layer of insu- 
lating cambric on top of the old pri- 
mary and wind on 210 turns of wire in 
layers, bringing out a tap every 30 
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turns. This extra primary winding will 
amount to 4 or 5 layers. Each layer 
should be well insulated with varnished 
cambric and the completed primary 
covered with 4 or 5 layers of cambric. 

LOW -VOLTAGE WINDING 
Next, the 5 -volt winding is replaced. 

For this 4 No. 18 S.C.C. wires are 
wound as a unit to insure sufficient am- 
perage for the four 6Z3 tubes. In or- 
der to determine the amount of wire 
necessary, measure the circumference 
of the primary and multiply this fig- 
ure by the number of turns used in the 
original 5 -volt winding. This will be ap- 
proximately 15 feet. Allow at least a 
foot extra wire to each length and lay 
them out parallel on the floor. Bare the 
ends of the 4 wires and twist them 
tightly together. 

Now wind the 5 -volt section, keeping 
the wire tight and smooth, and count- 
ing the turns to duplicate the original 
5 -volt section. Wrap the completed coil 
in. varnished cambri" and replace the 
core laminations. If it is difficult to re- 
place the last 2 or 3 laminations, they 
may be discarded and two wedge shaped 
pieces of wood ran be driven in to keep 
the laminations tight. After the trans- 
former has been re -assembled, the coil 
should be soaked in insulating varnish 

and let dry for a day. 
The rest of the job is easy. Mount the 

transformer, choke coil, sockets, etc., in 
a manner suitable to the chassis you 
have selected, and wire according to the 
diagram shown in Fig. 1. In the author's 
case, a 7 a 10 in. metal chassis pro- 
vided just enough room to do a neat job. 

The plates of the 5Z3 tubes are all 
connected in parallel to provide half - 
wave rectification, ana the taps from 
the autotransformer are brought out in 
proper sequence to the power control 
switch; the original primary is connect- 
ed to the A.C. plug. 

One D.C. outlet receptacle is connect- 
ed directly across the output of the rec- 
tifier tubes, from the filament winding 
to the low side oL the primary, to sup- 
ply maximum current for D.C. motors 
or other appliances where the hum 
level is not important. The other outlet 
receptacle is connected after the choke 
coil to supply pure D.C. to receiver 
chassis. 

When using the power pack, plug the 
leads from the service voltmeter into 
the tip -jacks and, with the radio re- 
ceiver to be tested turned on, advance 
the voltage regulator switch from low - 
voltage up the scale till a D.C. voltage 
corresponding to the voltage at the 
customer's home is attained. 

NOTE-When througn using the 
power pack, it is preferable to discon- 
i.ect the A.C. first, thus allowing the 
condensers to discharge into the chassis 
under test. Rating of completed power 
supply: input 300 W., A.C.; output, 2:5 
A. at 115 V., D.C. 

ELECTROLYTIC GONDENSERS- 
(TOTALCAPACITY, 6OMF.) 

Fig. 1. Four 5Z5t's In parallel deliver enough 
D.C. from 110 V. A.C. to operate standard 

110-V. D.C. radiò set. 

HOME-MADE FREQUENCY MODULATOR 

SUPPORT, 

PUBBEP 
BUSHING 

SHADED -POLE VARIABLE 
INDUCTION CONDENSER 
MOTOR 

WOODEN BASE 
7"LONG, 21/4" WIDE 

3/4" THICK 

ARMATURE SUPPORT 

IMPULSE 
COILS 

MAGNET ARMATURE, MAGNET\ 

Fig. 1. Complete constructional drawing for building the frequency modulator (wobbler) and impulse generator. 

HOW many Servicemen 
are without a Frequent 
cy Modulator? Well 
there is no longer any 

need to be without one for 
here is one that can be built 
for $1 or $2 at the most. The 
only part necessary to buy is 

The completed frequency the motor, which should be a 
modulator. shaded- pole induction -type of 

fractional -horsepower, 1,500 to 3,000 r.p.m. Speed can be 
controlled by means of a rheostat in the primary. All the 
other parts can be found in the junk -box. This device can be 
built by any Servicman in his spare (?) time and when com- 
pleted will give him something to be proud of. 

Figure A shows the parts assembled and ready to use. 
The variable condenser can be any size depending upon the 
sweep frequency desired. The one used here has a capacity 
-940 RADIO -TELEVISION REFERENCE ANNUAL 

of 8 to 40 mmf. Figure 2A shows the circuit; M is the motor, 
0 --coupling shaft, Cl-variable condenser, J-jack, A-ar- 
mature rotor, Ma-horseshoe magnet, Ll-L2-impulse coils; 
the sweep jack connects across the signal generator con- 
denser, and the high or low output from the impulse coils 
goes tq the pulse on the oscilloscope. The degree of "wob- 
ble" is determined by the value of Cl. 

Figure 1 is a mechanical drawing of the entire assembly. 
The mounting is made on a board Vit -in. thick and the length 
necessary for your own assembly. This illustration gives an 
idea as to how the board is mounted on rubber washers, and 
bolted to the cabinet to prevent vibration when running. 

The method of mounting the armature rotor is very im- 
portant, the spacing between armature and magnet being 
kept at a minimum. Note the shape of the impulse armature 
rotor, which is the unit hardest to make; its size will depend 
upon the horseshoe magnet used. Since the horseshoe mag- 
net used here measured 2 in. long x %a -in. (outside) x %-in. 
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M. 
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MOTOR 

cl 

L10-120 V 
A.C.. 
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OUTPUT 
JACK 

H16N 

M6 
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O 

-1 CYCLE - 

-2 CVCLES- 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the frequency 
generator, and (B) the waveform of 1 and 

generated 

modu ator and impulse 
2 cycles of the impulse 

deep the required armature size was 
%-in. long by the inside dia. of the mag- 
net. This left enough space for clear- 
ance when tuning; as explained, this 
space must be kept at o minimum. The 
armature is tapped, and screwed onto 
the condenser shaft, as shown. The 
correct position for this mounting in re- 
gard to the variable condenser is ob- 
tained when the rotor plates are either 
meshed with the stator plates, or at 
minimum capacity (unmeshed), and the 
armature is set horizontal with the air - 
gap between the magnet poles at mini- 
mum. 

The impulse coils are bobbins from 
an early -type loudspeaker and are 
slipped over the magnet .poles. These 
coils are rewound to havé a resistance 
of anywhere between 250 and 300 ohms, 
per bobbin; these bobbins can be hand- 
made very easily by winding No. 40 
fibre -board forms with No. 40 plain 
(-namel-covered wire. The correct polar- 
ity of these coils is very important; the 
2 inside wires of the bobbins connect 
together, while one outside wire (see 
Fig 2A) connects to the High, and the 

Fig. A. Inside view 

other to the Low terminal on the pin - 
jacks. This is the pulse input to the 
oscilloscope. To test the polarity of 
Fame, when finished, connect a 500 - 
micro -ampere, D.C. meter to the High 
and Low terminals, and turn the rotor 
cesembly by hand. This should produce 
a deflection of the meter; if turned in 
the wrong direction the meter will not 
indicate 

If upon using this wobbler with your 
oscilloscope jagged edges are seen, on 
the impulse wave, it will be necessary 
to use a grounding brush on the shaft 
to ground (same was found unneces- 
sary so far). This can be a piece of 
strip brass, about t/a-in. wide, wiping 
the side of the shaft and connecting to 
ground. 

The wave form produced by the com- 
pleted Frequency Modulator was excel- 
lent. Figure 213 shows 1 cycle of the 
wave; and also, 2 cycles. The method 
of connecting up the wobbler when 
aligning a receiver can be found in 
* Rad io -Craft. 

One thing that must be remembered 
is that when connecting up the impulse 

of the instrument showing method of suspen- 
sion inside case. 

generator use shielded leads and ground 
same; otherwise Considerable "hash" 
will be observed on the screen of the 
cathode-ray tube as explained. 

LIST OF PARTS 
(for those who do not have a junk -box) 
One Hammarlund variable condenser, 

straight -line -capacity type 511150. 80 mmf.. 
or find with extended shaft (or, as described 
in text a unit from any old radio set); one 
single -circuit jack; two combination jacks 
for phone tips or banana plug; one metal 
cabinet. 12x734,xdI. ins. or size to suit own 
requirements; one fractional - horsepower 
A.C. motor 1/100-h.p. or 1/200-h.p. (can be 
obtained at most any wholesale radio supply 
house); six rubber insulating washers; two 
bolts. 5/32 x 4-1.ts. long (and lock washers 
for same): one Vs -in. shaft coupling: bob- 
bins and magnet (obtained from an old -type 
magnetic loudspeaker. or from most any 
radio dealer) ; one 1,4 -lb. spool No. 40 plain 
enam. wire; rotor armature (made from a 
small piece of soft steel, to suit own require- 
ments); (extra connecting shaft is obtained 
from an old variable condenser. etc.). and 
live strips of Imakelite ;(-In. x 3 ins. long 
(for mounting magnet); brass bolts for 
holding above strips together, washer, etc. 

*"How to make and Use a Frequency Wob- 
bler." July 1939 Radio -Craft. 

"Frequency 'Wobblers' for Service Oscil- 
lators." Nov. 1937 Radio -Craft. 

"Complete Step -by -Step Dynamic Servic- 
ing." Parts Ito V, incl., Jan. to May 1939, 
inrl.. Radio -Craft. 

THE BUSY SERVICEMENS' V. T. VOLTMETER 
AS stated in Radio -Craft (Oct., '38) 
most V. -T. voltmeters have some 

technical or mechanical drawback, but 
the largest drawback, is the cost of the 
ready -built unit, or the cost of parts 
and the time required to gather and 
assemble the unit. My unit, however, 
I built in only an hour; and, since I 
used a small radio set to get the power 
system and an 0 -to -1 ma. meter that I 

already had, cost me less than $1. 

This unit is a direct -reading, 0-5-25- 
125V. D.C., V. -'r. voltmeter with an im- 
pedance of nearly 7 megs. on all ranges. 
Another feature is the 0.5-meg. resistor 
mounted In the negative test prod, 
which makes it possible to take voltage 
readings directly on the grids of the 
R.F.: and I.F. tubes, whether A.V.C.- 
controlled or not, without upsetting the 
operation or tuning of the circuits. The 

circuit requires no special switches or 
resistors, the range switch I used is an 
old 3 -point tone control switch. 

Other than the small radio chassis 
and 0-1 ma. meter, the only parts 
needed are a 15.000 -ohm balancing con- 
trol, on -off switch, and 7 standard re- 

sistors. The choke can be the secon- 
dary of an old (even with a burned -out 
primary) A.F. transformer; or use a 
resistor. The filter is an 8-8 electrolytic, 
but an 8 is sufficient. If the power 
transformer used 2-V. volt tubes, use a 
67 tube. 

To put into operation, turn the balan- 
cing control to the left or least -resist- 
ance end, and turn -on the switch In 
the 110-V. lead. As the tube warms up, 
turn the balancing control to the right 
to keep the meter from going off -scale 
backwards. Carefully adjust the meter 
to zero with the balancing control, and 
check the meter against known volt- 
ages. If the meter reads too much, re- 
duce the plate voltage or raise the bias 
resistor or bleeder resistor; and vice 
versa. 
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SIDELINE MONEY FOR SERVICEMEN 
COUNTLESS plans and ideas have been formulated 

and advanced time and again to increase the earn- 
ings of radio Service Men, all predicated upon the 
proposition that the income of a radio Service Man 

is not, and should not be, limited to radio repair and serv- 
ice work. 

There are many related "sidelines", which offer lucrative 
possibilities and provide a means of supplementing regular 
earnings, available to Service Men. There can be no doubt 
that radio servicing is a business which concerns itself with 
"selling" personal service. Most customers employ the serv- 
ices of radio Service Men because of faith in the ability 
of that individual, either resulting from recommendation, 
previous experience or contact. or the fact that the in- 
dividual is established in the community. By rendering re- 
liable and expert radio work, customers and clients are 
convinced of the fact that the radio Service Man is a good 
technician and "knows his business". With this won con- 
fidence. it is only a matter of determining what they may 
need or want and suggesting what they should buy. 

Many customers have some "pet hobby," "whim", or 
particular requirement with regard to radio or associated 
equipment. In the course of rendering service, a few casual 
but directed questions will soon disclose the nature of these 
requirements. Some customers enjoy short-wave reception, 
while others are interested in the excellent tonal quality of 
their receiver. By catering to these whims and hobbies, and 
satisfying individual needs, a profitable "sideline" business 
may be developed which will yield, dividends not only from 
a standpoint of financial return but that of further and more 
firmly establishing the radio Service Man in his business. 

In setting forth these sideline opportunities, an effort 
has been made wherever possible to include the most satis- 
factory methods of accomplishing the best job. 

SHORT-WAVE POSSIBILITIES 

Thousands of all -wave and short-wave receivers have 
been sold in recent years for which an efficient and more 
satisfactory antenna system for short-wave reception may 
be installed. Many set -owners are really interested in good 
or better short-wave operation, and the suggestion that a 
marked improvement in reception of short-wave signals will 
result from a good antenna system seldom fails to elicit 
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this interest. The Service Man may then proceed to "sell 
the customer a bill of goods." 

There are many types of short-wave aerials available 
today, some good, others better, and some useless, and selec- 
tion may prove to be a big problem. It is best, by far, to 
employ a short-wave antenna system, ready tailored for 
the purpose, of a reputable manufacturer whose claims for 
the product are modest and not over -estimated. These an- 
tenna kits, usually of the doublet type, comprise rolls of 
aerial and transmission line, cut to size and soldered, with 
the necessary transformers or devices to match the antenna 
circuit of the receiver. 

The most important consideration when installing these 
or any antenna system is that of erecting the aerial proper, 
high and clear of surrounding objects through the use of 
poles or masts and insulators. Each job should be a custom- 
built installation to fit the peculiar and individual needs of 
the occasion. The best and most expensive antenna kit 
hastily and carelessly erected, without attention to minor 
details, will prove to be far less productive of good resulta 
than the regular inverted -L type aerial -installation. Through 
proper installation of these manufactured antenna kits, 
most of which have noise -reducing qualities when the flat- 
top is erected in a noise -free zone, the improvement in short- 
wave reception is manifest and should satisfy the most 
exacting customer. 

Where price is a consideration, a simple doublet antenna, 
easily and quickly installed, may be utilized to accomplish 
an improvement in short-wave reception. The doublet an- 
tenna is nothing more or less than an antenna divided 
exactly in half by means of insulators, and is so called 
because it is most efficient in receiving signals whose wave- 
length is double the total length of the aerial in meters. In 
other words, a doublet antenna with sections of 20.5 ft 
will receive short-wave signals in the 25 -meter band most 
efficiently. A twisted -pair transmission line is employed as 
the leadin, connected to the inside ends of each aerial as 
shown in Fig. 1A. The problem of coupling the transmission 
line to the receiver now arises. Perhaps the simplest and 
most widely employed method is that shown in Fig. 1B, in 
which a 100 mmf. mica condenser is connected into the 
ground leg of the transmission line_ Another means of 
coupling the transmission line to the receiver consists of 
employing the primary winding of the antenna coil by iso- 
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lating thie winding from the set as shown m Fig. 1C. 

Since a doublet antenna possesses directional qualities, 
and receives best those desired signals emanating at right - 
angles to its length, it should be erected to secure every 
advantage of this fact. The aerial may be installed so that 
it points toward the known source of some external inter- 
ference such as a high-tension wire or a trolley line, so as 
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of weak signals. 
MORE $1$ IN SHORT WAVES 

Many receivers of ancient vintage which formerly cost a 
sizeable sum are being operated by set -owners who, because 
of economic or for sentimental reasons are unable or refuse 
to purchase an all -wave modern receiver. For these persons, 
short-wave converters and adapters are available. The for- 
mer, operable in a few seconds, connect to the set's antenna 
and ground posts; the latter require slightly rewiring the 
set to obtain operation. Set -owners often may be sold on 
S. -W. if the educational and entertainment value of the 
programs is described to them. This appeal, plus the com- 
paratively small investment required in view of utilizing ea 
existing antenna system and radio receiver, often results 
in an order for either a converter or an adapter. 

S. -W. converters and adapters are made in 2 types, those 
with a self-contained power supply and others which secure 
operating potentials from the receiver to which they are 
connected. Converters with built-in power supply are pre- 
ferable since they are more easily connected and place no 
additional load or stress upon the receiver. The combination 
of a good short-wave converter coupled to a good broadcast 
receiver of any type is far better than an inexpensive, 
poorly -constructed all -wave receiver. A sale of a short-wave 
converter can generally be made by demonstrating the 
device upon making a service call. 

As a further aid to those who possess good all -wave 
receivers and appropriate antenna systems, any one of sev- 
eral preselectors, available in open market, may be readily 
suggested to improve considerably performances on the 
short-wave bands. The better preselectors, equipped with 2 
tuned R.F. stages one of which is usually regenerative, self - 
powered, and'easily tuned, are especially applicable to the 
thousands of all -wave receivers which lack an R.F. stage. 
Well designed preselectors have much to offer in improving 
reception on short-wave bands and should appeal to many 
set -owners, in view of the increased sensitivity and selec- 
tivity, and reduction in image -frequency interference. 

Another aid to short-wave tuning which is easily sold to 
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short-wave enthusiasts is the beat -frequency oscillator (or 
B.F.O.). This device consists of only a few readily obtain- 
able components, and may be connected directly into the 
receiver with little trouble. To demonstrate the ease with 
which short-wave stations may be tuned -in or found if a. 
beat -frequency oscillator is employed, couple a signal gen- 
erator to the control -grid lead of the I.F. tube with a few 
turns of insulated wire. Adjust the generator to deliver an 
unmodulated R.F. signal at the frequency to which the I.F. 
amplifier of the receiver is tuned. As the receiver dial 
is tuned, the presence of a station will be apparent by 
"whistles" heard in the reproducer. By tuning between the 
"whistles." the correct setting is determined; the generator 
may then (be switched off to obtain only the station. 

Although easily constructed and mounted upon the 
chassis of the receiver, it is recommended that a complete 
B.F.O. unit be secured from any coil manufacturer or supply 
house. These units are relatively inexpensive and may be 
obtained in almost any frequency rating to match the fre- 
quency of the I.F. amplifier in any receiver. The oscillator 
may be mounted in any position in the receiver cabinet and 
connected to the chassis with leads or adapters supplied for 
the purpose to secure power. A switch connected into the 
plate supply of the B.F.O. tube may he mounted nto the 
side of the cabinet so that the oscillator may be turned off 
conveniently. 

For those desirous of constructing the B.F.O. upon the 
chassis of the receiver, the schematic diagram shown at 
Fig. 2A may be followed. Any tube like the type 56 or 76 
is employed, depending upon whether the B.F.O. is employed 
with a receiver using 2.6 volt or 6.3 volt tubes. 

HEADPHONES AND SPEAKER CONNECTIONS 
A frequent request made by owners of radio receivers is 

for an external connection for headphones or an additional 
speaker. This request is easily and completely satisfied with 
only a few required parts and a minimum of effort. Many 
Service Men make a practice of checking a receiver after 
repair with phones, in the presence of the customer, solely 
for the purpose of demonstrating the phones. For the short- 
wave and DX fan connections for phones prove to be a 
blessing to his family and neighbors, and, enable fishing for 
short-wave and DX stations without inconveniencing any 
member of the household. 

Some member of almost every family ig hard -of -hearing, 
and a headphone connection for his or her use serves to 
good advantage for the entire family. 
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Headphone terminals may be provi- 
ded on any receiver either through the 
use of tube adapters obtainable at any 
supply house, or by wiring directly into 
the receiver. Probably the most 
convenient and most popular me- 
thod of accomplishing this is shown 
at Fig. 2B. Good paper condensers of 
high working voltage and low leakage 
are preferable. The use of higher capa- 
cities than those shown is not reeom- 
mended. Where a volume control for 
the headphones is desired, employ a 
0.5-megohm potentiometer connected as 
shown at Fig. 2C. Incidentally, these 
same terminals may be used for external 
connection of a magnetic speaker, 
which may be placed several hundred 
feet from the receiver, provided parallel 
rather than twisted lines are employed. 

In some instances, it may be desired 
to cut in either the headphones or re- 
ceiver reproducer, or both together. 
This is done through the use of toggle 
or knife switches mounted convenient- 
ly on the receiver cabinet, connected 
as shown in Fig. 2D. It should be noted 
that a 5 -ohm resistor is employed to 
shunt the output transformer second- 
ary when the voice coil circuit is open- 
ed. For control of an external speaker, 
a similar circuit is followed. 

There are other methods employed to 
connect headphones to receivers. Some 
Service Men choose to cut in the 
phones before the output stage. Through 
the use of jacks, suitably wired, it is 
possible to cut in the headphones with 
the output stage in or out of the circuit. 
With the output stage out of the cir- 
cuit, the speaker is silenced. In resist- 
ance -capacity coupled audio stages, the 
phones are connected directly across 
the grid resistor as shown in Fig. 3A. 
When the jumper is omitted, as at Fig. 
3B, the speaker is silenced as the 
phones are plugged in. In receivers 
where transformer -coupled audio stages 
are employed, connect the phone jack 
as shown in Fig: 3C. To permit phone 
operation without loudspeaker, use dia- 
gram in Fig. 3D. A volume control may 
'be incorporated, in any case, simply 
by adding a 0.5-megohm potentiometer. 

FIDELITY IMPROVEMENT 
Few set -owners resist the suggestion 

that a very decided improvement in the 
tone of their receiver is possible at a 

pushbutton -tuning circuit facilities to your customers. 

small investment. By slight changes in 
component values and through the use 
of later, improved -type tubes, the fide- 
lity of many receivers is greatly en- 
hanced. 

For example, greater volume and 
more than double the undistorted power 
output is achieved when 2A3 tubes are 
substituted for the type 45 tube. In most 
instances, it is necessary to change the 
bias resistor value to secure the cor- 
rect grid voltage. The only precaution 
to observe is the fact that since the 
plate current of the 2A3 tubes is high- 
er, the available D.C. output voltage of 
the receiver may fall considerably. By 
shunting the input filter condenser of 
the power unit with additional capa- 
city, this decrease in plate current is 
generally overcome. 

Receivers without tone control are 
easily improved. Many Service Men 
carry a small box in which a variable 
resistance and fixed condenser are con- 
veniently applied to the output tubes 
by means of adapters slipped under the 
tubes, to demonstrate to set owners the 
value of tone control in reducing high - 
frequency response and to minimize sta- 
tic interference. For a permanent job, 
the variable resistor is mounted in the 
front or side of the receiver cabinet; or, 
where the line switch for the receiver 
is a separate control, employ a tone 
control switch for the purpose. 

The most common methods of apply- 
ing tone control consist of variable re- 
sistances connected in series with a 
fixed condenser across the grids or 
plates of a push-pull output stage or 
from the grid or plate to ground of an 
audio or single tube output stage. This 
is shown in Fig. 4A. 

There are so many receivers being 
operated today in which the bass re- 
sponse is either lacking, or over -empha- 
sized, resulting In inferior or boomy 
reproduction. By providing some means 
of overcoming this deficiency, a well- 
meaning and profitable service may be 
rendered. To improve bass response in 
receivers without sacrificing high -fre- 
quency reproduction entails only simple 
additions or changes. 

In transformer -coupled audio stages, 
bass reproduction is easily enhanced. 
A conventional transformer -coupled 
stage is shown to the left of Fig. 4B. 
By adding a 50.000 ohm resistor in the 

case of a triode amplifier or a 0.26- 

megohm resistor in the case of a screen - 
grid type, and a 0.25-mf. paper conden- 
ser as shown in Fig. 4B, bass repro- 
duction is fortified considerably. Bass- 
response control is rendered simply by 
the addition of a 0.005-mf. condenser 
and 0.5.megohm potentiometer as 
shown in Fig. 4C Manipulation of the 
potentiometer varies bass response. 

When reproduction is Doomy and too 
bossy in transformer -coupled receivers, 
employ the circuit shown in Fig. 4B, 
but substitute a 0.005-mf. or 0.01-mf. 
for the 0.25-mf. coupling condenser 
shown in the diagram. Trial with dif- 
ferent capacities will soon determine 
the correct condenser to employ. 

By increasing the capacity of the 
coupling condenser in resistance -ca- 
pacity coupled stages, bass response 
may be augmented. Should treble re- 
production be affected by the increase 
in coupling condenser, it may be neces- 
sary to employ a higher value of grid 
leak, although this latter change may 
introduce motor -boating. TO -reduce bass 
response in resistance -capacity coupled 
stages requires only that a lower ca- 
nacity coupling condenser be utilized. 
RECORD PLAYER POSSIBILITIES 

Much may be said with respect to 
the many opportunities afforded to 
radio Service Men by the increasing 
popularity of records and record-players. 
In hundreds of homes, old-style spring - 
wound phonographs with their countless 
costly records stand forgotten. The 
phonographs are never used because 
by comparison with their radio set, the 
deficiencies are all too readily dis- 
closed. 

With little ingenuity and through the 
use of an electric phonograph motor and 
turntable, and electric pickup, these old 
phonographs may be completely mo- 
dernized to the delight of the owner 
and profit of the Service Man. Mechani- 
cal details are left to the individual. 

The many inexpensive but efficient 
record players offered to the public to- 
day by different manufacturers are 
easily salable and make possible an- 
other profitable sideline. 

Although terminals and facilities for 
connecting phonograph pickups are pro- 
vided on many radio receivers, it will 
be found necessary upon many occa- 
sions to remoje the receiver chassis 
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and make certain changes and additions 
for pickup connection. The best portion 
cf the receiver circuit to connect the 
phono pickup will depend, of course, 
upon the particular circuit arrangement 
of the receiver. Various methods of 
making phonograph connections will be 
shown here. In all cases, a double -pole. 
double throw toggle or knife switch is 
employed for the phono -radio transfer 
switch, and provision is made to satis- 
factorily prevent radio Interference du 
ring phono operation. Use shielded 
leads wherever indicated upon the dia- 
gram for best results and keep all leads 
as short as possible. 

With those sets using diode detection 
and A.V.C.. the volume control is usual- 
ly in the audio circuit. The pickup is 
connected across the volume control as 
shown in Fig. 5A. 

In receivers where a power detector 
is found, the pickup is connected as 
shown in Fig. 5B. As can be seen, the 
secondary circuit is open -circuited in 
the phono position and the secondary 
winding is short-circuited to prevent 
radio interference. The second pole of 
the D.P.D.T. switch connects into the 
the cathode circuit only the lower va- 
lue resistor which has been added to 
the cathode circuit so that the tube will 
operate linearly. 

The situation may arise where insuf- 
ficient gain is provided by the audio 
stages of the receiver for satisfactory 
operation of a magnetic pickup. In these 
cases, the entire amplification of the 
receiver may be utilized to secure the 
requisite gain for the pickup, by means 
of a phonograph oscillator. This device 

is an unmodulated R.F. oscillator, tuned 
to some broadcast frequency, and de- 
rives its operating voltages either from 
a built-in power supply or from the re- 
ceiver with which it is used. 

The phonograph pickup is so connect- 
ed as to modulate the R.F. output of 
the oscillator. By connecting the phono 
oscillator to the antenna and ground 
posts of any receiver and tuning the 
receiver to the oscillator output fre- 
quency, record reproduction is secured. 
Phonograph oscillators of all descrip- 
tions are available or are readily con- 
structed. 'They providie a means of 
quickly connecting and demonstrating 
phonograph pickup operation without 
the necessity of disturbing any part 
of the receiver circuit. 

For those discriminating owners of 
radio -phonograph combination receivers, 
desirous of receiving all that is possible 
from their instruments, automatic vol- 
ume expansion should be described. It 
has besen the experience of many Ser- 
vice Men that when the salient features 
of volume expansion are properly ex- 
plained to set -owners, and that this im- 
portant development may be made part 
of their present instrument, the idea 
and device is cften sold with little trou- 
ble. 

Automatic volume expansion may be 
added to any good receiver by connect- 
ing the expander unit into the audio 
circuit. Volume expanders with built-in 
power supply are compact but efficient, 
and are marketed by several manufac- 
turers as separate units, ready to ope- 
rate providing proper connections are 
made to the receiver. 
PUSHBUTTON TUNING 

Pushbotton tuning is setting the pace 
in Radio receivers this past season. 
Every customer is a prospect for a 
pushbutton installation. By means of 
pushbutton kits, available for 2-, 3-, and 
4- gang condenser receivers, any T.R.F. 
Gr superheterodyne receiver may be 
modernized at comparatively little ex- 
pense. As a sideline bet, this item is 
,t "natural" and the idea should be easy 
to sell. 

Installation of the pushbutton kits is 
simple since all necessary hardware is 
supplied. A double -pole, double -throw 
switch of the low -loss wave -band type is 
required to effect the change -over to 
manual or automatic tuning. After 
mounting the pushbutton assembly into 
the front panel of receiver cabinet, con- 
nect the switch and pushbutton kit to 
the receiver as shown in Fig. 5C. The 
changeover switch is pictured as a knife 
switch merely for simplicity and con- 
venience. The gang condenser stators 
are disconnected from the tuning coils 
and connected to the changeover switch. 
Keep all leads to the switch as short 
and direct as possible. A 2 -gang push- 
button assembly is pictured. Only 3 
leads to the assembly are necessary. 
NOISE ELIMINATION POSSIBILITIES 

The reduction and elimination oif 
noisy radio reception as caused by man- 

made static has developed into a huge 
and profitable enterprise for those radio 
Service Men who have devoted proper 
study and sufficient application to the 
problem. 

Radio receivers operated in restau- 
rants, barber shops and beauty salons, 
shoe repair shops, tailor shops and 
business offices are unduly noisy either 
all or part of the time because of the 
interference ci eated by the electrical 
equipment in these establishments. 

In homes, such filters may be applied 
to vacuum cleaners, electric razors, food 
mixers, electric fans, door bells and oil 
burners. The correct type filter for any 
filtering purpose is manufactured by 
many reputabl3 concerns and may be 
obtained from local supply houses. 

TUNING INDICATORS 
The accurate tuning so essential to 

receivers incorporating A.V.C., is often 
difficult and confusing to hundreds of 
persons unfamiliar and unschooled in 
the process. Equipped with one of va- 
lious tuning indicators, correct tuning 
of these receivers becomes a simple and 
fascinating game to young and old. 

Tuning indicators most commonly em- 
ployed are the "tuning meter," the 
"shadowgraph," and the small cathode 
tube which RCA has termed the "Magic 
Eye." The mounting of these devices 
upon the front panel of the receiver 
cabinet requires some measure of me- 
chanical ability on the part of the radio 
Service Man with wood-cnisel and au- 
gur bit. Carefully planned and laid out, 
however, it is only the work of a fee 
minutes. All come equipped with 
mounting bracket and escutcheon and 
present no real problem. 

The tuning meter and :shadowgraph, 
observing polarity, are connected into 
the plate supply circuit of one or more 
A.V.C.-controlled stages as shown in 
Fig. 6A. Where necessary, a better de- 
flection may he Obtained by shunting 
the meter or shadowgraph with a car- 
bon resistor whose value may be from 
500 to 2,000 ohms. The pilot light leads 
are connected to the filament or heater 
terminals of a convenient amplifier tube 
socket. 

Anyone of the small cathode-ray tubes 
such as the 6E5, 6G5, 6U5 and 6T5 may 
be employed as a tuning indicator. For 
receivers with 2.5 volt tubes, a type 2E6 
is readily obtained. The tube, whose 
bottom socket view is seen at Fig. 6B, 
by means of its socket and leads is 
connected¡ into the A.V.C. circuit of the 
receiver as shown in Fig. 6C. A diode - 
type detector is illustrated since this 
is most common. The value of the re- 
sistor X is dependent upon the indi- 
vidual circuit of the receiver and is 
employed only to prevent overlap of 
the shaded angle of the "eye" tube. The 
value of X is determined by tuning -in 
a strong signal and trying different re- 
sistance values until the shadow angle 
is nearly zero or the eye is closed. This 
limiting resistor value generally falls 
between 0.1-megohm and 2 megohms. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic circuit of the Com-tad. Note that there should be no exposed pieces of metal connected to the chassis since the ehassle 
is grounded to one side of the light line. An external ground is not used. Switch Sw.2 makes 2 -way conversation ¡possible with Just 

the one Com-Rad unit. 

BUILD THIS COMBINATION A. C. - D. C. RADIO 
AND INTERCO MMUNICATOR 

THE following are details of a 
communicating radio set which 
has enjoyed good public accept- 
ance in general, and the enthu- 

siastic approval of housewives in par- 
ticular. The of iginal purpose of the de- 
vice was to provide opmmunication 
from front door to kitchen; and also 
radio reception for the kitchen. 

Many women spend the greater part 
of the forenoon in the kitchen. In a busy 
city, from 5 to 10 times each morning, 
the woman of the house is forced to 
drop her cooking or other kitchen duties 
to answer the front door. A conserva- 
tive estimate will show that 80% of these 
calls are useless time wasters for the 
woman. Solicitors, book salesman, etc. 
It was to do .,omething about this con: 
dition that this little Instrument, 
(which, for want of a better name, 
was called "The Com-Rad," using the 
first 3 letters from COMmunicating 
and RADio) was built. 

There is nothing elaborate about the 
radio itself, being a simple 4 -tube A.C.- 
D.C. type using a hot cord, with switch- 
es placed in such a manner as to quick- 
ly change it to a conventional "talk - 
back" system. 

Photo of the completed Com-Rad. 

There are no "bugs" and any Service- 
man can build such an instrument, 
making such changes as he sees fit. 
However and after considerable experi- 
menting. the circuit shown in Fig. 1 
proved very efficient. Cost of parts ex- 
clusive of cabinet was about $10.50. 

A selector switch if wanted can be 
rrovided to connect to any one of 4 or 5 
remote speakers. 

TECHNICAL DETAILS 
The changeover switch Sw.1 must 

be of the flat rotary type. The one used 
was a Centraiab. This type of construc- 
tion is necessary because a switch of 
the spring blade type presents too 
much capacity and will cause local sta- 
tions to play through when the switch is 
in talkback position. This switch 
changes from radio to talkback by 
changing the control -grid of the 6J7 
from the stator of C2 to the arm of Rl. 
At the same time changing the bias 
resistor value and bypass condenser 
value of the 6.17. Sw. 2 may be the 
same type as Sw. 1; or any other 2 -po- 
sition switch. 

It is, of cou,se, necessary to have the 
R.F. coils at right -angles to each other, 
one placed below the chassis and one 
above (antenna coil on top). 

The reason for using an A.C.-D.C. 
circuit was to save myself the trouble 
of shielding transformer Ti from the 
annoying field of a power transformer. 

The chassis layout may be altered as 
long as R5, Tl, Sw.1 and C2 are kept 
close together to provide a short grid 
lead for the 6J7. No shielding was found 
necessary. 

Unit Ti is the same type as T2. This 
proved to be very satisfactory, for al - 

View of the completed chassis, showing 
placement of the more Important unite 

which comprise the Com-Rad 

though some gaiii was lost by using an 
output transformer for a voice coil to 
grid, the lower impedance of such a 
transformer made it unnecessary to 
shield any wires. 

The hum level in the talkback posi- 
tion is comparable to any good 4 -tube 
A.C.-D.C. receiver. If any hum is notice- 
able above that which would be ex- 
pected of such a set the filter choke is 
most likely to blame. It has been my 
experience that A.C.-D.C. radio sets re- 
quire a well -designed choke when using 
a P.M. speaker, for in the absence of 
the hum bucking characteristic of a 
field coil type speaker, the choke must 
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have low resistance to keep the voltage 
up and still have adequate filtering pro- 
perties. About 400 ohms or less is sa- 
tisfactory for the choke. 

The power and sensitivity of the sets 
I've built were more than satisfactory. 

The chassis was made of lead -coated 
steel. Its construction should present 
no difficulties to anyone with a hand - 
drill, tin snips and a piece of square 
steel (fell a bending form). 

The circuit diagram, Fig. 1, is self- 
explanatory. Parts values are given in 
the diagram. The 5 -inch type P.M. 
speaker was found to give better tone 
than the 3- or 4 -inch type. One precau- 
tion which should be observed on this 
or any other A.C.-D.C. type equipment, 
is to select control knobs of the push- 

Sketch of chassis show- 

ing the location of all 

main components. 

on type, or with set screws deeply re- 
cessed. This rule should most especial- 
ly be observed when the instrument is 
used in the proximity of grounded ob- 
jects such as stove, sink, etc. 

It is believed that the first published 
description of a combined radio and In- 
terphone was the 2 -part story "How to 
make the Radio -Craft De Luxe Carrier 
Interphone," in the May and June, 1937, 
issues. Also, a very novel, but highly 
practical Switch lees 2 -way Interphone 
was described in the June 1939 issue of 
Radio-Craft.-Editor) 
LIST OF PARTS 

SPRAGUE CONDENSERS 
One 0.001-mf., 600V., Cl; 
Two 2 -gang, 350 mmf., C2, C3; 
Five 0.1-mf., 400 V.. C4. CO. C7. C10. C15; 
one 16 mf., 200 V., C13; 

One 8 mf.. 200 V.. C1.4; 
One 10 mf., 35 V.. C11; 
One 0.02-mf., 600 V.. C9; 
One 100 mmt.. 410 V.. C8: 
One 0.006-mf.. 400 V.. C12; 
One 10 mf.. .35 V.. CS. 

IRC RESISTORS 
One 20,000 ohms or up to 50,000 ohms, an- 

tenna shunt. C -bias volume control. Rl; 
One 500 ohms, 
One 5,000 ohms, 1,-W,. R3; 
nee 0.25-meg.. %-W.. RE: 
One audio grid taper volume control, 50,000 

ohms, R5: 
One 2 meaohms. 3f, -W.. 116: 
Two 0.5-meg., %-W., R7, R8; 
One 150 ohms, 1 W.. R9: 
One 5.000 ohms. 1-W.. R10; 
One 40 ohms. 14-W.. RU; 
One line cord and resistor. 180 ohms. R12. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Two Cegtralab 2 -pole, 2 -position switches 

Sw.1, Sw.2; 
Two (or more) speakers 3- or 5 -in. P.M. 

dynamic; 
Two "single pentode to voice coil" trans- 

formera (Aese come with the sneakers), 
T1, T2; 

Two antenna and R.F. coils to match C2 and 
C3, Ll, L2; 

One 40 -ma. filter choke (not over 200 ohms), 
L3: 

One home-made chassis. 5 x 914 it 11%, ins. 
deep; 

One dlalite, 6-8-V.. 150 ma; 
One 2 -terminal strip (to connect remote 

speaker); 
Tie points, lugs, screws, push -back wire; 
Cabinet and knobs to suit the builder; 
One type 25L6 tube; 
One type 25Z6 tube; 
One type 6K7 tube; 
One type 6J7 tube; 
Four octal wafer sockets. 

Fig. 1. Actual speaker placement at an outdoor football field. 

PHONO. MIKE, 
AMP.,ÉTC. 

SKATING 
SURFACE 

SPACE 
FOR 

SEATS 

SPEAKERS SUSPENDED 
OVERHEAD FROM 

GIRDERS 
(WIDE-ANGLE FLARE BAFFLES) 

Fig. 2. Location of loudspeakers in an indoor skating rink. 

SPEAKER PLACEMENT IN P. A. WORK 
IT might almost be said that the 

most important single consideration 
in planning a Public Address instal- 
lation is the proper placement of 

the loudspeakers. 

This would not be strictly true for 
the reason that, like the proverbial 
chain, the weakest link determines the 
total effectiveness. However, the fact 
remains that well -planned placement 
and "aiming" of the speakers, and selec- 
tion of the best types for any given 
purpose, will result in maximum effec- 
tiveness, lower cost, or both. On the 
other hand, improper attention to these 
details will produce a less flexible and 
generally less satisfactory installation, 
probably with higher operating level, 
quality shot by reverberation, echo, or 

"hang -over," and with certain spots 
dead and others with enough volume of 
sount to "knock your ear off." 

IMPORTANT "VARIABLES" 
It might also be said, and this with 

considerable truth, that every sound 
installation is "a problem unto itself." 
It would seem for instance, that instal- 
lations in schools and auditoriums 
would be pretty much alike except for 
differences in the areas to be covered. 
Yet differences in input requirements, 
wall materials, room shape, room 
height, stage hangings, or the presence 
of a balcony, may all influence the se- 
lection and arrangement of the speak- 
ers. With such variations in installa- 
tions for the same type of service, it is 
obvious that other types of service in- 

troduce their special problems and still 
further variations. 

It is not always possible to plan the 
final speaker arrangement on paper, 
but this is certainly an excellent way to 
start. The experienced sound man can, 
by looking over the area and studying 
its blueprints or sketches, often plan 
his loudspeaker requirements with con- 
siderable confidence before a piece of 
equipment is moved onto the premises. 
Even then, he will want to make operat- 
ing tests and possibly make some al- 
terations before he considers the job 
finished. 

PLACEMENT TESTER 
For the less expert installation man 

(and experts do it too), an excellent 
plan is to work on the basis of actual 
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<'ut -and -try methods, using a portable 
sound system for the purpose. 

This may seem a little complicated 
but it is an interesting fact that in New 
York City recently, when 3 of the best- 
known installation concerns were re- 
quested to bid on a school auditorium 
installation, each one of the 3 turned up 
with a portable system to determine 
the requirements and the equipment 
that would be needed to do the job 
properly! Then and only then were they 
in a position to submit bids which 
would do justice both to themselves 
and to the school. 

ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK 
To demonstrate that the best laid 

plans are not always fool -proof, a story 
is told of a recent and rather elaborate 
installation. After the instal- 
lation was completed it was 
thoroughly checked a n d 
everything was fine. But 
When the audience assembled 
for the dedication of the new 
hall trouble started in the 
form of acoustic feedback 
which made the system all 
but useless. 

The installation men rack- 
ed their brains and finally 
discovered that the "boiled 
shirts" of the first fighters 
in the front rows were re- 
flecting sound back to stage 
and thus to the microphones. 
By slight changes which reduced the 
sound level in the front rows (where 
high level was not needed anyway), the 
trouble was cured. 

GENERAL RULES 
There are certain rules which apply 

to substantially all installations. One 
of them is to keep the direct sound 
off large, flat wall surfaces which might 
produce echo effects and accentuate 
reverberation. Usually this can be ac- 
complished by aiming the loudspeakers 
down into the audience about three- 
quarters of the way back. Where there 
is a balcony this will mean two sets of 
speakers, one set aimed to the balcony, 
the other to the orchestra. A single set 
placed to cover both levels would leave 
the rear of the orchestra in the "sha- 
dow" of the balcony. or if the balcony 
is very shallow, would hit the rear wall 

beneath the balcony, with echo result- 
ing. Even the front surface of the bal- 
cony may require covering with sound - 
deadening material to keep it from 
throwing the sound back to the stage. 

Another logical rule for auditoriums 
is to place the speakers well above the 
audience and reasonably close to the 
stage or other source of sound. The re- 
sult is more natural to the audience as 
the sound will seem to be coming na- 
turally from the source. Also, if the 
speakers are aimed about three-quarters 
way back there will be more nearly 
natural diminution of sound toward the 
rear of the audience. 

Where microphones are to be used at 
various points, both on and off the 
stage, the use of horns or other direc- 
tional baffles for the loudspeakers, and 

WALL MOUNTING 
SPEAKERS IN 15°ANGLE 

CABINETS 

Fig. 3. Effective location of loudspeakers in a theatre or audi 
toriam which does not include a balcony. 

of directional microphones, will help to 
avoid feedback and still permit the loud- 
speakers to be placed well forward for 
natural sound effects. 

In the case of restaurant orchestras, 
sound reinforcement is usually required 
only back in remote corners or in ir- 
regularly -shaped portions of the room. 
This is usually best obtained by the use 
of local speakers, operating at very low 
level. The music would normally come 
to such locations largely by reflection 
anyway so speakers placed nearby on 
the wall provide a normal effect. 

There have been numerous formulas 
and tables prepared for use in calculat- 
ing the power requirements for sound 
reinforcement installations but at best, 
these are only very rough approxima- 
tions and are subject to so many varia- 
tion factors that they are only of the 

SPEAKER NA 1 

DANCE 
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CLOAK ROOM 
AND CASHIER 

wT ORCHESTRA 

LOBBY 

OFFICE 

SPEAKER 
NS 2 

Fig. 5. Two wall -type speakers project sound beyond the dance 
floor of a New York restaurant. 

of some 

most limited use. Experience, or cut - 
and -try methods are the best guides in 
this matter; always allowing ample re- 
serve power in both amplifier and 
speakers to provide more than ample 
coverage under the most severe con- 
ditions of local noise, etc. 

Frequency response of the equipment 
is highly important. For speech repro- 
duction an abundance of "lows" is to 
be avoided, but these are needed for re- 
production of music. The correct 
amount of "highs" for either music or 
speech will vary widely at different 
times. With the high frequencies ad- 
justed for nornial balance when a hall 
is empty, the presence of a crowd may 
attenuate them to a point where they 
are scarcely perceptible, due to the 
more pronounced absorption effect of 

clothing at these frequencies. 
The general volume require- 
ments will likewise vary 
with the size of the crowd, 
not only because of this ab- 
sorption but because the 
noise level rises in proportion 
to the number of people. 

T h e speakers selected 
should, therefore, be capable 
of reproducing the maximum 
frequency range desired, leav- 
ing it to the amplifier adjust- 
ments to narrow this range 
when occasion and conditions 
demand. 

To illustrate the solutions 
speaker selection and place- 

ment problems, the accompanying 
sketches represent several actual in- 
stallations; some of them typical (if 
there is any such thing In the public 
address field) and others less usual. 

STADIUM 
Figure 1 illustrates an outdoor sta- 

dium installation in Soucn America. An 
athletic and football field is enclosed 
within an uncovered bowl, 700 feet long 
by 500 wide, which accommodates some 
40,000 spectatcra. The 'specifications 
called for the use of microphones on 
the field itself and in an enclosed 
judges' box at the rear of the stand. 
Clustering the speakers in the center of 
the field was impossible. In the first 
place, the use of the field for football 
ruled out poles or overhead supporting 

WIDE-ANGLE HORNS 
ON TOP OF STANO; 
PREFERABLY 
RECT- 
ANGULAR 

//MFMgge1` i iftY :Age: 

Fig. I. .1 typical park bandstand's arrangement of speakers is 
shun above. 
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cables. Seconuly such an arrangement 
would not permit the free use of micro- 
phones on the field, without feedback 
trouble. Nor was it practical to mount 
speakers around the edge of the stands 
because due to its great circumference 
but shallow depth, a tremendous num- 
ber of speakers would have been re- 
quired. 

The solution which overcame all 
problems is shown in Fig. 
1. A total of 12 speakers with 
cylindrical horn baffles was 
used and all operated at much 
lower level than would have 
been necessary were they 
placed in the center of the 
field. Directing all sound 
away from the field announ- 
cers could follow play right 
from the field without danger 
of feedback. The speakers 
were elevated to a point op- 
posite mid -height on the 
grandstand thus providing 
substantially equal sound 
volume with some falling off, .but still 
ample, In the top -most rows. 

A 100 -watt amplifier proved capable 
of overcoming the high noise level. To 
avoid any possible interruptions an 
identical amplifier was held in reserve 
so it could be substituted at a moment's 
notice. 
SKATING RINK 

Figure 2 shows the arrangement in 
an indoor skating rink in New York 
City. Used for both roller and ice skat- 
ing, music was required both on the 
skating surfacs and in the surrounding 
seating area. Here again the ordinary 
round center cluster was ruled out by 
the relatively narrow dimension across 
as compared with the length. The 4 

speakers employ wide-angle flare baf- 
fles and although aimed toward the 
ends of the rink their wide-angle radis- 
tion provides good overall coverage 
v:ith .less trouble from reverberation and 
echo than is usually encountered in 

large, bare structures of this type, 
in which even the skating surface con- 
stitutes a reflecting surface. 

The system is used for music and an- 
nouncements; with the amplifier, mi- 
crophone and phono record player all 
enclosed in the operating room feed- 
back did not constitute a problem.' 
AUDITORIUM 

Figure 3 shows a somewhat conven- 

Fig. G. A sail system sneaker placement was solved as shown above 

tional arrangement of speakers in an 
auditorium which does not include a 
balcony. Here the speakers are mounted 
on either side of the stage and tilted 
downward 15 degrees, their elevation 
being such that the rear of the audience 
is just brought within the area of cover- 
agel, with little if any direct sound 
striking the rear wall. 

A similar installation where there is 
a balcony includes a single additional 
speaker mounted well above the center 
of the stage. In this case the elevation 
and radiation angle of the lower speak- 
ers is so adjusted as to limit their area 
of direct coverage to the orchestra 
seats. The single speaker's "beam" is 
confined to coverage of the balcony. 
A single speaker serves for the balcony 
because, due to the relatively great dis- 
tance, its beam width, even at the front 
of the balcony is sufficiently great to 
embrace the ei:tire area. 
BANDSTAND 

Figure 4 is the installation of speak- 

ers on a typical park bandstand. Here 
the speakers utilize wide-angle horns 
with flat, rectangular openings. These 
throw the sound out over a wide area 
but in a relatively shallow "layer". The 
result is that those close enough to the 
stand to hear c'irectly, receive little of 
the reinforcement, its principal sound 
energy being reserved for the stand. 
This arrangement, plus the fact that 

the speakers are mounted on 
top of the roof, protects the 
microphones from feedback. 
RESTAURANT 

In Fig. 5 two wall -type 
loudspeakers are employed to 
carry the orchestra music to 
the wings and beyond the 
dance floor of a New York 
restaurant. Speaker No. 1 is 
directed straight back and 
covers the rear -left quarter 
of the total area. Speaker 
No. 2 is placed at an angle, 
directing sound away from 
the entrance, but covering 

the area not included in the range of 
the first speaker. Both speakers are 
well elevated and tilted downward to 
provide comfortable volume throughout 
the rear part of the restaurant, without 
discomfort to diners seated nearby. 
OFFICE CALL SYSTEM 

A call system in a large, open office is 
shown in Fig. 6. It was round that, al- 
though the area is about 10,000 sq. ft. 
and there is the usual continuous clat- 
ter of many typewriters, two speakers 
were adequate for the job. The micro- 
phone is at the switchboard, out of the 
field of coverage of the speakers to 
avoid feedback. Here again the speak- 
ers are well up toward the ceiling, and 
tilted downward. This arrangement was 
made possible by the relatively high 
ceiling. Had the ceiling been lower, it 
would have been desirable to employ 
more speakers and operate them at a 
lower level to avoid discomfort to wor- 
kers nearby. 
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F= ADDING AVC TO ANY 
SCREEN GRID T. R. F. 

RECEIVER 
THIS is a hookup for ontaining AVC 
on any screen -grid T.R.F. receiver. 

This always minimizes troublesome 
fading which is characteristic with 
T.R.F. receivers. The AVC tube (6H6) 
is coupled to the detector by coil "L" 
which is fitted inside the detector R.F. 
coil and fastened by paraffine wax as 
shown by the accompanying diagram. 
The coil should consist or from 50 to 
100 turns of fine insulated wire. Any 

sec ó°APY ordinary universal -wound R.F. choke 
of convenient size will do. The diagram 
also shows an AVC tap for another R.F. 
stage. The receiver should be realigned 
after the changes ale made. 

NON -SLIP SCREW -DRIVER 

SHORT PIECE 
OF RUBBER 

TUBING 

SLIP BACK 
WHEN NOT 

IN USE 

SLIP RUBBER 
TUBING OVER. 
SMALL SCREW 

A VERY simple means of preventing 
a screw -driver from slipping out of 

the slits of the screws In out-of-the-way 
places and for holding screws for place- 
ment in hard -to -reach spots. When not 
in use, the rubber may be slipped up 
the screw -driver shaft. 
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Fig, 2. In (A) iv shown the basic diagram of a direct - 
coupled circuit; and in (B). old method for obtaining grid 

bias for output. tube. 

The 10-W. All -Push -Pull Direct -Coupled Amplifier. Note its simplicity. 
and compactness. .\ view underneath the clulssiN will amaze sou with 

its scarcity of components. 

The Design and Construction of an Inexpensive 
ALL -PUSH-PULL DIRECT COUPLED 10-W AMPLIFIER 

WIT the present-day high 
development of engineering 
skill and manufacturing tech- 
nique, it is possible to build 

into an amplifier an exaggerated char- 
acteristic along almost any line that 
one can name. Such an accomplish- 
ment, as a matter of fact, is not nearly 
so difficult, as the designing of a pro- 
duct in which there is a well-balanced 
relation between the various aspects of 
performance, dependability, power out- 
put, weight. economy, and simplicity. 

WHY THE "DIRECT -COUPLED" 
AMPLIFIER? 

If the ideal attributes of a perfect 
amplifier were to be carefully tabu- 
lated and checked against features of- 
fered by various amplifier circuits, it 
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Fig. 1. (A) The actual listribution of bias 
voltage in a conventional ampi flet stage; 
(B) voltage distribution 53 stem in a funda- 
mental direct -coupled circuit; C) voltage 
distribution graphically illustrated; and (D) 
direct coupled amplifier circuit graphically 

illustrated. 

would be found that a direct -coupled 
amplifier will fit all of the conditions 
and will lead, by a wide margin, the 
very finest resistance -coupled, impe- 
dance -coupled, or transformer -coupled 
units. 

The advantages of Direct -Coupled 
Amplifiers were known for a great 
many years, but the inability to attain 
a simple and practical direct -coupled 
invertler, in order to achieve push-pull 
output and its many attendant advan- 
tages, offered a serious handicap to the 
popular use of this circuit. Although a 
successful Direct -Coupled Inverter Cir- 
cuit was developed and described about 
3 years ago (see March, April, and July, 
1937 issues of Radio -Craft), it required 
a special output transformer, and did 
not follow extreme simplicity of design. 
A new circuit (see Fig. 3) removes the 
last objection to the popular use of the 
ideal Direct -Coupled Amplifier for all 

-APPLICATIONS 
High -Fidelity P.A. Amplifier 
High -Fidelity Phono Amplifier 
Laboratory Standard Amplifier 

for comparing microphones, 
speakers, pickups. etc. 

Twin -Channel Amplifier 
Constant 2 -Way Communicator 
Switchless Recording and Play- 

back 
Amplification in auditory perspec- 

tive 
Reproduction of artificial echo 

and reverberation 
Replacing amplifier section of ra- 

dio receivers, where high-fide- 
lity performance is desired 

Amplification of musical instru- 
ments 

General replacement of obsolete 
amplifiers 

65J7 6L6 

INPUT 

! 
E 

OUTPUT 
TRANS- 

FORMER 

i 

65J7 

\ M. 

61_6 

A00. TO 
CHANGE 
CIRCUIT 
TO PUSN' 
R)LL. 

Fig. A. Basic mash -pun direct-conpied circuit. 
Note that only º extra resistors are required 
to change the circuit from a bade single 

to baste push-pull. 

applications and, at the same time, ALL - 
PUSH -PULL operation is obtained. 

It is also veil known, that direct - 
coupling overcomes objectionable char- 
acteristics of transformer coupling 
(core( saturation, magnetic lag, and 
transformer resonance) and resistance 
coupling (short-circuiting of weak sig- 
nals and grid blocking of strong sig- 
nals). Furthermore, it Is unsurpassable 
from a simplicity standpoint (Only 9 

resistors and the usual output trans- 
former plus filter supply are required 
to attain extraordinary results!). 

The question may well be raised, "If 
this type of a circuit is so extraordin- 
ary, why is it not more popular?" The 
answer is found in the usual objections 
offered to direct -coupled circuits, plus 
the fact that because of its unusual ar- 
rangements it had not received deserv- 
ed attention from design engineers. 

The usual objections to the Direct - 
Coupled Amplifier are: 
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(1) Tricky circuit. 
(2) Instability. 
(3) High voltages required. 
(4) Critical hum -balancing adjust- 

ments necessary. 
(5) Variations of characteristics in 

similar -type tubes affect voltage distil 
button within the amplifier. 

All of these objections have now 
been completely eliminated. In fact, an 
understanding of the design principles 
involved (which are covered in detail 
in this article) in engineering an am- 
plifier of this tyke, will convince the 
greatest skeptic, that its performance, 
dependability, economy, and simplicity 
could not be surpassed. 
SOLVING PROBLEMS 

1st-In the 1st place, no circuit can 
be more fundamentally simple than di- 
rect -coupling. Anyone who objects to 
tricky circuits, confesses his lack of 
understanding of the circuit operation. 
It is a well known fact, that some of 
the greatest feats of magic are amaz- 
ingly simple, once their operating prin- 
ciples are understood. A study of the 
design principles involved, and which 
are given hei:e will prove this paint 
about Direct -Coupled Amplifiers. 

2nd-In the 2nd place, complete sta- 
bility of this circuit is attained by ap- 
plying stabilized and self -balancing 
voltages to control elements. 

3rd-In the 3rd place, the highest 

voltage required for this particular am- 
plifier is approximately 430 volts. It is 
indeed simple, to safely handle this 
voltage, by using two 450 -volt conden- 
sers connected in series. Such a com- 
bination will handle 900 volts, and 
makes available a safety factor of 
100%, which exceeds, by far, safety 
factors employed in usual commercial 
amplifiers. 

4th-In the 4th place, critical hum - 
balancing adjustments are no longer re- 
quired in a truly all -push-pull direct - 
coupled amplifier, inasmuch as all fil- 
ter hum voltages automatically cancel 
themselves. This is further clarified in 
the design principles which follow. 

5th-In the 6th place variations in 
characteristics of similar -type tubes 
will not detrimentally affect the distri- 
buted potentials within the amplifier, 
as any such unbalance between corre- 
sponding tubes will automatically tend 
to produce equivalent unbalance in its 
adjacent channel. 
FUNDAMENTAL DIRECT -COUPLED 
CIRCUIT 

To really understand the operation of 
a direct -coupled amplifier, it is neces- 
sary to realize that its basic principle 
depends upon the direct connection of 
a plate of an input tube to the grid of 
an output tube. Both of these elements 
have the same applied potential but 
suitable corrections are applied to the 

cutput tube so that the effective bias 
and plate voltages are in conformance 
with standard ratings. To understand 
this condition. let us analyze a con- 
ventional (bias circuit (as shown in Fig. 
1A) in a 6J7 pentode tube. For a nega- 
tive bias of 3 volts, a resistor is usually 
inserted in series with a cathode cir- 
cuit, so that a positive potential is de- 
veloped at the cathode. In actuality, 
there is a zero potential at the grid 
(as measured from ground), and a pins 
3 volts from ground to cathode. 

We say that a negative bias of 3 
volts is applied to the grid. However, if 
an analysis of this circuit is made, the 
fcllowing conditions are apparent: 

If we look into the tube from the 
cathode to the grid, we "look down 3 
volts," so that the voltage distribution 
within the tube is of such a nature, that 
it may be construed as -3 volts on the 
grid (as compared with the cathode). 
lf, however, we look into the tube from 
the grid to the cathode, it may be con- 
strued as +3 volts on the cathode (as 
compared with the grid). This might 
appear to be a tricky circuit to one who 
is unfamiliar with this type of biasing. 
The average radio man, however takes 
this circuit for granted, and probably 
gives it no thought. 

In the same way, voltages are dis- 
tributed within a direct -coupled circuit 
(as illustrated in Fig. 1B). It will be 
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noted that 150 volts is applied to both 
the plate of the input tube, as well as 

to the grid of the output tube, but 170 

volts is applied to the cathode of the 
output tube so that the effective bias 
(looking from cathode down to the 
grid) is 20 volts. Although the plate 
potential is 420 volts (from ground) its 
effective potential is only (420-170) 
250 volts, as measured rrom cathode to 

plate. 

INITIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The first step in the design of the Di- 

rect -Coupled Amplifier, is to determine 
(a) power output required, (b) highest 
voltages desired in the filter supply, and 

(c) the necessary gain. Let us assume 
that our specifications call for the fol- 

lowing conditions: 
Power Output: 10 watts with less 

than 2% total harmonic distor- 
tion; 

Filter Supply 'Voltage: Not to ex- 

ceed 450 volts (to avoid exces- 
sive high voltages, and assure 
adequate safety factor of any 
filter design) ; 

High Gain Input: 90 db. (to 
operate in conjunction with 
medium -level microphones) ; 

Medium Gain Input: 70 db. (for 
crystal pickup or radio set). 

A cursory examination of available 

tubes would teed us to select two 6L6's 

for the output stage, oplerating with 

260 volts on the plate and screen -grid, 

which according to standard ratings, 
will develop approximately 14 watts 

at 2%. 
Allowing for a 5 -volt drop in the 

filter choke, a 5 -volt drop in the output 
transformer, plus a 250 -volt drop in 

the output tube, and an additional 20 - 

volt bias drop to grid, there is available 
approximately 150 volts for the plate of 

the input tube. A 6SJ7, operating as a 

pentode with approximately 150 volts 

on the plate and 75 volts on the screen - 

grid, will satisfy our conditions for gain. 
For medium gain, an additional at- 

tenuator is placed in the input circuit 
to drop the input signal 20 db., so that 
a crystal pickup can be easily accom- 

modated. 
If we list the tubes and their cor- 

responding applied potentials, we have 
the essence of our Direct -Coupled Am- 

plifier. 

Electrode 

Plate, Volts (EP)____ 
Control -Grid (Ed) __ -3 -16 
Screen -Grid (Ec2) 75 255 
Suppressor -Grid (Ec3) 0 - 
Av. Plate Current (Ib) 1.5ma. 65ma. 

Screen -grid Current 
(Ic2) 0.6ma. 6.5ma. 

(*We anticipate a 5 -volt drop in the 
output transformer, so that the screen - 
grid potential will actually be 5 volts 
higher than its plate. This normal condi- 
tion does not affect the performance of 
the amplifier in any manner.) 

Operating Conditions For 
6SJ7 6L6 

(or 6L6G) 
160 250 

Although we will finally develop a 

push-pull amplifier, the element poten- 
tials are the same as a. single -ended job 
in accordance with the voltages listed 
above. 

Figure 1C shows a graphic voltage 
distribution of the amplifier. The ordi- 
nates are plotted at the right of the 
various elements which have been ar- 
ranged in order of their applied poten- 
tials, in accordance with the above 
tabulation. Here, too, it will be graphi- 
cally noted, that although approximate- 
ly 150 volts are applied to the plate of 
the 6SJ7 (and to the control -grid of the 
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Fie. 6. (A) Circuit for auditory perspective. 
(B) Two-way communication system. (C) 
äwitchless recording and playback system. 
(D) Artificial reverberation (echo) system. 

6L6), a negative bias is applied to this 
grid by making the cathode approxi- 
mately 20 volts higher (at 170 volts 
from ground). All other element poten- 
tials are likewise distributed. Figure 1D 

shows the fundamental circuit arrange- 
ment to obtain the potential distribu- 
tion plotted in Fig. 1C. Each resistor 
used, has been identified so as to make 
it easy to follow its position during the 
step-by-step development of the ampli- 
fier. If Fig. 1D is redrawn to conform 
with standard circuit design, Fig. 2A 
results. 

It will be noted, that resistors E and 
F are used across the high "B-1-" and 
cathode of the 6L6 to obtain the plate 
potential for the 6SJ7's. This simple 
expedient avoids objectionable "trigger 
action," which was predominant in 
early direct -coupled amplifier designs. 
Inasmuch as the grid potential of the 
CL6 is lower than the cathode potential, 
the original designers were tempted to 
obtain this voltage directly from the 
cathode, as illustrated in Fig. 2B. This 
circuit is greatly susceptible to "trigger 
action," because of the following se- 
quence of events: 

(1) When an Inetanraneous negative 
potential appears on the grid of the 
input tube, less plate current flows, 
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and a smaller voltage drop takes place 
in the plate resistor G, so that the plate 
potential of the 6SJ7 tends to rise. Na- 

turally, the grid potential of the 6L6 

also rises, which in turn, decreases the 
effective bias af the output tube, and 

(2) increases its plate current. so that 
higher potential appears at the cathode, 
(3) which in. turn raises the potential 
(through resistor G) on the output 
grid. 

This cycle of events continues until 
plate current becomes excessive and the 
tube is thrown off its Eg-Ip curve, and 
maintains itself in a blocked position. 
This effect is popularly known as "trig- 
ger action." By employing resistors E 

and F (Fig. 2A), the plate potential 
of the input tube is independent of the 
plate current of the output tube. 

BASIC ALL -PUSH-PULL DIRECT - 

COUPLED CIRCUIT 
The extreme simplicity of making an 

amplifier push-pull throughout, suggests 
itself as an ideal and simple manner to 

attain push-pull direct -coupled ampli- 
fication without the use of any addi- 
tional expensive components. In fact, 
only two additional resistors are re- 

quired, as illustrated in Fig. 3, which is 

composed essentially of the basic direct - 
coupled circuit of Fig. 2A drawn with 
its "stereoisomer" ( or mirror image) 
of the single -ended circuit. 

The remarkable simplicity and sym- 

metry of this circuit can best be ob- 

served by redrawing Fig. 3 as it ap- 

pears in Fig. 4A. Here we see the es- 

sential components of a high-fidelity 
amplifier which is composed of 9 re- 

sistors (less the output transformer). 
This basic circuit is capable of develop- 
ing 15 watts with less than 5%, and 10 

watts with less than 2% of tofäl harmo- 
nics. While the circuit looks extremely 
simple from a construction and wiring 
standpoint , and it really is, there are a 

number of complex hum -balancing, sig- 

nal -balancing, and voltage -balancing 
bridge circuits contained therein, which 
become appar"nt, only when the circuit 
is redrawn as shown in Fig. 4B. 

Here you will find we have a complex 
diagram composed of 4 interlinked 
bridge circuits. These circuits all con- 
tribute to circuit stability independent 
of tube variations, and elimination of 
hum without the necessity of using cri- 
tical hum -balancing adjustments. If a 
large filter hum is introduced at the 
apex of the circuit (marked "Filter 
Hum"), it will be noted that all hum 
potentials will be evenly distributed 
between each half of the bridge cir- 

cuit, so that for any hum potential in- 

troduced in one-half of the circuit 
there will be an identical potential 
(equal in phase and amplitude) in the 
other half of the circuit. As long as 
this condition exists, cancellation will 
take place in the output transformer. 
This is further clarified in Fig. 4D. 

If a hum potential is applied at the 
junction of tho resistors l -D and pass- 
ed through resistor G to the respective 
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gilds of the output tubers, both output 
plate circuits will behave identically. 
If an instantaneous positive value is 
assumed during the hum voltage cycle, 
both grids go positive at the same time. 
More plate current flows in each of the 
tubes, so that a voltage drop takes 
place at each plate terminal. Inasmuch 
as the primary winding of the output 
transformer is in opposite direction 
(which is a standard procedure for all 
push-pull output transformers), this 
hum voltage cancels itself in the prima- 
ry, and no voltage appears in the se- 
condary. This phenomenon however, 
does not take place when a signal volt- 
age is applied; for under this latter 
condition, one grid goes positive, while 
the other goes negative. 

If you will refer back to Fig. 4B and 
select any resistor in the "B+" or filter 
hum voltage network which may induce 
undesired hum Into any grid circuit of 
the amplifier, it will, be found that the 
same hum voltage is applied to its 
push-pull mate, and ultimately cancels 
in the output transformer. 

It is for this reason that the hum 
level of the amplifier can be brought 
down to -70 db. below maximum output, 
without the use of hum -balancing ad- 
justments. 

AUTOMATIC COMPENSATION FOR 
VARIATIONS IN TUBES 

A large number (of the same type) 
of tubes were interchanged in the am- 
plifier without noting any appreciable 
difference in performance. The appar- 
ent reason for this is evident by the 
additional study of Fig. 4B. Reasonable 
variation in plate or screen -grid currents 
of the 6L6 output tube canceled at their 
cathodes. Variations in the input 6SJ7 
tube are likewise cancelled at the junc- 
tion of their cathodes. It is obvious, of 
course, that any tube which will not 
operate satisfactorily in a standard am- 
plifier should hot be used in this unit. 

Another existing hum -cancellation 
bridge is noted in Fig. 4C which is the 
output stage and its associated filter 
cc_densers re -drawn in a bridge circuit 
form. Here, it will be noted that the 
capacitative reactance of the 20 mf. 
condenser (which is approximately 96 
ohms) and the 30 mf. condenser (ap- 
prox. 64 ohms) is approximately pro- 
portional to the hum distribution in 
this portion of the filter network. The 
hum distribution may Ibe considered 
proportional to the D. C. voltage distri- 
bution. This type of an arrangement 
insures against excessive hum at points 
X and Y regardless of the variable ef- 
fects of the mn of the 6L6 screen -grids. 
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CALCULATION OF RESISTOR 
VALUES 
The design procedure necessary to 

calculate the values of the important 6 
resistors required, makes uSe of an 
elementary application of Ohm's Law. 
There are only two design precautions 
which must be kept in mind and these 
are: 

(1) The voltage' drop in the plate re- 
sistors G, should be made equal to 
the voltage drop in the plate cir- 
cuit of the input tubes, i.e., 150 
volts; which means that the volt- 
age applied to the high -potential 
side of the G resistor should be 2 
x 150=300 volts. This voltage 
should appear at the junction of 
resistors E and F. 

(2) The bleeder current through re- 
sistor F should be exactly equal to 
the plate and screen -grid current 
required by both input tubes, i.e., 
(1.5+0.5)X2=4 ma. 

With these points in mind, it is ex- 
tremely simple to calculate the values 
of all thle resistors based on a voltage 
drop across, and current through, each 
one. The following tabulation indicates 
the formulas used: 

RESISTOR 
3 

(B) = 750 ohms 
0.004 

125 12 = 15,600 ohms 
2[2(1.5+.5)1 ma. 0.008 

130 130 

2(1.5+.5) ma. - 0.004 
= 32,300 ohms 

95 95 
640 ohms 

2(65+6.5)+1+4 ma. 0.148 

75 
505ohms 

148 - 1 147 

150 

0.0015 
= 100,000 ohms 

(A) May be a conventional 1,6-meg. grid 
resistor 

The watts rating of each of these re- 
sistors should be between 2 and 3 times 
its actual watts dissipation, so as to 
provide a minimum safety factor of 
50%. 

TWIN -CHANNEL OPERATION 

Figure 5 is a completed basic cir- 
cuit of the All -Push -Pull Direct -Coupled 
Amplifier. The output transformer, vol- 
ume control and tone control have been 
intentionally omitted, as there is a large 
number of possible variations in these 
3 elements, depending upon the final 
application of the amplifier. If a sepa- 
rate output transformer is used for 
each side of the circuit, and separate 
input signals are applied, twin -channel 
amplification is effected, making this 
unit admirably adapted for reproduc- 
tion of sound in "auditory perspective." 

If each one oe 2 microphones is inde- 
pendently fed into each one of the 2 
input circuits, as Fig. 6A, and, 2 speak- 
ers are correctly placed in an audito- 
rium, so as to bear the same relative 
positions as the microphones, ampli- 
fication in auditory perspective will 
take place. For this application, two 
independent half-meg. potentiometers 
replace the (A) resistors. This same 
input and output set-up will also enable 
2 -way communication between any two 
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Fig. 8. Push-pull inverse feedback and com- 
pensating network for high fidelity results 
with economical transformer. The Inverse 
voltage is derived from the 500 -ohm taps 
on the secondary of the output transformer 
(which, incidentally, except for the yower 
transformer is the ONLY transformer in 
this amplifier). The center -tapped primary 
of this transformer connects to the 3 ter- 
minals in Fig. 3 marked OUTPUT TERMI- 
NALS. Note that, at mail order prices, ALL 
THE PARTS REQUIRED FOB THIS 
AMPLIFIER SHOULD NOT COST YOU 

OVER =101 

remote points, without the use of talk - 
listen switches (see Fig. 6B). 

The amplifier can also be used for re- 
cording and playback, or any other si- 
milar duplex arrangements, without the 
necessity of switches. In the usual re- 
cording amplifier (with single input 
and single output) it is necessary to 
switch a number of circuits before 
playback can take place. In the twin - 
channel amplifier (see Fig. 6C) a mi- 
crophone feeding into the 1st channel 
can operate the cutter (connected to 
the output of the let channel), and a 
crystal pickup (for playback) can be 
connected to the input of the 2nd chan - 
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nel. A speaker connected to the output 
of the second channel completes the 
playback system. 

This same arrangement can also be 
used for introduction of "artificial re- 
verberation," or echo, simply by provid- 
ing a time delay in one of the amplifier 
circuits. This is illustrated in Fig. 6D. 
With this arrangement part of the ori- 
ginal amplified signal from channel No. 
J is sent through an echo chamber or 
other acoustic time delay unit, such as 
a long pipe. This sound is picked up 
and sent through channel No. 2, and is 
ultimately reproduced along with some 
part of the original signal, so that the 
effects of reverberation or echo are 
obtained. 

For conventional push-pull operation, 
it is necessary to use a good push-pull 
output transformer, together with a 
twin half-meg. potentiometer, as illu- 
strated in Fig. 7A. In order to obtain 
push-pull operation of the input tubes, 
it is necessary to feed a push-pull sig- 
nal into the input of the amplifier. This 
is obtained by removing one of the 
phono pickup or microphone leads from 
ground, and feeding in through a 2 -wire 
shielded cable. Microphones and pick- 
ups are easily attainable for this type 
of cable connection. 

INPUT AND OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMERS 

If it is impossible to isolate one of 
the leads of the input signal from 
ground, or if a low- impedance (200- or 
500 -ohm) input device be connected to 
the amplifier, an input transformer 
must be used as per Fig. 78. In order 
to attain true high-fidelity reproduc- 
tion, this unit should employ an "elec- 

tric metal" core, and should match the 
input device to the input of the ampli- 
fier (100,000 ohms, grid -to -grid). Hum - 
balancing construction should be uti- 
lized to avoid excessive hum pick-up. 

Needless to say, it is impossible to 
design or construct transformers which 
will have a response comparable to that 
of the amplifier. In fact, a wide -range 
output transformer capable of passing 
10 to 20,000 cycles with less than 1 db. 
N ariation, would cost approximately 
$20. In order to enable the use of a 
low-priced output transformer with 
this unusual amplifier, a special push- 
pull inverse feedback and compensating 
network circuit was employed, which is 
illustrated in Fig. 8. This circuit ena- 
bles a $1.50 transformer to equal the 
performance of a $20 unit! 

TONE CONTROL CIRCUIT 

It appears to be sacrilegious to add a 
frequency discriminating arrangement 
to this ideal amplifier. Nevertheless, ex- 
isting deficiencies in speakers, trans- 
mission lines, microphones and pick- 
ups necessitate such an adaption. 

The frequency discriminating net- 
work should be connected in the input 
circuit across both' grids of the 6SJ7 as 
per Fig. 9, or in series, or shunt, with 
the input device, depending upon the 
type of equalization desired. A stan- 
dard tone control (of the high -frequen- 
cy cut-off) is indicated in the List of 
Farts, although this type of circuit need 
not be followed, as any other form of 
equalization may be effectively employ- 
ed. 

The writer hopes that this discussion 
will bring to the front the hidden pos- 
sibilities of the direct -coupled ampli- 
fier circuit. 

LIST OF PARTS 

Basic Amplifier 
One Amplifier Co. of America power trans- 

former, type I"TLO 10 D.C., P.T.; 
One Amplifier Co of America filter choke, 

type 60(:H 125. Ch.; 
Two Mallory condensers, 10 mf., 450 V.; 
One Mallory condenser, 20 mf., 450 V.; 
One Mallory condenser, 30 mf., 450 V.; 
Two Erie Resistor Company resistors, 2 

megs., ;y -W. 
Two Erie Resistor Company resistors, Vi- 

meg., ih -w.; 
Two Erie Resistor Company resistors, 54- 

meg., %-W.; 
Two Erie Resistor Company resistors, 0.1- 

meg., lt, -W. 
One Erie Resistor Company resistor, 15,600 

ohms, 2 W.; 
One Erie Resistor Company resistor, 750 

ohms, 1/4-W.; 
One Hardwick, Hindle, Inc., resistor, 640 

ohms, 30 W.; 
One Hardwick. Hindle, Inc.. resistor, 505 

ohms, 20 W.; 
One Erie Resistor Company resistor, 32,500 

ohms, 1 W.; 
One Amplifier Co. of America chassis and 

foundation kit, 
Optional Acessaries 
Two RCA or Sylvania type 6SJ7 tubes (or 

6,17); 
Two RCA or Sylvania type 6L6 tubes (or 

SLOG; 
One RCA or Sylvania type 5V4G tube; 
One Amplifier Co. of America push-pull out- 

put transformer, OTL6 10 D.C. ; or 
Two Amplifier Co. of America single output 

transformers, OTL6, 5 D. C.; 
One Centralab dual shielded volume control, 

i,5-nieg.: or, 
Two Centralab volume controls %-meg.; 
One Amplifier Co. of America hum -bucking 

and shielded input push-pull transformer. 
200 and 500 ohms; or, 

One Amplifier Co. of America high -imped- 
ance hum -bucking and shielded input 
transformer; 

One Centralab tone control, 1-meg.; 
One Micamold condenser. .003-mf.; 

Resistors and Condensers for Use with 
Output Transformer (See F g. 8.) 

Two Micamold resistors, 1 meg.. 54-W., 
600 V.; 

Two Micamold condensers, 0.003-mf., 600 V.; 
Two Micamold condensers, 0.006 -mi, 800 V.; 
two Erie Resistor Co. resistors, 5,000 ohms, 

1 W. 

Fig. 1. Sources of hum voltage. A-Across a low -resistance lead; B-in a pentode circuit, at lettered points.; C-Prong inter -capacity; 
uter-ea parity of components. 

OBSCURE SOURCES OF HUM IN 
HIGH -GAIN AMPLIFIERS 

THD fallacy of rating an amplifier in a given number 
of db. below its rated power output will be readily 
noted, when it to realized that objectionable hum is 
most readily heard when no signal is being amplified. 

While it is true that the sensitivity of the ear diminishes 
as the signal intensity increases the fact remains, however, 
that when no signal is present the sensitivity of the ear 

rapidly increases, and readily discerns hum levels which 
would easily be masked were a normal signal present. 

It therefore follows, that permissible hum level of an 
amplifier should be established in terms of 'surrounding 
noise level and distance from loudspeaker to nearest 
listener. 

In the absence of any such stan'lards, and solely for the 
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Fig. 2. More sources of hum. E-Poor placement of input Jacks; F-Correcting condition E; G-Incorrectly grounded 
shielding (see insert); Ii-Inter-condenser coupling; I-Filaments in series; J- Correcting condition 1; K-Hum po- 
tentials between X -Y follow circuit Cl (condenser at X) -R1 -C2, to R2. 

purpose of discriminating between objectionable and non - 
objectionable hum levels in PA. amplifiers, we will arbi- 
trarily select a hum rating of -20 db. (0.00006 -watt or 60 

microwatts) as a maximum of passable hum level. This ar- 
bitrary standard, however, is not to be construed as an 
acceptable value for all applications. It is merely being used 
to expedite our discussion. In fact, a hum rating of -20 db. 
can easily be heard in an average home at a distance of 10 

feet frond the loudspeaker. 
From our arbitrary permissible hum level of 0.00006 - 

watt, we can readily calculate that a voltage of 0.0173-V. 

must be present in a 500 -ohm line to produce this sound 
level. An amplifier that has a gain of 100 db. (which 
corresponds to a voltage amplification of 10 billion times) 
will amplify a disturbing hum -producing voltage of 
0.00000000000173 -volt or 1.73 micro -microvolts. 

This voltage brings us into a realm rarely) measured by 
average laboratory instruments, and opens a new field of 
investigation in the production of objectionable causes of 
hum. It is to be borne in mind, that this latter voltage repre- 
sents the upper limbs in our arbitrary standard of an input 
hum voltage to produce an acceptable hum level in an am- 
plifier having a gain of 100 db. It should also be remember- 
ed, that for a high -gain amplifier of 130 db., this permissible 
input hum voltage must further be divided by 1,000! 

ANALYSIS OF OBSCURE SOURCES OF HUM VOLTAGES 

If the. output D.C. voltage of a standard rectifier circuit, 
as shown in Fig. 1A, has a component ripple voltage of 
approximately 10 volts, a 10 mf. condenser shunting this 
output will have an A.C. flowing throµgh it of approximately 
60 milliamperes. If the negative lead of the filter condenser 
is connected with a No. 12 bus -bar to the ground -return of 
the center -tap, of the high -voltage secondary, a voltage drop 
will take place across this lead, which may, under certain 
conditions, be applied to the input circuit of an amplifier 
and subsequently be amplified to appear in the output 
voltage. 

Although No. 12 wire is rarely used for this purpose, it 
has been selected to illustrate bow even such a heavy wire 
will sometimes cause a detrimental hum voltage. Standard 
wire tables indicate that No. 12 wire has a resistance of 
9.000133 -ohm. An A.C. of 60 milliamperes flowing through 
1 inch of No. 12 wire will produce a voltage drop of 
0.00000798 -volt (7.98 microvolts), which is approximately 4 

million times as great as the maximum hum voltage which 
can be permitted to enter an input circuit of a high -gain 
amplifier. 

Assuming that the power transformer in a high -gain 
amplifier employs 3 turna per volt, 1 turn will develop an 
induced voltage of 0.33 -volt. Although this transformer will 
be shielded, a single turn of wire near the transformer will 
develop an -appreciable voltage (0.3 -volt or lees) dependent 
upon the leakage flux existent in the vicinity of the trans- 
former. One one -thousandth of a turn, which may conceiv- 
ably become a part of the circuit wiring, will develop 0.003 - 
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volt. It can therefore be readily seen that input, circuit wir- 
ing may be looked upon (insofar as electromagnetic hum 
pick-up is concerned) as small fraction of a turn of the 
power transformer. 

It is also well known among "hum probers" that when 
the leakage flux of the transformer cuts the chassis proper, 
it likewise induces a voltage therein, dependent upon the 
configuration (shape) of the chassis at the point of its 
interception of the flux lines. It can therefore be readily 
seen that hum voltages of the. order of 3 microvolts, may 
easily be distributed within the chassis proper. Further- 
more, the conductivity of the metal usually employed for 
chassis construction, is far less than that of copper, and these 
comparatively low potentials (but highly detrimental) tend 
to flow within amplifier wire circuits instead of remaining 
within the chassis proper. 

It can also readily be shown by a simple mathematical 
analysis, that the potential distribution within a chassis 
may easily be capacitatively coupled to high -impedance cir- 
cuits connected with unshielded wires. While these pick-up 
voltages are normally ignored, they are, nevertheless, large 
enough to produce considerable hum in the output of high - 
gain. amplifiers. 

HOW HUM VOLTAGES ARE INTRODUCED INTO 
AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS 

Figure 1B shows a conventional pentode input circuit, 
and indicates, by letters, 7 different points at which hum 
voltage of the magnitude previously discussed, may be in- 
duced to produce objectionable hum in the output (other 
well-knówn sources of hum, such as filter ripple, induced 
hum, tubes, etc., are being omitted for the sake of brevity). 

Many technicians who have designed high -gain ampli- 
fiers, are undoubtedly aware of some or all of these points. 
Many laymen incorrectly believe that the disturbing hum 
voltages are usually introduced at the input terminals of 
the amplifier. It can, however, easily be shown from a ca- 
sual observation of Fig. 1B, that equivalent hum disturb- 
ances may be produced by introducing identical voltage at 
points G, A, and B. A cursory analysis of this circuit will 
show how the voltages introduced at these points produce 
the same grid voltage swing as when the voltage is connec- 
ted to the input circuit. 

If the grid -return resistor of the input circuit is not 
directly connected to the ground sido of the cathode resist- 
or, a hum voltage may be introduced at the point B, partic- 
ularly when, the ground side of the grid resistor is connec- 
ted to a chassis which contains leakage flux voltages. Like- 
wise, when long leads or portions of the chassie are intro- 
duced at point C and D, hum voltages are also introduced 
into the grid circuit by producing slight variations within the 
cathode circuit proper. If under some wiring conditions the 
suppressor -grid lead Is looped near the transformer before 
being returned to the cathode, a disturbing hum voltage 
may easily also be introduced at point D. Hum potentials at 
the screen -grid will also affect the output hum level. Aside 
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from voltage ripple hum, disturbing po- 
tentials may be introduced at point F. 

Naturally, the limiting value of the 
disturbing voltage will vary, and be de- 
pendent upon the point of the circuit 
at which it is introduced. The higher 
the gain after the point at which the 
voltage is introduced, the lower will be 
the tolerable level of the disturbing 
voltage. If these basic fundamentals are 
understood, it becomes relatively sim- 
ple to recognize hum sources and effect 
suitable remedies. 
ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF HUM 

(1) Indiscriminate Use of Spare 
Prongs on Sockets may induce, under 
certain unfavorable conditions, as illu- 
strated in Fig. 1C sufficient capacitative 
coupling between normally isolated cir- 
cuits to pick up detrimental hum poten- 
tials. Hum voltage is here shown capa- 
citatively coupled to the grid of the 
amplifier by the effective capacity Xc. 

(2) Careless Arrangement of Resistors 
may likewise produce unanticipated 
linter -coupling and hum pick-up. See 
Fig. 1D. 

(3) Carelessly Grounded Input Jacks 
pick up chassis hum voltages, and intro- 
duces them into input grid circuits. 
This can be remedied by isolating the 
jack from the chassis. Hum voltage be- 
tween grounds. as shown, is connected 
to grid when input circuit is completed. 
See Figs. 2E and 2F. 

(4)Ineffective Shielding of Grid Leads 
prevents complete isolation of grid leads 
from chassis voltages. It is therefore 
necessary to use shields which are 100% 
effective. A loosely -braided shield may 
cause trouble. For very -high -gain ampli - 
fires and high chassis voltages, it may 
be necessary to use lead -covered grid 
leads. 

(5) Careless Grounding of Grid Lead 
Shields may produce a capacitative 
coupling between two separate chaste 
points and thereby introduce a hum -po- 
tential in critical input grid circuits. 
In Fig. 2G hum voltage is developed 
between chassis points X -Y. 

(6) Improper Placement of Input 
Tubes may bring the grid within the 
the magnetic field of a power transfor- 
mer and thereby induce within this 
element a disturbing hum potential. 
Complete magnetic shielding of the 
tube, or its removal from the vicinity 
of the transformer, will be necessary 
to eliminate this disturbance. 

(7) Choke Coils (filter reactors), par- 
ticularly those used in choke -input fil- 
ter circuits, are capable of producing as 
much disturbance as some power trans- 
formers. While this unit is rarely sus- 
pected, it should be isolated from low- 
level transformers, tubes, and circuits. 

(8) Inter -Condenser Coupling may 
bring hum voltages from filter circuits 
into cathodes of critical circuits, there- 
by directly introducing hum potentials. 
Figure 2H shows how phantom capa- 
city Xc brings filter hum to the cath- 
ode. 

(9) Unshielded Coupling Condensers 
in high -gain circuits, particularly when 
placed close to disturbing components, 
will pick up considerable hum potential. 

(10) Series Filament Arrangement in 
high -gain A.C./D.C. circuits will Inva- 
riably show excessive hum being intro- 
duced into the second stage, because 
6.3 volts A.C. is introduced between one 
side of heater and cathode. Figure 2I 
illustrates this condition. To remedy 
it, one side of the heater of the first 2 

stages should he grounded as indicated 
in Fig.. 2J. 

(11) Chassis Grounds are of vital im- 
portance in high -gain input circuits; for 
ideal results, the amplifier common 
t.hould touch the chassis at but one 
point. 

(12) Incorrect Grounding of Decoup- 
ling Filter Condensers will induce hum 
potentials into the grid circuit of the 
succeeding stages, as illustrated in Fig. 
2K. It is therefore essential to insulate 
the case of the condenser from chassis, 
and connect the case directly to the 
common ground terminals. 

(13) Unshielded Volume Controls will 
pick up hum potentials from chassis 
by capacitative coupling. It is there- 
fore important that high -gain circuits 
employ shielded volume controls. 

(14) Chassis Vibration of a very 
minute nature (caused by transformer 
or choke vibration) may cause tube 
elements to vibrate and affect the 
electronic .stream, thereby producing a 
microphonic bum disturbance, which 
can be cured by floating the tube in- 
volved, or removing the disturbing 
source of vibration. 

(15) Inadequate Shielding is one of 
the most common causes of hum in 
high -gain amplifiers. A careful distinc- 
tion must be made between electrosta- 

tic and electromagnetic shielding and 
their application to the circuits e- 
volved. When disturbing hum poten- 
tials are being picked up from capacita- 
tive coupling, "electrostatic" shielding 
is required. If, on the other hand, the 
circuit involved is picking up hum by 
induction, then an "electromagnetic" 
shield is necessary. 

(16) Tubes are a contributing source 
of hum in many high -gain circuits, par- 
ticularly when the proper selection of 
circuit values iv not made. It is beyond 
the scope of this discussion to describe 
the hum -producing factors within tubes 
and their effect upon high -gain ampli- 
fiers. 

CONCLUSION 
Much has been written on the iso- 

lation and recognition of various types 
of hum. Needless to say, before any 
such work can be attempted, it is im- 
perative that the technician determine 
how many different hum potentials are 
present in the output. Otherwise, cor- 
rective methods can not be properly 
applied, for what may prove to be ben- 
eficial to the overall hum voltage, may 
in itself, be introducing another hum 
voltage which will not stebsegaently be 
suspected. 

The technique of introducing hum - 
bucking voltages has always received 
considerable attention from designers 
and experimenters, but this method of 
eliminating residual hum is not recom- 
mended unles3 only one specific type 
of hum exists. The theory behind this 
remedy lies in the selection of a voltage 
equal in potential and frequency, but 
opposite in phase to the disturbing 
hum, and introducing it in a suitable 
portion of the circuit, so that the origi- 
nal disturbing source is cancelled. It 
naturally follows, that this method can- 
not be applied when a number of com- 
plex hum voltages are present in the 
output of the amplifier. Furthermore, 
it is often very difficult to generate or 
pick up a hula voltage exactly 180 de- 
grees out -of -phase with the disturbing 
source. When two or more out -of -phase 
hum voltages are present, the difficulty 
of complete cancellation of both these 
voltages is quite obvious. It is far bet- 
ter to eliminate disturbing hum volt- 
ages at their sources than to attempt 
to correct them by excessive bypassing, 
shielding. isolation, or hum -bucking. 
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How to Build a High -Fidelity 
5 -WATT VERSATILE AMPLIFIER 
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Fig. L Complete schematic diagram of the 5-W. high-fidelity ver- 
satile amplifier. featuring Inverse feedback, and audio frequency 

spectrum control. 

THIS amplifier was primarily de- 
signed to fill the need for a 
good all-purpose low -power unit, 
which can be easily and eco- 

nomically constructed by any layman, 
to provide results rarely attained in 
general type of commercial units. Lat- 
est tube and circuit features are incor- 
porated in this up-to-date, multi -use de- 
vice. The complete amplifier weighs 15 
lbs. (approx.); and measures 11 x 51/2 

i 71/2 ins. high. 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

As will be noted from a study of the 
schematic diagram, Fig. 1, the amplifier 
incorporates such features as individual 
high- and low -frequency accentuation 
and attenuation. inverse feedback, and 
an anti -hum heater circuit for the pre- 
amplifier tube (6SJ7). 

Aside from these unusual and highly 
valuable features, the amplifier follows 
a straightforward and economical de- 
sign. It has a gain of 105 db. at the 
Microphone Input terminals and 60 db. 
at the Phono Input terminals. The feed- 
back arrangement which loops the out- 
put transformer and output power tube, 
provides for the production of 5 watts 
at 2% total harmonics. At lower oper- 
ating levels, the harmonic content is 
proportionately less. It will be noted 
that a universal output transformer is 
provided so as to readily adapt the 
amplifier to any output device. 

The low -frequency control provides 
for a 10 db. boost or cut at 50 cycles. 
The high -frequency control, likewise, 
provides for a 10 db. boost or cut at 
10,000 cycles. This type of frequency 
control enables the sound man to com- 
pensate for practically any input or 
output device. For recording, it is high= 
ly desirable to attenuate the low -fre- 
quency end of the scale so as to obtain 

a constant ampli- 
tude below 250 
cycles. During 
playback, how- 
ever, it is desir- 
able to boost 
these frequencies 
so as to repro- 
duce a well -bal - 
lanced program. 
The high -frequen- 
cy control will 
normally compen- 
sate for any defi- 
ciency in micro- 
phone or speaker 
frequency charac- 
teristic. 

FREQUENCY - 
COMPENSATING 
NETWORK 

Figure 2 shows 
the derivation of 

this unusual type of frequency -com- 
pensation network which has already 
gained popularity in motion picture 
engineering circles. Figure 2A shows a 
normal drop in all frequencies encoun- 
tered by inserting a series resistor be- 
tween the plate of the 6SF5 and grid 
of the 6L6G. 

Figure 213 shows how the high fre- 
quencies are raised by shunting Rl 
with the 0.001-mf. condenser, so that 
high -frequency accentuation is pro- 
duced. This accentuation is, of course, 
gradual, and increases with frequency, 
Inasmuch as the capacitative reactance 
of Cl decreases with an increase in 
frequency. The 'high -frequency droop 
characteristic is obtained wthen the 
moving arm (Fig,. 2C) of the high -fre- 
quency control is turned towards 
ground. This condition only shunts the 
output of the preceding plate at high 
frequencies. This action is gradual. 
That is, greater attenuation is attained 
at higher frequencies. A normal setting 
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Fig. 2. Sequen e of illustrations explaining 
the derivation If the audio frequency com- 

pensating netµork. See text for details. 

is of course obtained midway between 
the "boost" and "cut" positions. 

Similarly, the low frequencies are 
boosted when properly -designed choke 
shunts the lossing resistor Rl (Fig. 
2D). Inasmuch as the- reactance of the 
choke Ch.1, decreases at lower frequen- 
cies, the effect of the losser resistor Rl 
is gradually shunted out, so that a low - 
frequency boost is obtained, accentua- 
tion being greater at the lower fre- 
quencies. Likawise, when the center 
arm of the low -frequency control is 
turned towards ground, the low-frle.. 
quency output of the preceding tube is 
shunted to ground, thereby producing 
an L.F. cut (Fig. 2E). A normal posi- 
tion is attained midway between the 
"droop" and "boost" positions. 

In order to provide individual control 
of both the high and low frequencies, 
it is necessary to utilize separate con- 
trols in place of R2, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2F. This circuit diagram is now 
identical to the compensating network 
shown in the schematic diagram. 

List of Parta 

RESISTORS 

One Erie Resistor Corp., 5 mega.. %-W.; 
Two Erie Resistor Corp., 5,000 ohms 1-W.; 
Two Erle Resistor Corp., 2 mega., %-W.; 
Two Erie Resistor Corp.. %.meg., 1-W.; 
Two Erie Resistor Corp., %-meg., %-W.; 
Two Erie Resistor Corp., 10,000 ohms, %-W.; 
Two Erie Resistor Corp., 25.000 ohms, 1-W.; 
One Erie Resistor Corp., 0.1-meg., 1/2-W.; 
One Lectrohm, 160 ohms, 5 W.; 
One Lectrohm, 20,000 ohms, 20 W.; 
Four Centralab %-meg., audio grid taper 

controls; 

CONDENSERS 
One Mallory filter triple 10, 45 V.; 
One Mallory filter, triple 10, 300 V.; 
One Mallory filter, triple 10, 150V.; 
One Micamold, x.006-inf., 000 V.; 
One Micamold, 0.001-mf., 400 V.; 
One Micamold, 0.1-mf., 400 V.; 
One Micamold, 100 mmf., 800 V.; 

OTHER PARTS 
One International Transformer Co. power 

transformer, P.T.1; 
One International Transformer Co. output 

transformer, O.T.1; 
International Transformer Co. frequency - 

compensating network, T.C.1; 
International Transformer Co. frequency - 

compensating choke, Chi.; 
One International Transformer Co. filter 

choke, Ch.2; 
One International Transformer Co. filter 

choke, Ch.3; 
One International Transformer Co. chassis; 
One International Transformer Co. floating 

socket plate; 
One International Transformer Co. bottom 
plate; 
One International Transformer Co. complete 

set of hardware; 
Four Hygrade Sylvania tubes; 6SJ7, 6SFS, 

6L6G, 5U4G. 
Four American Phenolic sockets for tubes; 
One Llttelfuse Laboratories fuse mount; 
One Littelfuse Laboratories 2 -amp. fuse; 
One Drake pilot light assembly. 
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PHONE MONITOR 
A simplified phone monitor can be 

loudspeaker output transformer. The 
of this transformer is con- 
nected in series with the 
center -tapped filament of the 
modulated amplifier. A pair 
of headphones is connected 
to the secondary of this 
transformer with a 5,000 ohm 
potentiometer shunted across 
the secondary for controlling 
volume. The arrangement 
will detect carrier hum, dis- 
tortion and improper neutra- 
lizati'on. 

made 
voice 

from an old 
coil winding 

MODULATION METER 
The magic -eye tube is connected in the audio amplifier 

of a receiver employing a regenerative detector. By throw- 
ing the detector into oscillation and. tuning in a signal, the 
pattern on the 6E5 will indicate the carrier strength. 
When regeneration is retard- 
ed to the point where the re- -I MEG, 

ceiver stops oscillating, only 
the modulation of the carrier 
will deflect the 6E5 pattern. PET 
By noting the difference of 
deflection between the modu- 
lation peaks and the carrier, 
an estimate of the modula- 
tion percentage of the carrier 
can be arrived at. Modula- 
tion percentage is modulation 
power divided by carrier 
power. 

z 
MEGS, 

MF 

R 
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THE BEGINNER'S LOW-COST XMITTER 

EVER 

since publication of the"M- 
T" transmitter article in the Sep- 
tember 1936 issue of Radio and 
Television (then known as Short 

Wave and Television) an almost con- 
stant stream of letters from ham begin- 
ners and would-be hams have been re- 
ceived requesting constructional data on 
a more powerful and up-to-date model. 
In each case the specifications stated 
that the transmitter must be of low cost, 
both in construction and upkeep, easy 
to build and operate, constructed entire- 
ly from receiving type parts and cap- 
able of at least 25 or 30 watts output 
on all of the popular amateur bands, 
including ten meters. 

The little 75 watt rig to be described 
here bas been designed especially as a 
"first" transmitter for the fellow who 
has just obtained his ticket, the would- 
be ham who is studying for the exami- 
nation or the "ole timer" who is in- 
terested only in a simple, low -power 
outfit and does not want to spend much 
money on his hobby. Although de- 
signed primarily for CW work on the 
30. 40 and 20 meter bands, this trans- 
mitter will, by the proper crystal selec- 
tion, also operate on 160 and 10 meters. 
The output on the four lower frequency 
bands is better than 35 watts; on 10 
meters the output is considerably lower 
but if the transmitter is carefully built 
it should be possible to obtain at least 
20 watts in the antenna circuit even 
when quadrupling from a 40 meter 
crystal. More can be obtained when 
using a 20 meter crystal but the am- 
plifier will then have to be neutralized -a job which, although not at all dif- 
ficult, might prove confusing to the 
beginner. The use of a 17 inch chassis 
allows the addition of a standard 19 
inch panel if rack or cabinet type con- 
struction is ever desired. 

As shown in the schematic diagram, 
Fig. 1, the circuit is more or less con- 
ventional, starting with a Tri-tet crys- 

The very ettelent low -power beginner's transmitter is Illustrated above-a very neat Job! 
tal oscillator -frequency multiplier using 
a metal -type 6L6 tube. The amplifier 
uses a pair of glass 6L6Gs in parallel, 
capacity -coupled to the output of the 
crystal oscillator circuit. The parallel 
connection simplifies the entire trans- 
mitter design and the single -ended am- 
plifier permits the use of standard, fac- 
tory -wound plug-in coils, which im- 
proves the efficiency and appearance 
of the set considerably. 

The power -supply unit is built up on 
a 10x17xa inch steel chassis and a 7x19 
inch standard steel panel. As the photo- 
graphs and diagrams show, this has 
also been trimmed down tó its bare es- 
sentials; the condenser -input filter sys- 
tem actually gives about 450 volts out- 
put from the voltage -divider terminals 
and the regulation is very good, so long 
as the transformer is not operated be- 
yond its rating. The single power trans- 
former supplies not only the 880 volts, 
center -tapped, for the plates, but also 
6.3 and 5 volts A.C. for the 6L6s and the 
83 heaters as well. The filter conden- 
sers are of the 600 volt, wet type; 
their useful lite is lengthened and the 
safety factor increased considerably by 
using the two pairs in the series arran- 
gement as shown. 

Preparing the Chassis 
The actual construction of the trans- 

mitter is not at all difficult. Lay out 
the chassis is shown in the photos, 
cut out the corners with a hack -saw, 
make a deep scratch or cut along the 
lines on the inside surface of the alu- 
minum and bead the chassis to its pro- 
per shape as indicated on the photo- 
graphs. The tube and coil socket holes 
may be punched out or, if no punch of 
the proper size is on hand, may be 
reamed out and then dressed down with 
a half -round file. When making accu- 
rate measurements such as the tube or 
coil socket mounting holes, always use 
a pair of dividers and transfer the set- 
tings to the chassis. Drill and cut all of 
the holes before mounting any of the 
parts; metal filings or dust, once they 
have become imbedded in the isolantite 
insulation of the sockets or tuning 
condensers, are not only extremely dif- 
ficult to remove but are almost certain 
to cause heavy R.F. losses especially 
when operating on the 10 meter band. 
Cut the socket holes large enough so 
that the coil and tube prongs cannot 
touch against the chassis when these 
are being changed. It is a good practice 
to go over the chassis thoroughly with 
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The wiring diagram is simple and ran be easily followed by any Ham. 

steel -wool or 00 sandpaper and remove 
all small burrs or sharp points of metal 
before the parts are mounted. 

The wiring especially the "hot," R.F. 
carrying, plate and grid leads from the 
tubes to the coil sockets and the tuning 
condensers, must be kept as short and 
direct as possible. Use either the ordi- 
rary tinned copper "push -back" wire or 
No. 14 tinned bus wire for connecting 
up the various parts. The soldering iron 
must be hot, clean and well tinned; use 
just enough of the resin -core solder to 
make a good connection and melt it 
into the joints thoroughly. All excess 
flux should be removed with a clean 
cloth or brush moistened in carbon te- 
trachloride or alcohol. It is not neces- 
sary to use such extreme care with the 
power and non-R.F. carrying leads, but 
these should not be excessively long. 

Putting the Transmitter on the Air 
The adjustment of this transmitter is 

simplicity itself and, if these instruc- 
tions are car -chilly followed, no diffi- 
culty whatsoever should be experienced 
in getting the rig " on the air". 

The coils are placed in the following 
order: The Tri-tet cathode coil at the 
right of the 6L6, the 40 meter plate coil 
at the left of the oscillator tube, near 
the shield and the 20 meter amplifier 
plate coil at the extreme left end of the 
chassis. The 80 meter crystal socket is 
just in front of the 6L6 tube. Connect 
the power unit to the transmitter, and 
turn on the 110 volt A.C. switch; the 
tubes should light up, After the heaters 
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have been on for about 30 seconds, 
place an open or "dummy" plug in the 
amplifier cathode jack and close the 
high voltage switch. Rotate the oscil- 
lator plate tuning condenser until the 
greatest dip or maximum neon lamp 
brilliance is obtained. Switch off the 
plate and screen voltage, remove the 
"dummy" plug from the amplifier cir- 
cuit and insert the milliammeter plug 
in its place. Apply the plate and screen 
voltage and quickly rotate the amplifier 
plate circuit tuning condenser l'or the 
maximum dip in plate current. Connect 
the antenna and adjust the coupling 
until the desired input, as indicated by 
the milliammeter, is obtained. It will be 
necessary to retune for the dip each 

WIN 

time the coupling is increased or de- 
creased. The transmitter is now pro- 
perly tuned for operation on the 20 

meter band, quadrupling from an 80 

meter crystal. 

40 Meter Operation 

For 40 meter operation, the oscillator 
is adjusted as outlined above; the am- 
plifier, however, will now have to be 
neutralized. The procedure is as fol- 
lows: Place the 40 meter coil in the 
amplifier plate circuit and remove the 
plate and screen voltage from the 
6L6Gs by reinserting the "dummy" plug 
in the milliammeter jack. Touch a neon 
lamp to the plate end of the coil and 
tune the circuit to resonance, which will 

»IL 

Bottom View of Transmitter. 
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be indicated by maximum brilliance. 
Then, leaving the tank tuning conden- 
ser alone, find the adjustment of the 
neutralizing condenser which will 
cause the R.F. in the amplifier plate 
circuit to drop to zero. The neutralizing 
condenser setting may have some ef- 
fect on the adjustment of the oscillator 
output circuit, so it should be carefully 
retuned to resonance. 

Touch the neon lamp to the plate 
tank once more and again retune the 
plate circuit to resonance. The reson- 
ance point may now occur at a slightly 
different setting and the second read- 
ing of the neon lamp R.F. indicator will 
be lower than the first one. Retune the 
oscillator stage once more and go 
through the whole procedure again. 
Continue until the neon lamp gives no 
indication when the plate tank circuit 
is tuned in the region of resonance. 
When this has been accomplished, the 
amplifier is neutralized. 

To Operate Directly on Crystal 
Frequency 

For operating directly on the crystal 
frequency, a blank coil form is pre- 
pared by connecting the two large 
prongs together with a jumper wire. 
When this is inserted in the cathode 
coil socket, the 140 mmf. condenser, 
Cl, is short-circuited and the 6L6 op- 
erates as a straight crystal oscillator. 
The coils used in both the oscillator 
and amplifier plate circuits must have 
sufficient windings to tune to the cry- 
stal frequency. The adjustment and 
neutralization procedure is exactly the 
same as that outlined above. 

Antennas 

A simple single -wire fed radiator, with 
the transmission line clipped directly 
on the tank coil through a small mica 
condenser was used (Fig. 1). For all - 
band operation, however, a more effi- 
cient antenna will be desirable. That 
in Fig. 2 can be used to couple to the 
Zepp, the Johnson "Q" and others. The 
Zepp is especially good for all -band 
work. 

Coil Data 

Band Spacing Turns Link 
28 mc. 114" 3 No. 16 4 turns No. 22 
14 mc. 1%" 9 No. 16 4 turns No. 22 
7.0 me. 1%" 18 No. 24 4 turns No. 22 
3.5 me. 1%" 25 No. 28 4 turns No. 22 

Cath. Coll 1" 11 No. 20 
A11 amplifier coils center -tapped; spacing 

refers to the length of the winding on the 
coil form. All forms 1% inches in diameter, 
6 -prongs. 

LIST OF PARTS 

HAMMARLUND 
2-"MC" midget tuning condensers, 140 mmf. 

each 
1-"MC" midget tuning condenser, 35 mmf. 
1-"MCD-X" double- spaced split -stator con- 

denser, 35 mmf. per section (two sec- 
tions in parallel to obtain 70 mmf.) 

4-Isolantite sockets, six -prongs, type "S-6" 
:i--lsolantite sockets, 8 -prongs, type "S-8" 
4-R.F. chokes, 2.5 mh. each, type "CHX" 
1-17.41 meter coil, six -prongs, type 61 
2-33-75 meter coils, six -prongs, type 62 
2-66-150 meter (ells, six -prongs, type 63 
1-Six-prong cathode coil (see coil table) 
1-Blank six -prong, "XP -53" form 

AEROVOX (Condensers) 
1-Mica condenser, 0.001 mf., 500 volts, re- 

ceiving, type 
1-Mica condenser, 0.0001 mf., 500 volts, re- 

ceiving type 

1-Mica condenser, 0.006 mf., 1,000 volts. 
transmitting type 

1-Mica condenser, 0.002 inf., 1,000 volts. 
transmitting type 

2-Paper condensers, 0.05 mf., 800 volts 
1-Paper condenser. 0.05 mf., L000 volts 
1-Paper condenser, OA1 mf., 400 volts 

IRC (Resistors) 
1-Fixed resistor, 400 ohms, 5 watts 
1-Fixed resistor, 400 ohms, 25 watts (with 

sliding clip) 
2-Fixed resistors, 15,000 ohms, 10 watts 
1-Fixed resistor, 100,000 ohms, 1 watt 
1-Fixed resistor, 50,000 ohms, 2 watts 
BLILEY 
1- Crystal and holder 

MISCELLANEOUS 
2-Closed-circuit Jacks 
1 -Chassis 
Feed -through insulators, knobs, plugs, etc. 
RAYTHEON 
2-Glass 6L60 tubes 
1-Metal 81.6 tube 

TRIPLETT 
1-Mllliammeter 0-150 ma. P.C. 

Power Unite 
1-Power transformer (880 v. center -tapped 

at 250 ma. with 5.0 and 6.3 volt windings) 
1-Filter choke, 20 henries, 250 ma. Smooth- 

ing type 

1-Type 83 tube 
1-Isolantite socket, spring mounting type, 

four -prongs 
4-Resistors, 500000 ohms each, 2 watts 
1-Adjustable voltage -divider resistor, 20,000 

ohms, 50 watts 
2-S.P.S.T. toggle switches 
1-10 x 17 x 3 inch steel chassis 
1-7 z 19 inch steel panel 
1-Bakelite five -prong socket for power cord 

connections 
4-'Wet electrolytic condensers, 8-mf. 600 v. 

each. 

THE BEGINNER'S "Ham" 
INCE publication of the Beginner's 
Transmitter article in the July, 
1938, issue of Radio & Television, 
we have received a number of re- 

quests from Ham beginners and would- 
be Hams for constructional data on a 
companion Beginner's Ham Receiver. 
In each case the writer specified a set 
capable of efficient five -band operation, 
with plenty of sensitivity, selectivity 
and band -spread, easy to build and ope- 
rate and, finally, of the lowest coat con- 
sistent with the desired results. 

4 Tubes Do the Work 
The little 4 -tube dual -regenerative 

euperhet to be described here has been 
designed especially for use with the 
75 -watt transmitter, and is ideal for 
either the newcomer or the dyed-in-the- 
wool "old-timer" who wishes only a 
simple, low-cost receiver. 

As the schematic diagram shows, the 
circuit has been worked out around the 
new 6P7G pentode -triode and 6F8ß 
dual -triode tubes, with regeneration in 
both the R.F. and I.F. circuits. Using 
only two metal and two glass tubes, 
the results, so far as sensitivity, image 
frequency rejection and selectivity are 
concerned, are actually better than 
those obtained from most 6- or 8 -tube 

receivers using the conventional super- 
heterodyne circuits. Briefly, the line-up 
consists of a 6L7 regenerative mixer, 
a 6C5 high -frequency oscillator, a 6P7G 
as I.F. amplifier and regenerative de- 
tector and a 6F80 as two stages of 
resistance -capacity coupled A.F. am- 
plification. The iron -core, 465 kc., I.F. 
transformers give an appreciable in- 
crease in gain over the ordinary air - 
core types. Regeneration is introduced 
into the mixer circuit by means of a 
few turns of "tickler" winding in series 
with the 6L7 cathode and coupled to 
the "cold" end of the mixer grid coil. 
The regeneration control for this cir- 
cuit consists of a 5,000 ohm potentio- 
meter shunted across the cathode coil. 
It is necessary to re -vamp the output 
I.F. transformer, adding a small tickler 
wi;ding as shown in Fig. 3. Regenera- 
tion in the second detector is controlled 
by varying the voltage applied to the 
triode, plate of the 6P7G tube by means 
of the 50,000 ohm potentiometer con- 
r.ected across a portion of the "B" 
supply. 

The 10 meter amateur band to occupy 
approximately 50 degrees on the 270 
degree dial. On the lower frequency 
bands, the band -spread increases as 
the frequency io lowered until the full 

RECEIVER 

Top: A rear view of the "Ham" Special 
Below: Top view, showing layout of parts 
270 degree scale is utilized on 160 me- 
ters. On the 10 and 20 meter bands the 
coils are wound on midget 1 -inch i'so- 
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Schematic and picture 

lantite forms, and the band -setting con. 
densers consist of the 20 and 35 mmf. 
units whose knobs show just below the 
tuning dial in the photographs. The 40, 
SO and 160 meter coils are wound on 
the standard 5 -prong forms and carry 
their own band -setting condensers in- 
side the forma. 

Adjust the mixer regeneration con- 
trol to a point about one-half way on 
and turn up the potentiometer in the 
second detector plate circuit until a 
alight hissing sound is heard in the 
phones. Set the tuning dial at half 
scale. Connect the antenna and ground 
wires and, with a small insulated 
screwdriver, adjust the band -setting 
condenser inside the oscillator coil to 
the approximate center of the band. 
Adjust the mixer band -setter for maxi- 
mum signal strength, rotating the 
mixer regeneration control back and 
forth to obtain the most satisfactory 
setting. Pick out a good steady, weak 
signal, tuning 'it in as accurately as 
possible, and adjust the screws in each 
I.F, transformer for the greatest gain 
or signal strength. Go over the trim- 
mers several times in order to obtain 
accurate alignment. 
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diagrams, above, make the wiring a matter of 

Either a plain single wire or a doub- 
let antenna may be used with the re- 
ceiver. A single vire, well insulated and 
in the clear, 20 to 50 feet long, will be 
satisfactory for all bands. However, on 
10 and 20 meters a doublet will prob- 
ably be better. 

Coil Data 
Mixer Coils 

Grid Spac- Tickler Wire Band 
Coil ing 

4 turns 1" 3 turns 20 enam. 10 meters 
12 turns 11/4" 4 turns 20 enam. 20 meters 
17 turns 1%" $'turns 22 enam. 40 meters 
35 turns 1%" 9 turns 26 enam. 80 meters 
58 turns 1%" 14 turns 28 enam. 160 meters 

Oscillator Coils 
Grid Coil Spacing Tickler Wire Band 
4 turns 1" 4 turns 20 enam. 10 meters 

12 turns 13 " 4 turns 20 enam. 20 meters 
15 turns 1W' 6 turns 22 enam. 40 meters 
32 turns 11yÁ" 0 turns 26 enam. 80 meters 
52 turns 1%" 16 turns 28 enam. 160 meters 

The 10- and 20.meter coils are wound on 
1" forms; the 40-, 80- and 160 -meter coils 
are wound on 11" forms. Spacing refers to 
length of winding on the form, not the dis- 
tance between turns. 

Parts List 
HAMMARLUND 
1 -2 -gang tuning condenser, 15 mmf. per 

section 
1-Single tuning condenser, 25 mmf. 
1-Single tuning condenser, 20 mmf. 
6-"Air-padding" condensers, 140 mmf. each 
6-XP-53 coil forms, 5 -prong type 
2-Midget R.F. chokes. 2.5 millihenry 
2-Iron-core I.F. transformers, 485 kc. (one 

but a few hours work. 

input and one output) 
4-Midget Isolantlte coil forms, 5 -prong type 
2-Isolantlte sockets, 5 -prong type 
l--Isolantlte sockets. 8 -prong type 
1-Midget trimmer condenser, 8-30 mmf. 
2-Aluminum tube shields 
SPRAGUE (Condensers) 
6-Paper condensers, 0.1 mf., 600 volts 
4-Paper condensers, 0.01 mf., 000 volts 
1-Paper condenser, 1.0 mf., 400 volts 
1-Dual electrolytic condenser, 10-10 mt., 

50 volts 
3-Mica condensers, 0.0001 mf. 
1-Mica condenser, 0.001 mt. 
BRUSH 
1-Pair crystal headphones 
RCA (Tubes) 
1-6L7 (metal) 1-0P70 (glass) 
1-6C5 (metal) 1-6F8(í (glass) 
CENTRALAB (Resistors) 
1-Volume control, 5,000 ohms 
1-Volume control, 50,000 ohms with SPST 

switch 
3-Fixed resistors, 1 watt, 50,000 ohms 
3-Fixed resistors, 1 watt, 20,000 ohms 
1-Fixed resistor, 1 watt, 25,000 ohms 
2-Fixed resistors, 1 watt, 300 ohms 
2-Fixed resistors, 2 watts, 2,000 ohms 
1-Fixed resistors, 2 watts, 1 megohm 
1-Fixed resistor, 2 watts, 75,000 ohms 
1-Fixed resistor, 1/4 watt, 50,000 ohms 
1-Fixed, resistor, % watt, 0.5 megohm 
1-Fixed resistor, 1/4 watt, 1 megohm 
1-Fixed resistor, 14 watt, 3 megohms 
CROWE 
1-Dial (Micrometer type 270 degrees) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
1-Filter choke, 50 ma., 30 henry 
4-Pointer knobs 
1-Steel chassis, 7 x 13 x 2 inches 



21/2 - METER ACO RN TRANSCEIVER 
NO\V that amateurs have been 
forced off 5 meters with simple 
equipment by the F.C.C. regula- 
tions, the only band where con- 

ventional circuits may be used in highly 
compact and lightweight transceivers 
is two and a half meters. At higher fre- 
quencies it becomes practically imper- 
ative to use linear oscillators and un- 
usual circuits, but on 2% meters the 
normal circuits such as were used on 
5 meters are still workable and practi- 
cal. 

Acorn Tubes Used 
The development in recent years of 

battery -operated acorn tubes should 
give a tremendous boost to all porta- 
ble ultra -high frequency work. Although 
these tubes include two triodes and a 
pentode, it is only the former that are 
of use in the equipment to be described. 
These tubes operate on 1.5 volts with 
a filament current of 50 ma. and 100 
rna. for the 957 and 958 respectively. 
Like all acorn tubes they oscillate beau- 
tifully at the ultra high frequencies and 
are not at all fussy to get going. 

The use of acorn tubes is practically 
a necessity. With ordinary tubes it is 
quite possible to get good results with 
relatively high voltages, but with only 
a limited plate supply and the cramped 
layout required in a portable rig, the 
very best possible tubes for the purpose 
are necessary. 

In the transceiver to be described, a 
958 is used as the detector and oscilla - 
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for and a 957 as audio amplifier and 
modulator. The oscillator is a simple 
single -coil type, while the audio system 
is one which was quite popular in 5 - 

meter tranceiver work, and is particu- 
lsrly interesting since an ordinary mike 
transformer and audio choke are used, 
eliminating the need for the usual 
three -winding coupling transformer. 

A single four -pole double -throw 
switch takes care of all change -over 
operations, and also acts as an ON-OFF 
switch. 

Handset or Pair of Phones 
Can Be Used 

A close study of the circuit will show 
that either a handset or a pair of head- 
phones may be used for receiving, or 
both may be used together if desired. 
When the switch is in "SEND" position, 
both phone circuits are opened to con- 
serve audio power. Even though these 
circuits are opened, however, the voice 
may still be heard well enough for 
monitoring purposes, due to stray cir- 
cuit capacities. 

The handset- uses a three circuit 
plug; one lead of the receiver and one 
of the microphone are common. If an- 
other microphone with the ordinary 
two -circuit plug is to he used, the plug 
is inserted in the handset jack so that 
only the first spring of the latter is con- 
tacted. 

The smallest possible parts are used 
throughout to conserve space. The bat- 
teries are not the smallest available, 

958 
DETECTOR AND OSCILLATOR 

100 s 
MEG. MMF.,,. 

5MA. METER 

Extremely neat and highly efficient, this 
portable phone Transceiver will make many 

friends. 

but are very compact and give surpris- 
ingly long service. 

Details of Home -Made Case 
The case is made entirely of 3/16" 

tempered pressed -wood which is fast- 
ened at the corners with duco cement 
and small wood screws carefully tapped 
in place. The screws serve mainly to 
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Rear view of the 
Acorn 2% -meter 
Transceiver. T h e 

batteries are suffi- 
ciently large to pro - 
v i de worthwhile 

service. 

hold the parts in place while the ce- 
ment is drying. 

The back is removable to facilitate 
battery changes, and the front panel is 
hinged at the bottom so that the coil 
and antenna tap may be easily reached. 
Two thumbscrews at the top corners 
of the panel are removed to allow the 
latter to swing outward. 

After the case has been made and 
all sides sandwd, it is given two coats 
of clear lacquer with sanding between. 
The surface is rubbed with powdered 
pumice after the second coat and then 
given a good rubdown with furniture 
wax. This gives a very tough smooth 
:surface. 

In addition to those on the panel, 
many of the parts are mounted on a 
sub -base or chassis of aluminum. This 
is mounted just high enough so that the 
lugs of the audio choke do not touch 
the inside of the case. 

The tuning condenser is fastened to 
the chassis by means of a small brack- 
et and the two tube sockets are both 
mounted with a single pair of long 
screws which pass through the chassis. 

The coil is wound as specified on the 
circuit, while the R.F. choke is made by 
winding 30 turns of No. 26 D.S.C. wire 
on a one -watt insulated resistor. It is 
supported by pigtaills. 

The antenna usually employed with 
the set is a half -wave vertical, and was 
made from a cut down 5 -meter unit. It 
fastens onto the panel insulators with 
wing nuts and should be adjustable 
from 2.5 to 4 feet in height. 

How to Operate the Set 
Operation of the rig is quite simple. 

The receiving side should be tried 
first. With no antenna connected, ad- 
vance the regeneration control towards 
maximum till .t hissing la heard. The 
hiss should be smooth but quite loud 
and the plate meter should register not 
more than % ma. or so. Then install 
the antenna and put the coupling clip 
from the antenna condenser one turn 
away from tire RFC clip. The latter, 
by the way, is not very critical, but 
seems best near the center of the coil. 
It should be tried in different positions 
before soldering fast. It will be found 
that oscillation can be controlled by the 
setting of the antenna condenser as 

well as by the regeneration control. A 
point will usually be found for best ad- 
justment of these two to give loudest 
and clearest signals. 

On the transmitter side, the plate 
meter will indicate about 1.5 ma. with 
no antenna and when the antenna is 
coupled, it may be run up to 3 ma. but 
not much over. A point of maximum 
plate current for each length of anten- 
na around 3.b feet will be found, and 
the rig should always be operated at 
this point for best efficiency. The same 
point will hold for reception and will 
give greatest signal strength. 

An accurately calibrated absorption 
type wavemeter may be used to set the 
rig to the peeper frequency. A wide 
band may be covered by spreading or 
crowding the turns of the coil until the 
desired frequency range is covered. 

List of Parts 

HAMMARLUND 
i-20 mmf. trimmer condenser, APC25. 
1-15 mmf. trimmer condenser, HF15 
2-Isolantite octal sockets. S9 

RCA 
1-Acorn tube, No. 938 
1-Acorn tube, No. 957 

I.R.C. 
1-10 megohm insulated resistor, BT1 
1-.2 megohm insulated resistor, BT% 
2-5 megohm insulated resistors, BT% 
1-30,000 ohm insulated resistor, BTjS 
CORNELL-DUBILI ER 
2-100 mmf. bakellte condensers 
1-.003 mf. bakelite condenser 
3-.1 mf. 400 volt paper condensers 
TRIPLETT 
1-Metal case mllllammeter, 2" size, 0-5 ma. 

range, No. 223 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. 
1-Handset with S.B. carbon mike and 2000 

ohm phone 
BURGESS 
2-45 volt B batteries, No. X30BP 
1-L5 midget dry cell, No. 4 

UNITED TRANSFORMER CO. 
1-Mike transformer, No. 0-14 
1-A.F. choke, No. A30 

UTAH 
1-.5 meg variable resistor, No. JP500 M 
1-3 circuit plug, No. 6 
1-3 circuit jack, No. 502 B 
1-Single-circuit jack, No. 1 
1-I -pole, double -throw switch, N. 312 B 

MISCELLANEOUS 
1-NATIONAL Vernier dial 
1-AMERICAN RADIO HARDWARE 5 - 

meter, 3 section antenna, No. 279-1 
2-Small knobs 
a--Butt-in insulators 
Case material and hardware 

IRON PARTICLES IN 
SPEAKER AIR GAP 

A large percentage of servicing 
in rural areas is on battery ope- 
rated radios and of course they 
are mostly equipped with perma- 
nent magnet dynamic speakers, 
that are continually causing trou- 
ble by getting iron filings in the 
voice cok field and since the mag- 
netism is permanent, it makes it 
difficult to remove these offend- 
ers. 

There are two good methods for 
quickly removing these small iron 
particles. 

The first method generally used 
is to fuse them out with a tiny 
contraption made out of two 
narrow and thin pieces of mica 
with openings carved out length- 
wise through the centers, and be- 
tween which is sealed a thin 
piece of metal foil. This foil is 
connected to one side of a bat- 
tery, or r -mall transformer and the 
other side is attached to the me- 
tal frame of the speaker. The 
construction of this gadget Should 
be so planned that when it is 
worked through the opening of 
the magnetic field, the metal con- 
ductor, between the insulating 
mica strips will not contact the 
poles of the magnet but will con- 
tact any small protruding metal 
filings, which will instantly be 
fused to nothingness. 

UNIT 

SPEAKER 
FRAME 

APPLY VOLTAGE 
HERE 

y 

CORE 

CLAMP 

METAL \ 
CONOUCTO 

SLIT 

jMCA MICA 

ARRANGE UNIT AS 
SHOWN. GLUE 

TOGETHER WITH FIRE- 
PROOF CEMENT OR GLUE. 
CLAMP IN VISE 

UNTIL ORY 

This method is very good but 
chre must be taken not to use too 
much voltage or it may melt your 
metal fuser plate between the 
mica insulators. This fuser is also 
fine for removing metal filings 
from rotor and stator condensers. 

The second is the simplest and 
most effective of all. Melt paraf- 
fin between the poles of the mag- 
net, making sure that it melts 
and flows deep into the aperture 
and then, after it cools, claw it 
out with a small metal probe hav- 
ing square edges. This method re- 
moves the filings with the paraf- 
fin and any filings left deep be- 
tween the magnetic poles are pre- 
vented from causing trouble, be- 
cause they are sealed in paraffin. 

One must bear in mind, when 
pouring wax in electrodynamics, 
that the field coils often heat con- 
siderably. Therefore don't leave 
too much residue wax in this 
type speaker. 
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(PART 1) How To Build A 441 - Line 
T. R. F. TELEVISION RECEIVER 

IHAVE just completed field tests on something new in 
television receivers. The new feature is that it actually 
works! The set was assembled from parts which are 
obtainable at any radio store, and the whole work of 

constructing the receiver took only about 72 hours. The 
set functioned on its first trial, but a few minor adjustments 
were necessary in order to get a degree of perfection com- 

parable to that of the commercial receivers now produced. 
The receiving circuits of the set are merely modifications 

of standard practice and should present no unusual prob- 
lems for the experimenter. The cathode-ray tube unit, low 
and high frequency sweep circuits and synchronizing im- 

pulse separator are here illustrated. This first article will 
describe the construction of the cathode-ray unit and will 
include the easily constructed power -packs, which may as 
well be constructed immediately and placed to one side to 
be ready for use as the set progresseses. One power -pack 
must deliver an output of 3000 volts for various anode volt- 
ages of the cathode-ray tube. The first anode voltage of 500 

volts comes from a voltage divider in the bleeder circuit of 

this power -pack. This control should be insulated from the 
chassis for the full 3000 volta. A bakelite coupling unit 
should be inserted between the shaft coming to the front of 
the panel and the shaft on the potentiometer. (Refer to 
photograph Fig. B.) The power -pack is simply a well filtered 
300 volt unit for supplying the operating voltages of the re- 
ceiver and sweep circuits. Two standard 17"x12"x3' pans 
are hinged together and form a completely shielded com- 
partment for both power supplies. It might be well to men- 
tion that great care should be taken in assembling the high 
voltage power -pack; no leads should be exposed, as these 
voltages are dangerous should one accidentally get in con- 
tact with them. Photographs show the approximate place- 
ment of parts and no difficulty should be encountered in 
wiring these power -packs. Standard automobile spark plug 
cable should be used for the output of the high voltage leads 
in the 3000 volt unit. 

The standard 300 volt pack is the usu O type of power 
supply one would build for a stancio-,rd broadcast receiver 

300V. 
FILTER 
CHOKES 

I ULATEO 
COUPLING 

SINGLE 
8M1= SOOV 

PEAK 

250 N CNOKE 

879 

i 
.03 MF 
5,000 V. 

/ MICA 
CON DS 

FILAMEN 
SUPPLY 

C.R. TUBE 
(BIAS IST. 

ANODE 
VOLTAGE 

Fig. B. Under view of top power -pack pan. The under pan, hinged 
to It, Is used only as a support and shield. 
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Fig. A. The controls, left to right, are:-Top pair, Low frequency 
(vertical) synchronizer input*, and High frequency (horizontal) 
synchronizer input*. Next row, Low frequency sweep control, L.F. 
size control', L.F. synchronizing separator' High frequency syn- 
chronizing separator*, H.F. speed control, Vernier for same, and 
H.F. size control*. Third row, Bias on right hand section of 6F80*, 
Peaking (66-c3ele) control, and Bias on left hand section of 6F80*. 
Bottom pair, brilliancy control for C -R tube, and 1st Anode vol- 
tage control for C -R tube. Controls marked (shown in phantom), 
may be slotted shafts, and need not be brought out through panel; 
once set, they may be left without further adjustment until receiver 

is moved to new location. 

delivering 125 milliamperes, with the possible exception that 
16 mf. are used instead of the usual 8 for filtering. 

A number of experiments have been made to determine 
the 'simplest form for the sweep circuits, synchronizing sep- 
arators and power units, and it was found that each item 
described in this constructional article was fool -proof, easily 
adjusted and highly satisfactory in performance. 

Of the several types of sweep circuits that are used in 
sweeping the spot of the cathode-ray tube across the fluore- 
scent screen, it has been decided that for the low frequency 
sweep, the multivibrator type (as suggested by Bedford & 

Puckles) is the most stable and easily constructed. Two 
6F8G tubes (of the dual type) are used, as will be noted 
from the schematic diagram. One tube is so connected that 
it forms a resistance -capacity coupled type of amplifier with 
feed-back to make this circuit oscillate. The second tube is 
used to amplify these sawtooth impulses. The output of this 
amplifier is connected to the yoke through the output trans- 
former. The high frequency oscillator circuit uses three 
tubes-the first tube, a 6N7, is so connected as to form a 
blocking type oscillator; the second tube is 6L6G and is the 
output tube. A type 1V, operated at 5 volts, absorbs the cir- 
cuit shock excitation oscillation produced by coupling the 
yoke with the output transformer and reflecting back the 
spurious oscillations in the plate of the 6L6. This tube 
smooths out the sawtooth impulses so that they are of the 
proper wave form when applied to the deflecting yoke. 

Both, of these sweep circuits are designled to give suffi- 
cient sweep for either a 5 in. or 9 in. tube. The synchronizing 
impulse separator is used to separate the synchronizing im- 
pulses transmitted, from the picture impulses. These occur 
once for every line of the sweep in the horizontal direction 
and once for every frame of the picture in the vertical direc- 
tion. A 6H6 type tube is used for this purpose. Another 6H6 
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50V 
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350 TO 
500V. 

E6 
C RESTORER 

X X 
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7 

TO 
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ir 
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15.000 
OHMS 
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X X 
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50,000 
OHMS 

8+300 
V. 

6H6 
SYNCHRONIZING 

IMPULSE 
SEPARATOR 

.005 - 
MF. 

MICA 

SYNCH. 
CONTROL 

1 

MF. 
(EACH) 

OHMS 

1 

OH2.5MS 

4000 
OHMS 

10.000 
OHM 

FREQUENCY 
CONTROL 

002 - 
MP MICA 

0.1 - 
MF 

1 

LOW MEG 
FREQUENCY (VERTICAL) 

SWEEP 

50,000 
OHMS 

3 W`/,i 

3,000v + 

0.5- 
MEG. 

WIRE - 
WOUND 

3-)MEG.. 1W, RESISTORS IN SERIES' 

CATHODE- 
RAY 

TUBE 

SWEEP 
CIRCUIT 

4 
ALUMINUM 
PANELS 
SIZE: 
4'x 6' 

2ND. VIDEO 

3 
MEGS. 
3W. 

OHMS- 
6F8G 
OSCIL- 
LATOR 

6N7G 
OSCILLATOR 

J. Z 
K1- 

O 
50HM0000 

SIZE 
CONTROL 

0.1- 
MEG.; 

X 

1 
MEG. 

CH. 2,2 CH 1.2 

renee\ I rea2W 

T16T (EACH) 

151. VIDEO 

1ST. TRF. 

2ND. TRF. 

3RD. TRF 

DETECTOR 

SHELF A 

¡SHIELDING 
PANS 

0.1 - 
MF 25,000 

OHMS 

g'TMF 

NL 3--i 25ÓH. 
F. 003 AMP 

S,000MV 
(EACH) 'I 

I 

12 -.015 -MF 
CONDENSERS,MIC', 
IN PARALLEL. 

OHMS 
2W. 

3,000' 
OHMS 
10W. 

( 0.1- 
MEG. 

AMPLIFIER HORIZONTAL 

- 0.5- 
200V. 

100 
MMF, 

1Á000V. 

-I k _ 0.25- 

6F8G 
AMPLIFIER 

Z J. -rn 

X0.5- 150,000 
MEG. OHMS 

(EACH) 

/\ 
"5Z4 RECTIFIER 

HINGED 
PANS. 

X 

6.3V. 

/v 2 i- 
879 

\ T RECTIFIER 

2.5V. CZ« 

SHIELDING 
PANS 

V 

2.5V. 

Y 

Ti 
% 

6 
-OHMS 

25 10.000 
MF OHMS 

SWITCH 

SWITCH 

T2 

r--12' 
115V. 

t 
II 

17' 

_1L 
2 STEEL PANS REQUIRED 

Schematic diagram of the 411 -line T.R.F. Television Receiver and complete dimensions for building the 2 required steel pane. The 
layout of all the main components is also shown. 
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C.R. 
TU BE 

300V. 
LEAD 

MAtI.DEFLEC. 
YOKE 

D.C. 
RESTORER 

ATHO' 
BY-PASS 
COND. 

1_ 6L6G 

3,000 V 
TRAN5F. 

879 

type is used for the D.C. restoring cir- 
cuit. This tube establishes the back- 
ground level of the picture and is moun- 
ted directly above the cathode-ray tube 
socket, as shown in photograph Fig. C. 

In photograph Fig. D on the left side, 
are assembled the low frequency sweep 
circuit and the synchronizing impulse 
separator. The right-hand side of the 
photograph shows the high frequency 
circuit. This unit is mounted on the up- 
per pan of the power -pack chassis, as 
shown in the photographs. Great care 
should be used in wiring these circuits, 
due to the dual type tubes used in them. 

A list of standard parts is given at 
the end of this article, and the values 
given should not be deviated from. 

Assuming that the constructor has 
completed the television receiver thus 
far described, the unit can be tested, 
and no difficulty should be experienced 
In forming a pattern on the face of the 
cathode-ray tube, which has an aspect 
ratio of 3 to 4. The picture can be used 
either as a square or stretched out bey- 
ond the end of the tube, filling the com- 
plete face of the 5 in. cathode-ray tube. 

If this unit has been correctly con- 
structed, you will see a pattern on the 
face of the cathode-ray tube, consisting 
of a great number of horizontal lines. 
This pattern can be stretched vertically 
and horizontally by adjusting the size 
control. Should this pattern fail to ap- 
pear, some mistake has been made in 
the wiring of the sweep circuit and 
careful check will disclose where the 
trouble lies. 

If the iV tube ils taken out of the so- 
cket, a bright vertical line should ap- 

Fig. C. Right-hand 
view of assembly. 
The R -F stages are 
mounted beside the 
rear panel which 
supports C -R. tube. 
The heavy lead from 
the pan to the C -R 
tube is the 3,000-V. 

lead. 

pear in the rectangle scanned on the 
face of the cathode-ray tube, showing 
that the saw -tooth current in the yoke 
is not linear, due to the spurious oscil- 
lation present. 

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED 
THUS FAR 

RCA (Tubes) 
1-1801 5" cathode-ray tube 
1-879 rectifier 

Electrolytic Condensers 

AEROVOX 
1-8 mf. 600 V. Peak 
1-8 mf. 200 V. Peak 
3--8-8 mf. 525 V. Peak 
2-25 mf. 50 V. Peak 

Fixed Condensers 
AEROVOX 

Paper (Mies) 
1-.25 mf. 200 V. 1-.0015-1000 V. 

3-1.0 mf. 400 V. 1-.0001-10,000 V. 
3-.05 mf. 600 V. 2-001-1000 V. 

2- .1 mf. 400 V. 4-.015-5000 V. 
3- .5 mf. 400 V. 2-.005-500 V. 

1-.01-500 V. 

Variabile Resistors 

I.R.C. 

2-1.0 mec 
1-1000 ohm 
1-500.000 ohm 
3-10.000 ohm 
2-.50.000 ohm 
9-100,000 ohm 
1-25,000 ohm 

CLAROSTAT 
1- 50,000 ohm (wire) 

1-500,000 ohm 

Sockets 
HAMMARLUND 
7 -8 -Prong Isolantite 
2 -4 -Prong Isolantite 
1 -5 -Prong Isolantite 

PAR -METAL 
2-Chassis 12" a 17" x 3" 
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AU the latest developments in 
nationally advertised radio 
parts, plus many items out of 
manufacture. Everything you 

need in radio, now within 
arm's reach. Easy to order ... 
easy to have what you want! 

Choose your favorite test 
equipment here. Enjoy real 
savings. Every known name is 

represented. Stocks are always 
complete and up-to-date. 
Order by catalog -it's quick 
and it's thrifty. 

More models to choose from 
and more P. A. for your 
money! In features, perform- 
ance and watts -per -dollar, 
Lafayette leads. Three com- 
plete lines of portable, per- 
manent and mobile sound 
systems. A model for every 
purse and purpose. 

Compare Lafayette Radio fea- 
ture for feature, line for line, 
and dollar for dollar. Why 
pay more when Lafayette 
offers all the wanted features 
and beauty of styling for so 

much leu? In this book, 64 
beautiful models to choose 
from. 

Nowhere else will you fmd so 
complete an array of nation- 
ally -famous amateur transmit- 
ters, receivers and ham equip- 
ment. It's a catalog within a 
catalog, and low Lafayette 
prices make it a book you'll 
want. Reserve your copy now. 

BIGGER IN Be sure to see the corn - 

EVERYTHING! plete line of low-priced, 
easy -to -attach auto radios, the newest rec- 
ord players, radio tubes, tools and guide 
books. They're all here and priced to save 

you real money. 

RIGHT NOW RESERVE a copy of the 
greatest catalog in radio-this year bigger 
than ever. The coupon below, 
mailed at once, will bring a 

FREE copy to you soon. 
RUSH 

COUPON 
NOW 

LAFAYETTE RADIO DEPT. 78J 
MI W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO. ILL U 

er IDD SIXTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
I don't want to miss this great catalog. please 

I reserve my FREE copy. 

I e 
III NAME 

cItt__ sT 

Zu Ni 
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Offering YOU custom built 

commercial equipment 

at ham prices 
Our engineering staff 

is equipped to: 
* DESIGN YOUR EQUIPMENT 
* SUPPLY YOU WITH 

STANDARD DIAGRAMS 
* DO THE REQUIRED PUNCH- 

ING ON YOUR CHASSIS 
* PERFORM ALL THE HEAVY 

MECHANICAL WORK 

All this at no extra charge 
A penny postcard will put your 

name on our newer and bigger mail- ing list and bring you literature de- scribing in detail this NEW "Con- struction Service"... also HARVEY'S 
catalog listing a complete line of radio equipment. 

HARVEY'S can supply you in kit form, ANY set or piece of equip- ment shown in this manual. 

HARVEY'S has receivers of all 
makes IN STOCK for immediate 
delivery to any part of the United 
States. 

Write for information on time 
payments... at terms that are second 
to none. 

No mail order too large or small 
for HARVEY'S individualized ser- 
vice... "That Extra Measure of Sat- 
isfaction." 

W21JL W2LJA WZKWY 

ono//( 

LI L! Lr-1 12 lJ 
,7;,)c7y,, (pear gcrIA 

tLUE IS OUR RECORD Of LOYAL SERVICE 

103 WEST 43rd STREET NEW YORK. N. Y 

CABLE ADDRESS "HARADIO" 
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Fig. D. Left-hand 

view. The video am- 

plifier attaches to 

the rear panel on 

this side. 

Fixed Resistors 
I.R.C. 

1/2 Watt 1 Watt 3 Watts 5 Watts 
1-1 meg. 2-100,000 1-200 1-3500 
2-.5 meg. 1-200,000 1-10,000 1-4000 

1-500.000 2-2000 2- 25,000 1-50,000 1- 15,000 1- 50,000 1- 4,000 1-6.0 ohm wire 
Transformers and Chokes 
RCA 
1-Trans. 9835 

STANCOR 
1-P5059 trans. 
2-C1412 chokes 
THORDARSON 
1-T29C27 choke 
KENYON 
1-T203 trans. 
1-T11 trans. 
1-T112 trans. 
1-T700 deflecting yoke 

2. -DUAL 
8MF. 

COLAD S. 
525V. 

PEAK 

RAYTHEON (Tubes) 
1-6L6G 
1-1V 
1-6N7G 
2-6F8G 
2-6H6 
1-5Z4 
Hardware & Miscellaneous 
2-/" x 1" binges 
1-115 volt outlet plug and cord 
1-Bakelite ring %" diem. 1/2"wide 
2-1/2" x %" x 3644" brass 
1-y4" x 2" x 20" aluminum 
1-Bakelite 1,4" coupling and shaft 

Angle brackets 
Assorted 6-32 and 8-32 screws and nuts 

2-115 V. toggle switches 
4«-1,2" x 1/2" x 7" brass posts (tapped both 

ends) (8-32) 4-/" x 1/2" x 4%" brass posts (tapped 
both ends) (8-32) 

ALCOA 
4-Brackets 4" x 6" 1/2" bend 
1-10" x 12" 16 gauge (Iron) sheet (or alu- 

minum) 

THUS far our description was of the 
cathode-ray tube mounting together 

with the D.C. restorer circuit, the syn- 
chronizing separator, two I power -sup- 
plies, and the vertical and horizontal 
sweep circuits for a T.R.F. (tuned radio 
frequency television receiver. 

There follows a description of the 
tuned radio frequency circuits, the de- 
tector, the video amplifier and a suit- 
able antenna system for this receiver. 

The reasons for choosing a T.R.F. re- 
ceiver for television are obvious. 

1. Simplicity of construction. 
2. Broad frequency response (2,500,- 

000 cycles side -bands must be passed 
for maximum detail of the transmitted 
image, according to present day stand- 

ards). 

3. Minimum number of tubes and as- 
sociated apparatus. 

4. Freedom from complicated align- 
ment procedures. 

5. Last, but not least, lower cost to 
the constructor. 

Three R.F. Stages 
The radio frequency section of thie 

ieoeiver consists of three stages of 
amplification, using the special televi- 
sion amplifier tubes designated as type 
1851, which have a very high mutual 
conductance, Lamely 9000 micromhos, 
as against 1200 to 1800 for a similar 
tube used in short-wave and broadcast 
receivers; yet the inter -electrode ca- 
pacities are reasonably small. 

Here is a word of caution on using 
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ANODE 
3,OODY.+ 
paNGEn,WiS' 

RARINGTE.-` 
\ 

PEtT 

TUNING 
DIAL 

ANT. COI. 

111R.P. 

GAIN CONTROL ' 

EA COKE 
SET,N) ADJUST-! 

MENT IN:DRUEO) 

31A R F 

- =Top 

HIGH 
VOLTAGE 
RECTIFIER 
CUUT/ON! 

VERY0eCt'ROUS 

The finished chassis-ready for a cabinet 
and a visual broadcast. 

the 1851 tubes. Under no circumstances 
must these tubes be used in a horizon- 
tal position, as the close spacing be- 
tween the elements would surely cause 
trouble due to these elements sagging 
and touching one another. 

Each R.F. stage is thoroughly shield- 
ed, preferably in copper or brass. Alu- 
minum may be used, but because of 
the difficulty in soldering It, the shield- 
ing is not as effective. 

The circuits used differ from the 
usual T.R.F. ìeceiver only that each 
stage is broadened out by "swamping" 
a fairly low resistor across the tuned 
circuit in order to pass the unusually 
broad frequency band previously men- 
tioned. Great care must be taken in the 
physical "layout" of the components so 
that every lead is as short as possible. 
By way of mention, no wire need be 
purchased for wiring the R.F. and V.F. 
circuits other than the filament, ground 
and B+ leads for the various tubes. 
The leads of each resistor and conden- 
ser serve Isati3factorily for connectors, 
and in many instances these leads 
should be cut much shorter. Too much 

Side view of the R.F. stages. Note the care- 
ful Interstage shielding. 

EXPORT DIVISION: 100 

gaited 
NAM TRANSFORMERS 

CLASS A INPUT TRANSFORMERS 

TYPE MO. APPLICATION RATIO CASE 

S-1 1 plate to 1 grid 3/ :1 G-2 
S-2 1 plate 'to 2 grids 2:1 G-2 
S-3 1 plate to 1 or 2 4:1 G-1 

grids compact type 2:1 
8-4 1 plate' to 2 grids 1:1 G-3 2.10 

wide range response 
S-5 Single or double but- 16:1 0-2 1.50 

ton mike or line to 1 
grid hum -bucking 
type 

S-6 Single or double but- 16:1 G-1 LEO 
ton mike or line to 1 
grid, compact type 

S-7 Single plate and 3:1 G-2 2.10 
carbon mike to one 16:1 
or two grids 

* Will match tubes like 56, 6C5, 6C6 triode, 
77 triode. :17. etc. l'an be used with high mu 

triodes with loss in low frequencies. 

NET 

PRICE 

$1.35 
1.50 
1.20 

UNIVERSAL DRIVER TRANSFORMERS 
(See Modulator chart for tube types) 

TYPE NO. APPLICATION CABE NET PRICE 

S-8 Single driver plate to G-3 $1.65 
pusbpuil grids 

8-9 Pushpull driver plates G-4 2.25 
to grids of class B tubes 
up to 400 watts output. 

8-10 Pushpull 56, 6C6 triode, G-3 2.10 
6C5, or similar plates to 

45's, 2A3's or 6L6's, self 
or fixed bias. 

MATCHING TRANSFORMERS 
TYPE NO. APPLICATION PRI. OHMS SEC. OHMS CASE NET PRICE 

S-11 Single 56, 10,000 200/500 G-2 $1.80 
603 triode, 
6C5 or Simi- 
lar tube to 
line. 

S.-12 Line to 500, 2000, 2, 4, 8, G-2 2.10 
speaker 15 4000 15 
watts. 

5.-13 Line to 500, 2000, 2, 4, 8, G-2 2.70 
speaker 4000 15 
30 watts. 

The UTC Special Series in- 

cludes Audio Transformers for 
input, matching, driver, and 
output applications of every 
type. These. units. expressly de- 
signed for amateur service, set 
a new standard of value per 
dollar. They are attractively 
housed and ruggedly construc- 
ted, with mounting facilities 
suitable for chassis or bread- 
board type equipment. 

UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
TO LINE AND VOICE COIL 

TOMES AND REC. MET 

TYPE NO. FRI. OHMS OHMS POWER CARE PRICE 

S-14 Single tubes: 2,8,15,500 10W 0-2 $1.96 
2500 ohms for 
2A3, 6A3, 6A5 G, 
6B4G, 61.6, 6Y6 

25L6 
4000 ohms for 
2A5, 6F0 triode, 
12A5, 26A6, 43, 
45, 50, 71A 
7000 ohms for 
2A5,6F6,6K6, 
20,31,33,47 
10000 ohms for 
6G6, 38, 41 

8-15 P.P. tubes: 2,8,15,500 12W G-2 2.10 
4000 ohms for 
25L6, 8Y6G 
5000 ohms for 
2A3, 6A3 6A5G, 
8B4G, 45 
10000 ohms for 
19,7366,30,49,89, 
6Z7G,6AC5G,53, 
6A6,6N6,6N7,6B5 

8-16 3000 ohms 2,8,15,500 30W G-4 2.85 
for 2A3,6A3,8A5G, 
6B4G, AB 
6000-6600 ohms 
for 2A5 -6F6-42 
triodes AB, 46, 
59, 8L6 
10,000 ohms 
for 6B5,6V6, 
2A5 -6F6-42 pen- 
todes AB 

UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Any modulator tubes to any RF load. 

(See chart) 
TYPE NO. AUDIO POWER 

5-18 12 watts 
8-19 30 watts 

8-20 55 watts 
5-21 110 watts 
8-22 250 watts 

CABE 

G-3 
G-4 
G-5 
G-7 
G -9 

NET PRICE 
$2.10 
2.85 
3.90 
6.00 
8.40 

D D I: O 1 li 1 l . 
Write: BROADCAST DIV. * 150 VARICK ST. * NEW YORK, N. Y. 

NEW YORK, N. Y. CABLES: "ARLAL" VARICK STREET 

Manufacturers, Engineers, Jobbers, Radio Constructors! 
You need our 44 page large catalog containing illustrations and descriptions of 
parts that have been approved by the leading men In the industry. 

We only mention a few of the hundreds of items. 
Coll forms --Plug in Coils 
Adapters and Plugs 
Microphones -Crystal sets 
Auto Noise Suppressors 
Indoor Aerials-Phone cords 
Antennas 
Linguaphone Morse Code 

Records 
Auto Antennas 

Steel Chassis bases Punches -Circle Cutters -Tools 
Rack Panels and Cabinets Radio Hardware 
Steel -Bakelite -Insuline Switches and Sockets 

Panels Knobs and Vale 
Phone Plugs -Jacks Insulators and Condensers 
Insulated Teat Tools Transmitting and receiving 
Test Leads and Accessories chokes 
Soldering Irons and Acces- Transmittings Sockets -Plugs 

sortes -Jacks 
Send for your FREE copy 

InsulIne Corporation of America, Dept. RTA, 30-30 Northern Blvd. Long Island City. N.Y. 
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ONE OF PENNA'S 
LARGEST PARTS 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Offering You 

COMPLETE STOCKS OF 

Radio Replacement Parts 
AMPLIFYING EQUIPMENT 

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS 

HAM PARTS 
16 MIM SOUND -ON PROJECTORS 
16 M/M SOUND -ON-FILM LIBRARY 

WASH -MACHINE PARTS 

VACUUM CLEANER PARTS 
Orders Filled Same I)ay Received 

N.W. Cor. 7th & AR 
3145 BROAD ST. 

Phlia, Pa. 
5133 MARKET ST. 

Phil's, Pa. 
811 FEDERAL ST. 

Camden, N. J. 

H STS. PHILA. PA. 
219 W. 8th STREET 

Wilmington, Del. 
1.042 HAMILTON St. 

Allentown, Pa. 
9 N. 2nd STREET 

Easton. Pa. 

EVERY Radio Mechanic- 
Service Man & Student Needs 

Audels Radio - 
mans Guide"- 

Just Out! The whole subject of Modern Radio- covering the Basle Principles-Construction & Operation-Serv- ice-Repairs-Troubles-All riaer 750 Pagges Illustrations. ats Understood. 
-LATE TELEVISION DATA-Valuable for 
á ,qaREFERENCE AND (TOME STUDY. 

for youtrselfpfill al information 
pon today.' 

loan 

COMPLETE PAY ONLY $1 A MO- 
AUDEL, Publisher 49 W. 23rd St.. N. Y. 
)tell AU1i),IS NEW KADIIIMANS GUIDE for free exami- 
nation. If O. K. I will d you $1 in 7 doye: than remit 11 
monthly until price of Ñ 

Bend 
paid. Otherwise. I will return it. 

Name- 

Addrese- 

Occupation 

Refs- ,re - 

RA 

emphasis cannot be stressed in using 
the very shortest leads posible. 

Another very important factor to re- 
member is to run all ground leads to one 
point in each shield, and then solder 
this point to a wire which runs down 
through all the shields on each side and 
connects only at one point on the chas- 
tIis. In other words, there will be one 
wire from each stage (R.F., detector, 
and V.F.) running to one point of the 
chassis somewhere in the lowest com- 
partment of the assembly, and there 
grounded to an actual ground. 

"Ground loons" are the greatest "bug- 
aboo" in the construction of T.R.F. ul- 
tra short-wave receivers. Great care 
should be exercised to avoid them. In 
some cases, where oscillation of one or 
more of the R.F. stages is encountered 
"by-passing" the filament leads or in- 
serting a small R.F. choke in series 
with each filament lead will remedy the 
trouble. (See Fig. 1.) 

Mica condenser's are used throughout 
the R.F. detector and V.F. circuits for 
bypassing. Where paper condensers are 
imperative due to the large capacity 
required, these should be shunted with 
a mica condenser no smaller than .005 
mf. The reaso:l for this procedure is 
that at these very high frequencies, 
mica condensers have the least induct- 
ance. Therefore, the high frequencies 
will be by-passed while the paper con- 
densers will take care of the lower fre- 
quencies. The total gain of the receiver 
is governed by the biasing resistor of 
1500 ohms in addition to the regular 
bias of 175 ohms in the cathode of the 
first R.F. stage. 

Detector 
The detector is a diode of the 6H6 

type, similar to the detectors used in 
broadcast receivers, with the exception 
that only one 'section is used in order 
not to load up the circuit with too much 
"shunting" capacity, and thus lose some 
of the very high video frequencies. The 
plate resistor of this tube is in series 
with a small choke which, with the 
reflected capacity of the succeeding 
tube, "boosts" the response at the high- 
est frequency to be amplified and still 
keeps the phase change down to negli- 
gible proportions. This procedure is fol- 
lowed in the two succeeding video 
stages. (See Fig. 2 and the schematic 
diagram.) 

Video Amplifier 
The video amplifier also uses two of 

the special television steep slope pen- 
todes designed expressly for this pur- 
pose. This amplifier must pass frequen- 
cies from 30 cycles to 2.5 megacycles 
and amplify these frequencies equally, 
with negligible phase displacements. 

The data furnished with these tubes 
recommend 3 that a cathode resistor of 
at least 150 ohms be used as bias. At 
radio frequencies, this resistor can be 
by-passed without the least bit of de- 
generation or phase change, but when 
we encounter this problem at a fre- 
quency of 30 cycles, it would require a 

C.R.T GRID 
LEAD 

255 VIDEO 
STAGE --a. 

FIL .$ B+ 
LEAOS 

tfu VIDEO 
STAGE 

1'/2 v 
FLASHLIGHT 

CELL 

S{NCH. 
SEPARATOR 

LEAD 

1851 - 

Side view of video otitges. :1 flashlight cell 
provides hum -free biasing. 

by-pass condenser of at least 1000 mi- 
crofarads. Even at the low voltage used, 
it would be quite a large condenser phy- 
sically, and therefore, instead of the 
usual cathode biasing, a small 1'%, -volt 
dry cell was chosen for the bias of 
these tubes, shunted by a .01 mf. mica 
condenser. This eliminated all problems 
of phase change and degeneration at 
this frequency; and in the end, it is 
more economical. 

By studying the photographs accom- 
panying this article, the reader will no- 
tice that the physical "layout" of the 
R.F., detector and the video amplifier 
makes for extremely short leads be- 
tween stages and, at the same time, 
looks well and functions better than 
would a less compact layout. 

The condensers, tuning the three R.F. 
stages and detector, are so arranged 
that extensions (preferably of bakelite) 
protrude from the shield and these, in 
turn, can be "ganged" together with a 
"fish line" for single dial control. 

The writer does not deem this the 
ultimate in mechanical perfection and 
perhaps the constructor will find a bet- 
ter way to do the same thing more ef- 
ficiently and economically. However, 
this television receiver works, and 
works wall. 

If this article will instill a better 
thought or design in the mind of the 
constructor, either mechanically or elec- 
trically, he is at liberty to follow his 
reasoning to a conclusion. 

It is to be remembered that the re- 
ceiver incorporates only three R.F. 
stages and should be able to receive 
the transmission of television stations 
throughout the country for reasonable 
distances, (but under no consideration 
should this be taken that a receiver lo- 
cated, say in Chicago, will pick up pro- 
grams from New York or Los Angeles. 
The capability of this receiver will de- 
pend not only upon location, but the 
power of the transmitter and oher con- 
ditions peculiar to ultra -short wave 
transmission and reception. 
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Schematic diagram at top shows R.F. and video circuits. Fig. 1 Illustrates method of avoiding 
ground loops"; Fig. 2, detail of special choke; Fig. S, all antenna 'pacifications. 

To make a check-up easier for your- 
self, locate the receiver for the first 
trial within a two or three mile radius 
of the transmitter. After results are 
obtained, greater distance between re- 
ceiver and transmitter may be attempt- 
ed. The set's performance will be most 

A close-up of an R.F. stage, showing an 
easy method of ganging condensers. 

Eurpristng even to the ultra critical ob- 
rerver. 

The antenna system for this receiver 
consists of a half -wave doublet with a 
matching stub or transformer. (See Fig. 
3.) Where space is available, a reflector 
consisting of two half -wave sections 
will materially increase the signal 
strength if properly placed and con- 
structed. 

Note: This set will operate on the 
new 507 line standards with no changes. 

Parts List-R.F. Det. and Video Sect. 

RAYTHEON (Tubes) 
G-1.851 tubes 
1-6H6G tube 

HAMMARLUND 
4-HF-50 mmf. variable condensers 
3-2.5 mh. R.F. chokes 
f,-S-prong sockets 

(Continued on Page 63) 
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(fa4#t RADIO 
and SERVICE 

WORK with 

qlaauûè 

BIG 3 
BASIC FUNDAMENTALS 

Here's your st:.rt .. n-- 
F'rom this one big, short-cut. 
self -instruction book of nearly 
1,000 pages Ton will get a 

thorough training in Radio 
Fundamentals including Sound. 
Television. Cathode- Ray 
Tubes, etc.-all the essential. 
all the background. No math 
-no prev.ous training neces- 

sary. Ghirardi makes every- 
thing crystal-clear and easy to 
understand. It's used and 
praised by more radio schools 
and students than any other 
radio text in the world) 

These are just a few of the 
main topics covered in this 
great book: - Principles of 
Sound, Elements of Electricity. 
Magnetism, Inductance, Ca- 
pacitance, Circuits. Broadcast- 
ing, Receiving. Vacuum Tubes, 
Amplification, S u p e r h e t s. 

LEARN HOW with this! 
Here is the famous Ghirardi 
training course in practical 
radio service work complete in 
this 1300 -page book. It's an 
illustrated "gold mine" of 
servicing knowledge, starting 
with a complete 420 -page treat- 
ment of servicing instruments 
and continuing with nearly 900 
llore pages of a complete step- 
Ihy-step procedure course in 
trouble -shooting, testing, align- 
ing and repairing all makes of 
-lets -- all baud on practical 
experience. You learn about: 

Test Equipment - Theory, 
Descriptions, Diagrams of all 
Cnmmeeral Instruments, How 
They Work. Construction 
Data; etc. 
. Trouble -Shooting - Newest 
short-cut methods. 

Repairing-Advanced "Fac- 
,,ry Methods" explained fully. 

WORK with this! 
Herds a new kind of servic- 
ing reference manual. a time- 
saver for service men-differ- 
ent from anything you've ever 
seen before. It's chock-full of 
G.ctory-checked "bench data" 
that will speed up every serv- 
ice Job you do' The greatest 
mass of practical working data 
ever assembled in one book. 

3,313 Case Histories - 
Trouble Symptoms and Reme- 
dies. comlri led from actual 
Service Records. 
. I -F Peaks-Alignment Data 
Ior over 15000 Superhets. 

Other Data - Auto -radio. 
Install. and Servicing Data: 
Noise Elimination; Servicing 
Home Recorders and Intercom- 
municators: and 40 more use- 
ful data tables and charts. 518 PAGES 
Standard Manual Sim (81-2x11) 131 ILLUS. - USE THEM 5 DAYS-OUR RISK - - - 
RADIO & TECHNICAL PUBL. CO., Dept. G-40 - 
a5 Astor Pl.. New York. 
Send postpaid, with 5 Day Money Back Guarantee: 

Radio Physics Course $4. ($4.50 foreign) i 

Modern Radio Servicing $4. ($4.50 for.) 
D Radio Trouble -Shooter's Handbook $3., 

($3.50 for.) 
BOTH Servicing Books at Special Com- 

bination Price $6.50 ($7 foreign) 
Name 
Address 
I . ity State 
rJ Please send FREE descriptive literature. - - - - MAIL COUPON TODAY! - - - - 
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ACTIVE 
ACCURATE 

DEPENDABLE 
oa 

°B LnIEL E Y 
tNtOUENCY-CONTROI 

sea.wL aV,.aew 

TYPE 115 -This highly active crystal 
unit for the 40 meter band has less than 
4 cycles/mc/°C drift. Price $4.80. 

TYPE LD2-An efficient and powerful 
low drift crystal unit for the 80 or 160 
meter band. Price $4.80. 

TYPE HF2 -Simplifies the construction 
of 5- 10- and 20 -meter transmitters. Drift, 
2 0 meters, 20 C / me / ° C; 1 0 meters, 
43C/mc/°C. Price, 10 or 20 meters, $5.75. 

TYPE BC3-A moderately priced moun- 
ted crystal with unusual activity and 
power output. Drift 23C/mc/°C. Price, 40, 
80 or 160 meters, $3.35. 
Descriptive Circulars A-8 and D-2 are 

obtainable from any Bliley Distributor - Ask for your copies - 
BLILEY CRYSTALS 

Bliley Electric Co. Erie, Pa. 

EASY, EXTRA PROFITS 
Selling 

FILMGRAPH 
Sound -on -film 

Recorder -Reproducer 
Records continuously - Instanta- 
neous and permanent play-back - 

No Processing or Developing 
New! Different! Better! 

Patented in 11 S.. Canada and 
foreign countries 

The most economical, easy to oper- 
ate recorder-reproducer-with high- 
est tone fidelity! Performance that 
you can get only from Filmgraph. 
Progressive dealers everywhere are 
finding it profitable to sell Film- 
graph. Needed by broadcasters, busi- 
nesses of all types, schools, organi- 
zations. government agencies, etc. 
Write AT ONCE for full details. 
MILES REPRODUCER CO. 

INC. 
812 BROADWAY, RTB New York 
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Checking and Overhauling 
Communication Receivers 

Cri slat' 
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001 

L¡ 25lurñs 
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5000G 
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jj00 gc'd 

L3 10 /urns* JO !I :7C 
-on cold end of L2 

8#250 

l-t sing crystal oscillator to check communication unication receivers. 

HINTS on how to check and over- 
haul communication receivers have 

been thoroughly outlined in Electronics 
and Television & Short -Wave World of 
Britain. The author points out that most 
of these receivers are superhets and 
consequently standard procedures can 
be employed. However, many sets of 
the communication type contain crystal 
filters for selectivity. The article 
recommends the following procedure to 
check the crystal circuit: 

4-,,, ¡,. 

4oa 

..z5 
c..ndti., A.- eç 

Oo,.b.' t 

Fig. 2-Methods of coupling signal generator 
to receiver input. 

To adjust the control, the following 
procedure Is recommended: Tune in a 
steady carrier, unmodulated if possible, 
with the crystal switched in, and then 
detune the receiver to produce a beat 
note of about 5,000 cycles. It is usually 
necessary to increase the gain to make 
the signal audible. 

The phasing control should then be 
adjusted until the beat note is weakest, 
and the setting noted. The process 
should be repeated with the beat note 
on the other side of zero, and the read- 
ing again noted. A setting midway be- 
tween the two readings is the correct 
one which gives normal crystal action. 
The I.F. circuit may be aligned to se- 
cure maximum signal output and direct 
calibration by using standard oscilla- 
tors and following manufacturers' in- 
structions. It is suggested that coil L2 
may be of the plug-in type in order to 
permit the plate circuit of the 6J7 to be 
tuned to various harmonics of the crys- 
tal frequency. Fig. 2 shows how the out- 
put of the signal generator may be cou- 

pled to the input of the receiver for 
medium and high frequency bands. 

The following is a general outline of 
the procdure recommended: If the re- 
ceiver includes a crystal, place the crys- 
tal in a seperate oscillator and align the 
I.F. circuits. Before aligning either the 
R.F. or I.F. circuits, be sure that the 
A.V.C., crystal filter and beat oscillator 
switches are in the "off" positions, the 
selectivity control in the "sharp" posi- 
tion, the audio and R.F. gain controls 
set at maximum, and the band switch 
is on the BC band with the tuning con- 
denser open. 

Remove the set's oscillator from its 
socket. Remove the cap from the con- 
trol grid of the mixer and feed the test 
signal directly to the tube through a 
0.1 mf. condenser. Adjust the I.F. trim- 
mers for maximum output. 

If the receiver is aligned from the 
crystal oscillator output, re-inserting 
the crystal in the set will show little 
difference in output whether the crystal 
is "on" or "off". 

For the R.F. alignment proceed as fol- 
lows: Use either a .00025 mf. condenser 
or a 400 -ohm resistor in series with the 
output lead from the signal generator 
to the receiver as shown in Fig. 2. One 
of the doublet terminals should be con- 
nected to ground during alignment. 

Check the calibration against accu- 
rately known frequencies (broadcast 
stations may be used if the oscillator is 
inaccurate) and adjust the high -frequen- 
cy oscillator padder and trimmer con- 
denser until the several known frequen- 

(Continued on page 63) 
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Fig. 3-Which oscillator trimmer to adjust for each end of a band. 
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MANUFACTURERS! 
ENGINEERS! 

EXPERIMENTERS! 
If you have any transformer prob- 
lems, let our engineering depart- 
ment solve them for you. 

We manufacture a complete line 
of Audio and Power Transformers 
also Resonant Filters. 

We are equipped to turn out speci- 
al units without delay or extra ex- 
pense. 

You will be pleased with our intel- 
ligent and friendly service. 

Mail your inquiries or specifica- 
tions and we will quote you prom- 
ptly. 

Electronic Transformer Co. 
135 LIBERTY ST., Dept. RTA 

New York City 

T. R. F. TELEVISION 

(Continued from page 61) 

AEROVOX (Condensers) 

13--.01 mf. 500 V. fixed, mica 
1-0..1 mf. 500V. fixed, mica 
4-.005 mf. 500 V. fixed, mica 
2-.0001 mf. 500 V. fixed, mica 
1-.1 mf. 600 V. fixed. paper 
1.25 mf. 800V. fixed, paper 

I.R.C. (Fixed Resistors) 
1-n0 ohms BT (ail 14 watt) 
3-175 ohms BW 
4-1500 ohms BT 
4-2000 ohms BT 
4-5000 ohms BT 
5--60,000 ohms BT 
3-250,000 ohms BT 

CLAROSTAT 
1-1500 ohm potentiometer 

MISCELLANEOUS 
3hieldine material (copper. 

num) 
12-% in. stand-off insulators 
Assorted screws 

brass or alumi- 

CHECKING RECEIVERS 

(Continued from page 62) 

clefs are received at corresponding 
points on the dial. 

Adjust the padders only for recali- 
brating the low -frequency ends of the 
bands; the trimmers are for aligning 
the high -frequency portions (Fig. 3). 

VOLUME INDICATOR 
HERE is a circuit diagram of a vol- 
ume indicator. The potentiometer is 

used to set the indicator to peak at dif- 
ferent outputs and may be calibrated in 

2E5 OR 
6E5 

5 MF., 
150V.` 

FIIED 
CRUSTAL 

-, r 
CONNECT ACROSS 

VOICE COIL 

. 5O'Q NMS 

20,000 
OHMS, 
3 W. 

-0.5 -/AEG, 
1 W. 

2 

+B 

30,000 
OHMS, 3W. 

B 

db. or watts. It may be found necessary 
to reverse the connections on the fixed 
crystal which is used as a rectifier. The 
supply voltages may be taken from the 
radio receiver or amplifier on which the 
device is to be used. A type 2E5 should 
be used if 2.5 V. is available and if 6.3 

V. is available a 6E5 shotild be used. 
The regular high voltage of the ampli- 
fier may be used. 

BASS TONE CONTROL 
HERE is an "add on" tone control 
or tuned band-pass filter for increas- 

ing the low frequency response below 

DRIVER OR y\ / P 

E 
v AMPLIFIER 

OWER 

L. MEG. 
VOLUME CONTROL 

TNOROSRSON 
CHOKE 

Nº.3736 

100 cycles in a radio receiver. Switch 
Sw. is necessary for disconnecting the 
trine control when receiving weak sig- 
TPls. 

PICK-UP EQUALIZER 
THE SMALLER Cl IS MADE 100 
THE GREAT5R THE MMF. 500 
RESPONSE OF FREQUENCIES/ MMF 
BELOW 250 CYCLES y 250 

/ 

H O"Aºs0 

f, 
%TAL 
PICKUP 

2- 
.01- 
M 

5W 2 

r 1 
/771-77 

(250 (500 (.001- 
MMF MMF. MF. 

I-- 
.. 

7. 02- SW1 
MEG. 

0.3- 
MEG. 

r VOLUME 
CONTROL 

SW 1. INCREASES 
HIGH- 

FRESPON 
SREQUENCYE 

SW.2+CUTS 
HIGH- 

FREQUeNCY 
RESSPPOONSE 

THIS TONE CONTROL for phono 
pick-ups enables the user to boost or 

suppress the high frequencies. The 
smaller Cl is, the greater is the respon- 
se to frequencies below 250 cycles. 

CHECK THESE 
IMPORTANT 

PAR -METAL 
FEATURES 

Modern, Streamlined 
design 

Attractively finished 
Accurately machined 
Designed for rapid, 
easy assembly 

It's no miracle that so many Ama- 
teurs and Servicemen specify PAR - 
METAL when they build their rigs. 
PAR -METAL parts are easy to use - you can assemble your chassis, 
panels, racks, etc., with a minimum 
of effort, and interchange them al- 
most at will. You will find them to 
be accurately machined, efficiently 
constructed, 

. and finished durably 
and attractively. 

Whether you build up a small chas- 
sis or a complete transmitter, PAR - 
METAL has an assembly of metal 
parts for your needs. Our De Luxe 
line is distinctively modern in de- 
sign, and provides all the essential 
parts you would require for a job 
equal in appearance to a commer- 
cially manufactured product. 

Write today for your copy 

of -our free catalog No. 40 

Par -Metal Products Corp. 
32-62 49th STREET 

Long Island City, N. Y. 
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SAVE ON CONTROL 

d they'll handle almost all 

e fitO^ always er 

replacement lobs' 
easier to iostoll 
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shafts 
e° 

Use midgets 

"Specials" e 
res The of two ' 

standard 
- 

size 

one stock does the the larger, 

t 

'they 

o replace 
for real dependability. controls. 

Smolt in size 
Designed 

by Using 

Although IRC Controls are made in 
every type for every radio need, there 
is a fast-growing trend on the part of 
servicemen and jobbers to concentrate 
on IRC Midget Controls for every 
replacement need. And it is a logical 
move! It means stock simplification in 
that a small supply of IRC Midgets 
equips you for the big majority of jobs. 
It means using replacement controls 

t E 

et 
PE 

`'N`Ft 

\1 

Four different 
plug-in shafts 

simplifiedear installa - easier, 
e buying many special 

controls at higher prices. 

MIDGETS 

you are sure will fit-even in the small- 
est of modern sets. It means easier 
installations, thanks to the exclusive 
IRC plug-in shaft features. Above all, 
it means real dependability, for IRC 
Midgets have every engineering fea- 
ture of the larger size "standard type" 
IRC Controls. 

Certainly, it is a trend well worth your 
while to investigate. A study of their 
possibilities will quickly convince you 
that IRC Midgets offer the biggest 
savings in time, space and stock sim- 
plification, plus the utmost in true 
dependability. 

Greatly en- 
larged view 
of control 

interior. 

The Only Midgets With 

EVERY STANDARD -SIZE 

CONTROL FEATURE 
When you buy an IRC Midget you 
get an exact miniature of the famous 
IRC standard "CS" Control. Noth- 
ing has been left out. Not a single 
important design feature has been 
changed. Exclusive features in- 
clude (1) IRC 3 -ringer "Knee - 
Action" Silent Element Contactor; 
(2) IRC Spiral Spring Connector; 
(3) IRC Metallized -type Resistance 
Element; and, (4) Thrust Washer 
used to avoid end play in shaft. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY 
401 N. Broad St., Phila., Pa. 

In Canada : 187 Duchess St., Toronto, Ont. 



SAYS EVAN R. RUSHING, SOUND ENGINEER, HOTEL NEW YORKER 

DYNAMIC 
BRINGS STUDIO QUALITY 

TO ORDINARY P. A. JOBS 

UNI -DIRECTIONAL. NEW 
SUPERIOR ELIPSOID PICKUP PATTERN 

ELIMINATES FEEDBACK 
TROUBLE BECAUSE IT HAS LOWEST 
FEEDBACK POINT OF ALL DIAPHRAGM 
TYPE MICROPHONES 

FLAT RESPONSE. FREE 
FROM ANNOYING PEAKS, GIVING 
STUDIO -QUALITY REPRODUCTION. 

The P G. diaphragm follows air particle velocity where 
amplitude is a GRADIENT of the PRESSURE. In ordinary 
dynamics amplitude is restricted from following air par- 
ticle velocity. 
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ELIPSOID 
PICKUP 

PATTERN 

mo Iaoo i0000 

FLAT RE PONSE 

OF P.G. DYNAMIC 

The P.G. DYNAMIC is a radical improvement in this type of microphone. You can actually hear the dilference. ease is designed 

according to modern acoustic principles. Rugged, not affected by temperature, altitude or humidity. HAS UNUSUALLY HIGH 

OUTPUT, -55 DB. 

MODEL PGH (PGL, 200 ohms). Excellent for high fidelity P.A. installations, broadcast studio, and professional recording. With 

switch, cable connector, 25' cable. Chrome finish, LIST $32.00 ( 4 0. 1 0 000 C.P.S. 

i MODEL PGAH (PGAL. 200 ohms). For speech and music. 70-8000 C.P.S.Switch, cable connector, 12' cable. Chrome. LIST $25.00 

COMBINATION VELOCITY -DYNAMIC 
ACHIEVED WITH 

ACOUSTIC COMPENSATOR 
An exclusive Amperite feature: By mov- 
ing up the Acoustic Compensator you 
change the AMPERITE VELOCITY to a 
DYNAMIC microphone without peaks. At 
the same time you reduce the back pick- 
up, making the microphone practically 
UNI -DIRECTIONAL. 

WITH ACOUSTIC COMPENSATOR: 
MODEL RBHk; RBMk (200 ohms) with 
switch, cable connector. 

Chrome, LIST $42.00 

RSHk: RBSk (200 ohms). Switch, cable 
connector, Acoustic Compensator. 

Chrome or Gunmetal. LIST $32.00 

WRITE FOR FREE SAL 

AMPERITE KONTAK MIKE 
Puts Musical Instruments Across 

So beautiful is the tone produced with the Kontak 
Mike, that it was used in the Philadelphia Symphony 
to amplify a mandolin solo. Gives excellent results 
with any amplifier, radio sets, and record players. 

MODEL SKH (hi -imp) LIST $12.00 

MODEL KKH, with hand volume control LIST 18.00 
Plug extra List 1.50 

FOOT PEDAL, for making beautiful 
crescendos LIST 12.00 

AMPERITE 0 561 BROADWAY, N.Y. U.S.. A. 
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J. E. SMITH, President 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

Established 25 years 
He has directed the training of more men for Radio than anyone else-has helped 
men already in Radio to get ahead, and men not in Radio to get into Radio and win success. 

If You're MT 
Working ¡n Radio flow 24e4(71.4 

Do you want to make more money? Do you want to 

cash in on your present interest in Radio, Television, 

Frequency Modulation? Do you want a full-time job 

with good pay in one of Radio's many fascinating 
branches? Or do you want to make extra money in 

your spare time to boost your present income? If 
you want to do either of these things-you owe it to 
yourself to find out how I have trained hundreds of 
men for jobs in Radio. MAIL THE COUPON BE- 

LOW-TODAY. 

Make Me Prove I Can Train You at Home 
for RADIO and TELEVISION 

Clip the coupon and mail it. I'm certain I can 
train you at home in your spare time to be a 
Radio Technician. I want to send you a sample 
lesson free; to examine. read. See how clear and 
easy it is to understand. See how my Course is 
planned to help you get a good job in Radio, a 
young, growing field with a future. You don't 
have to give up your present job, or spend a lot 
of money to become a Radio Technician. I train 
you at home nights in your spare time. 

Many Radio Technicians Make 
$30, $40, S50 a week 

Radio broadcasting stations employ operators. technicians, 
and pay well for trained men. Radio manufacturers em- 
ploy I est ers, inspectors. servicemen in good -pay jobs 
with utmost unit ies for advancement. Radio jobbers and 
dealers rntpltty inst allai ions and servicemen. Macy Radio 
Technicians open their own Radio sales and repair busi- 
nesses and make Frio. $10, $50 a week. Others hold their 
regular jobs and make $5 to $111 a week fixing Radios 
in spare time. Automobile. police. sei it ion, conunercial 
Radio; loudspeaker systems, electronic devices, are 
newer fields offering opportunities to qualified nun. Sly 
Course includes Television and Ere. tuenre Modulation 
which prutnise to open good jobs sae. 
Charles F. Helmuth. 419 N. Mass. Ave., Atlantic City. 
N. J.. Irrites: "I started Radio in t lie Marines, list er 
I took the N. R. I. Course. Now I ant my own boss, and 
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Washington, D. C. 
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J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. IHG8 
National Radio Institute 

Dear Mr. Smith: Mall me FREE, without obligation, your 
Sample Lesson and 54 -page book, "Rich Rewards in Radio." which 
tells about Radio's spare -time and full-time opportunities and 
explains your 50-50 method of training men at home to be Radio 
Technicians. (No salesman will call. Write plainly.) 
(Please Check) 

I AM doing Radio work. D I am NOT doing Radio work. 

get jobs over others who carte stiro they hail them. I owe 
plenty to N. It. I. Training." James A Ryan, 119 
Pebble St., Fall Biver, Mass., writes: "I was working 
in a gar me when I enrolled with N. It. I. I ant now 
Radio service manager for the M Furniture Co. for 
their four stores." 

Beginners Quickly Learn to Earn $5 to $10 
Extra a Week in Spare Time 

The day you enroll, In addition to my regular Course. I 
start sanding you Extra Stoney .lob Sheets-start show u,: 
you how to to actual Radio repair jobs. Throughout Yom 
Course 1 send plans and directions which have helm I 

many make 15 to $10 a week extra in spare time while 
learning. I send special Radio equipment; ohms you how 
to conduct experiments, build circuits. Yy 50-50 training 
ntethtul makes learning at horse interesting, fasrinat ini, 
practical. I denote more than 10 Lessons Texts exelusively 
to Television, and in addition Television fundamentals 
are rot ere.. I ley trey regular Course. 

You Gat a Professional Servicing Instrument 
The i:ut rum ,nt you meals c as part of my course makes peart trolly any test you will be culled upon to make in Radio service work on both spate time and full tune jobs. It ran lie mused on the test bench or carried along When 
out on calls. It measures AA'. and 11. C. voltages and currents ; tests resistances; has a multiband oscillator for 
aligning any set, old or nets. You get this Instrument to 
keep as part of your N. It. 1. Course. 

Draft Registrants, Attention! 
Hundreds of men who know Radio When they enter 
Military service are going to win specialist ravings 
in the Army, Navy and Marine Corps. These ratings 
pay up to 6 times a private's or seaman's base pay, 
in addition to carrying extra rank and preutigel If 
you ARE NOT called, you are getting into Radio 
when the Government is pouring millions into the 
Radio industry to buy Defense equipment, on top of 
boom civilian Radio business. Whether you enlist 
or wait for conscription-IT'S SMART TO LEARN 
R:\D1O-NOW! 

Get Sample Lesson and 64 -Page Book Free 
Act today, Mail coupon now for Sample Lesson and 64 - 
page Book. They're FREE, They point out R:,aós spare - 
time and full-time opportunities and those coming in Tele- 
vision; tell about my Course in Radio and Television: 
show moro than 100 letters from men I trained, telling, 
what they are doing and canting. Feud my money back 
agreement. Find out what Stadio offers you Mail the 
coupon in envelope or paste on penny postcard-NOW: 

I. E. SMITH, President 
Dept. I HG8. National Radio Institute 

Washington, D. C. 

AlkGare PAGE BOOK 
GOOD ...FORBUM SAMPLE LESSON FREE ,- 

I ft. 
RICH REWARDS 

IN RADIO 
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